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Foreword
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Dear Friends and Clients,
As 2020 draws to a close, I find myself in awe at the events that have made this year one of
the most unforgettable. I can only describe it as a year of changes: Changes in the way we
view art as well as changes in the manner to make it accessible. It has also been a year of
passages, of the passing of the torch from one generation of artists to another, and from one
breed of collectors to the next.
Reflecting these many changes are the treasures we have once again assembled for your
consideration.
First on our roster is a glorious boceto for Félix Resurrección Hidalgo’s lost masterpiece Per
Pacem et Libertatem that begins our narrative of changes. This important detail of this
powerful allegory of the United States of America and the Philippines was a turning point of
our country as it stood between two empires.
Juan Luna’s poignant Christmas letter to his son Andres Luna de San Pedro, dashed off while
on his way to America to lobby for our independence, is particularly charming as it includes
drawings for a children’s battalion to be established by his son. A stately aparador belonging
to the storied Buencamino family as well as a half-dozen silver ramilletes are other ornate
symbols of a historic but substantive life.
Fernando Amorsolo is often considered the spiritual heir of the 19th century masters and he
is once more wonderfully represented in several rare works : A view of Intramuros contrasted
with one of his highly recognizable flame trees and a still life of the cattleya, ‘the Queen of
Orchids’. There are, of course, his beloved countryside vistas.
The mid-century moderns who took the torch from Amorsolo are a delight to see in this
particular auction with a number of remarkable works from the original Neo-Realists,
Hernando R. Ocampo, his comrade-in-arms Cesar Legaspi and female co-conspirator Nena
Saguil. This happy few would become the equally famous “Saturday Group” and we have a
stunning collaboration featuring the inimitable Mauro Malang Santos as its ringleader. Not to
be outdone, a second collab features HR Ocampo, Alfredo Roces and Dean Jose Joya.
Magnificent Fernando Zobels, of impeccable foreign provenance, punctuate the riveting
abstract offerings, including an elusive Icaro IV.
A stunning BenCab, titled Homage to Turing, is this National Artist’s nod to another, the
influential Arturo Luz who was a tastemaker in his own right and in his own time. Luz’
signature spare geometry is serendipitously melded into BenCab’s own voluptuous Sabel
shapes. A magnificent Arturo Luz bookends this piece.
Monumental works by several contemporary stars are included in this sale: Geraldine Javier,
Yasmin Sison, and Pam Yan Santos. Also worthy of note are pieces from Romulo Olazo,
Romulo Galicano, Emmanuel Garibay, and Antipas Delotavo.
Finally—and most symbolic of the new ways of seeing—is a marvelous and massive work by
Norman Dreo, a diptych entitled Journey to the Louvre I and II, memorializing the world’s
biggest museum and yes, holding out hope that we will be able to journey once again to drink
in its delights.
As we bid 2020 farewell, please accept the profound thanks of Team León and myself for
sharing with us once more this astonishing journey through art.
We wish you an early Merry Christmas and a Happy New Year!
Sincerely yours,

Jaime L. Ponce de Leon
Director
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PROPERTY FROM THE LITTON FAMILY
COLLECTION

1
Tam Austria (b. 1943)

Banta y Salaka y
signed and da ted 1978 (upper left)
oil on canvas
24” x 24” (61 cm x 61 cm)

P 60,000

One of the founders of the “School of Botong” composed of RizalLaguna artists, Tam Austria is celebrated for his distinct folk genre
works of human interest. Art critic Alice Guillermo said: “Indeed,
one can say that Austria is a true descendant of his town mate,
the National Artist Carlos Francisco known for his amazing natural
and intuitive painting skills. Austria’s paintings in oil on canvas
are marked by a spontaneous linear energy, which possesses a
narrative as its own, which in combination with color, is powered

with a true creative energy.” His oil paintings of rural scenes,
local legends, the mother and child, and common folk are
highly detailed and engaging to the eye. Austria’s astute
sense of composition is founded in his meticulous attention
to detail and masterful skills in figuration and realism. In this
early oil painting, a farmer on guard sees to it that no one
will raid his carabaos and harvest.

PROPERTY FROM THE LITTON FAMILY
COLLECTION

2
Anita Magsaysay-Ho (1914 - 2012)
Still Life (Macopa)
signed and da ted 1943 (lower right)
wa tercolor on pa per
8” x 13” (20 cm x 33 cm)

P 80,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist

Anita Magsaysay-Ho is one of the foremost artists who helped
in the acceptance of Modern Art in the Philippines. Known to
assert a fresh individual style that does not adhere to academic
formulas, she explored modernist techniques in her works,
from expressive distortion to focus on composition and rhythm.
Critic Alice Guillermo noted that in her subsequent studies in
the Art Students League of New York, Magsaysay-Ho further
developed her modernist style as she studied at the Cranbrook
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Academy of Art, University of Michigan. Living in different
countries throughout her life, Purita Kalaw-Ledesma, upon
describing Magsaysay-Ho, wrote: “Wherever she lived, she
always remained a Filipina.” This early 1943 still life watercolor
painting reveals her predominantly brownish yellow hues and
her distinct curved lines before the angular lines that mark her
works mostly composed of women.

León Gallery
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PROPERTY FROM THE DON EUGENIO
M. LOPEZ JR. COLLECTION

3
Romulo Olazo (1932 - 2015)

a) Still Life I (Red Ginger)
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
pa stel on pa per
12” x 9” (30 cm x 23 cm)
b) Still Life II (Red Ginger)
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
pa stel on pa per
12” x 9” (30 cm x 23 cm)

P 100,000

Beyond his celebrated Diaphanous and Permutation series, the great
Romulo Olazo also created landscape and still life pieces in which he
showcased moving representations, unhindered creative freedom, and
brilliant artistic inventiveness. Critic Cid Reyes wrote: “For him, every
image is a subject and opportunity for aesthetic transcendence as he
recorded the scene not with the rigid realism of exactitude but with
gentle inflections of Impressionist brushstrokes.” Reyes’ observation
rings true in Olazo’s pastel works.
These two still life pieces of red ginger plants are rendered in robust
strokes and prismatic style and exhibit evocative undertones. His
modernist takes on nature’s beauty possess his mastery of light and
color composition. It was also in 1991—the year these pieces were
created—when Olazo had his one-man show titled “Landscape-Trees”
in West Gallery which consisted of celebrated oil pastel pieces of
traditional subjects depicted through a fusion of his impressionistic
approach and abstract design.

THE KINGLY TREASURES AUCTION 2020 |
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4
Lyle Buencamino (b.1978)
and Hanna Pettyjohn (b. 1983)
HL12 (Rorschach)
signed and da ted 2008 (verso)
oil on canvas
78” x 78 1/2” (198 cm x 199 cm)

P 180,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

4
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Lyle Buencamino graduated with a bachelor’s degree in fine arts
(Major in Painting) in 2005 from the University of the Philippines. He
is known for his large-scale paintings inspired by movie stills from the
LVN Productions in the 1950s, often referred as the “Golden Age ‘’
in Filipino cinema, as well as reflections on behaviors in institutions
and similar public spaces. Hanna Pettyjohn, a Dallas-based Filipina
contemporary artist, also graduated with the same degree and from
the same university. Her works are personal, featuring contemporary
humanist narratives out of collective experiences and first-hand
encounters with global diaspora.
This large-scale collaborative piece by Buencamino and Pettyjohn
is reminiscent of the images presented in the Rorschach inkblot
psychological test, created by Swiss psychologist Hermann Rorschach,
that is often used to assess personality and emotional functioning.

León Gallery
FINE ART & ANTIQUES

front

back

5
Lydia Velasco (b. 1942)

Bold with Passion
signed and da ted 2019 (lower left)
oil on wood (front and back)
58” x 32” x 1 1/2” (147 cm x 81 cm x 4 cm)

P 400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Galerie Artes
confirming the authenticity of this lot

One of the most notable Filipina modernist painters, Lydia Velasco
depicts strong and impressive women in her body of works. Her
signature female figures dominating the canvases show various
personalities and moods, characterized by sensuousness, strength, and
an almost-masculine assertiveness. Velasco asserts women identity
and freedom through the elongated and massively rendered subjects
which also show the artist’s view of the inherent qualities of women.
National Artists H.R. Ocampo and Cesar Legaspi, her former bosses in
her previous work, are among the prominent figures in the art scene
who influenced her painterly techniques. Figurative expressionists
Danilo Dalena and Onib Olmedo also influenced her style.
“I want to project women with inner strength, not only physically
but emotionally and psychologically as well,” Velasco said. The
sensuous women in her back-to-back piece, Bold with Passion,
shows this particular goal of the Filipina artist. Her women subjects
in striking gestures and poses have muscular body structures, long
limbs, and distinct torsos—main features usually found in her works.
She also utilized yellow, green, and red tones, adding to its overall
captivating appeal.

THE KINGLY TREASURES AUCTION 2020 |
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6
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Flame Tree in Blossom
signed and da ted 1951 (lower right)
oil on canvas
12” x 16” (30 cm x 41 cm)

P 1,800,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Sylvia
Amorsolo-Lazo confirming the authenticity of
this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by Mrs. Ethel Thomas
Herold in 1951, thence by descent.

National Artist Fernando Amorsolo’s
legacy endures in the present
day as his genre and portrait
masterpieces are still coveted
and valued by art collectors and
enthusiasts. A master of luminism
and realism, Amorsolo is best
known for capturing Filipino culture
and identity through his treatment
of Philippine landscapes, subjects,
and society portraits. Art historian
Eric Torres described Amorsolo’s
paintings as overflowing with
sweetness and optimism, asserting
that he “captures on canvas the
vibrant tropical Philippine sunlight.”

receipt of sale from the artist

In this masterpiece, there is a delicate balance between faithful
depiction of a local landscape scene and the master artist’s
imagination of heightened imagery. Rich in detail, his backlighting
technique called chiaroscuro that gives his works a characteristic
glow is showcased. Here, featured are local folks enjoying a serene
late afternoon in which the sun is about to set and the orange sky
gives off a moment of calm. These folks are under the glory of the
flame tree and its blossom-laden branches. It is a classical, romantic
scene immortalized by Amorsolo’s creative diction and mastery of
light and shadow, poetic optimism and patriotism.
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7
Romulo Olazo (1932 - 2015)

Dia phanous No. 833
signed and da ted 2012 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 1,400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Romulo Olazo’s most-celebrated oeuvre, his Diaphanous series,
shows the late painter and printmaker’s focus in pushing the
limits of different materials and artistic processes. As he produced
Diaphanous works in which one is introduced to monumental spatial
complexities, his fluency in the sinuousness of his forms and shapes
sharpened to perfection. “I am continuously concerned with the
quality of materials I work on,” he states, “to achieve an overall
effect of mystery, mood and contemplation.” These works show thin
layers of pigment producing translucent forms that overlap in genius
delicateness and ephemerality.
The black background in Diaphanous No. 833 asserts the presence
of the gossamer, gauze-like transparent presences forming a
round form with a hollow center, evoking a sense of illumination
and solemnity. Effects of light and texture are also achieved in this
elegant masterpiece coming from a master of rendering geometric
abstract forms.

THE KINGLY TREASURES AUCTION 2020 |
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8
Jerry Elizalde Navarro (1924 - 1999)
The Music Makers
signed (left)
ca. 1950
oil on canvas
32 1/2” x 41” (83 cm x 104 cm)

P 2,400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Emma Navarro
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Maggie dela Riva Collection

Choosing a signature style was irrelevant for National Artist
Jeremias “Jerry” Elizalde Navarro. Throughout his artistic career,
he would constantly shift painting styles, from minimalism to
abstract expressionism, cubism, pointillism, assemblage, and
a distorted figurative style. He would also steer away from art
trends to uphold creative freedom, exploring and excelling
in various art fields; his perception of Modernist freedom
comes within his Asian sensibility as one of the pioneers of the
movement in the Philippines.
This piece, The Music Makers, exhibits figures rendered in
an engaging fragmentary cubist style, made charged by rich
color combinations. In the depiction of a familiar folk image
of subjects, his mastery in rendering human figures through
his style of choice—as versatile and prolific as he was—is
showcased. His spontaneous geometric elements noted in his
early works during the fifties are also apparent, denoting a vision
of composition, mood, and feeling.
Navarro held his first one-person show at the Philippine Art
Gallery in 1954. He also won First Prize at the 1952 AAP’s
Second Watercolor Exhibit. In 1969 and 1971, he represented
the Philippines at the Sao Paolo Biennale in Brazil. Among the
sophisticated artists of his time, being a multidisciplinary artist
who made a mark in both the art and advertising fields in the
country, he garnered the National Artist Award in 1999.

THE KINGLY TREASURES AUCTION 2020 |
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9
Mark Andy Garcia (b. 1984)
Things Are Dif ferent Now
signed and da ted 2015 (lower right)
oil on canvas
60” x 44” (152 cm x 112 cm)

P 240,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by 1335 Mabini
confirming the authenticity of this lot

10
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Mark Andy Garcia’s consciousness was shaped by his early childhood.
His works bring out existential meanings and life recollections full of
encounters with nature and people. Born in 1984, Garcia took his
bachelor’s degree in fine arts from the Technological University of the
Philippines. Art critic Alice Guillermo pointed out that Garcia is known to
be the most autobiographical of all artists, and experiencing his works can
be likened to encountering a journal of personal experiences.
Inherent in his works is an outpour of colors, shapes, and textures,
exhibiting unrelenting expression and emotional depths. Garcia presents
lush settings of flourishing flowers, plants, and trees through a highly
expressive color palette and deliberate brushstrokes. As he holds memories
dear through his works, he also acknowledges the constancy of change
as one courses through life which is a truth he captures as well. This
piece shows his attention to the process of coming to terms with one’s
feelings and thoughts about change, an inevitable part of life that must be
accepted in the long run. It is a cathartic creative endeavor, nostalgic in its
visual impact.

León Gallery
FINE ART & ANTIQUES

10
Jayson Cortez (b. 1986)

Princess
signed and da ted 2013 (lower left)
oil on canvas
40” x 30” (102 cm x 76 cm)

P 120,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

As an artist, Cortez’s style is often characterized by its
hyperrealist sensibilities. His accurate and detailed images
are seemingly flawless and lifelike even compared to
photographs. Yet, despite his style’s adherence to realism,
Cortez’s works often delve into the gap between reality and
fiction. His works juxtapose familiar elements often seen in
reality, with more magical images often attributed to our own
imagination. In this particular piece, Cortez seemingly depicts
a fantastical scene, one surrounding a regal coronation, with
a child and her princess-type Shi Tzu puppy. Thus, Cortez’s
work opens up the possibilities of our own lived-in realities
through the capabilities of our own imagination. For Cortez,
the world is only as wide and magical as we want it to be.

11
Mario Parial (1944 - 2013)

Flower Vendors
signed and da ted 1988 (lower right)
oil on canvas
20” x 24” (51 cm x 61 cm)

P 40,000

Mario Parial’s method emphasizes the subject or subjects
alone instead of situating his composition as the focal point.
By doing so, the human subject or subjects make for the
painting as a whole. Mario Parial indigenizes his depiction of
two women by infusing the subjects with folk motifs that the
once highly religious genre is magically transformed into a
tender picture of a mother poignantly nurturing her son. The
use of colors not conventionally associated with rural themes
and the brilliant patterns on the fabric help in adding life to the

theme. Drawing inspiration from the stylization of figures in
such, his works have possessed similar planar qualities, all while
retaining very modest Filipino character
He had taught at the former College of Architecture and Fine
Arts in UST and at College of Fine Arts at the University of the
Philippines. Mario Parial was a member of the Art Association
of the Philippines and the Printmakers Association of the
Philippines.

THE KINGLY TREASURES AUCTION 2020 |
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12
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)

Morning Scene a t the Seaside (Na votas)
signed and da ted 1983 (lower left)
oil on canvas
35” x 45” (89 cm x 114 cm)

P 600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist

12
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A master of figure and genre painting, Romulo Galicano was born to a
family of artists from Carcar, Cebu. He studied intensively under the revered
Cebuano maestro Martino Abellana, his uncle. He was also under the
tutelage of abstractionist Florencio Concepcion in the University of the
East where he took up fine arts. His works are characterized by heightened
effects of light, shade, and colors as well as a certain mesmerizing liveliness
resulting from his attention to achieving pictorial approximations of nature.
In Morning Scene at the Seaside, Galicano offers fine details of a rural scene
of fishermen’s boats and common folk. The waves are strong, foaming and
hurling ashore, and the sky gives off a forecast of rain. Also a master of
evoking atmospheric effects in his works, Galicano presents an intimately
poetic vision of a Philippine seascape in this sweetly melancholic piece.

León Gallery
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13
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)
Na ghihinta y ng Kan yang Mahal
signed and da ted 1987 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30 ” x 40” (76 cm x 102 cm)

P 400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist

Romulo Galicano, one of the most revered Cebuano painters, is renowned
for his captivating depictions of nature, from rural landscapes and seascapes
to town scenes and backyards, gardens, and porches. His poetic vision
and ability to evoke atmospheric effects in his works have endeared him
to countless collectors. This particular piece is among his notable works in
which he gives form to the sea—one of his most-loved subject matters—
through rendering the rhythms of the waves, but what makes it more
intimate and heartfelt is the captured scene as shown by the subjects.
Here, a mother yearns for that very moment of being reunited with her
beloved, carrying her son as she stands just steps away from the shore. A
dog anticipates as well, even as the large waves are nearing them. Galicano,
influenced by his uncle Martino Abellana’s painterly techniques, masterfully
utilized the expressive qualities of light and color in this 1987 painting.

THE KINGLY TREASURES AUCTION 2020 |
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14
Jerry Elizalde Navarro (1924 - 1999)
Untitled
signed (lower right)
ca. 19 60
wood
22” x 19” x 13” (56 cm x 48 cm x 33 cm)

P 500,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Emma Navarro
confirming the authenticity of this lot

14
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Committed to Modernism, National Artist Jerry Elizalde Navarro
explored various artistic styles, media, and materials throughout
his art practice that spanned for forty years. Navarro was hailed as
a National Artist for Painting in 1999 for his devotion to the visual
arts. His artistic preoccupations include drawing, printmaking,
graphic designing, painting, and sculpting. Always upholding
artistic freedom, his inherent creativity is not directed by the
demands of the art market during his time. Instead, his body
of works reveal his Asian sensibilities and constant Modernist
transformations. His versatility as an artist is evident not only in
his paintings but in his sculptures enriched by his interdisciplinary
practice and travels. Navarro represented the country in various
Sao Paulo Biennales (in 1967, 1970, and 1972) for sculpture. This
Untitled piece is one of his hardwood sculptures that displays his
modernist techniques. His unique abstract take on a tree part is
highly engaging, innovative and original at best, showcasing his
proficiency in sculpture-making.

León Gallery
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15
Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Trees
signed and da ted 1971 (upper right)
wa tercolor
21” x 14” (53 cm x 36 cm)

P 140,000

National Artist Vicente Manansala is mostly associated with
transparent cubism, but also notable are his exceptional
watercolor paintings. His sophisticated painting style is
characterized with an economy of brushwork evident in
these works; Manansala utilized the translucent quality of
the medium to produce landscape and nature pieces in
elegant allure and vibrancy. More than his refined technical
mastery of the medium, also showcased is his ability to
bring out an emotional quality in his watercolor paintings. In
this particular work, Manansala’s impressive draftsmanship
is readily seen in his depiction of trees. Displayed are his
understanding of light and color, distinct brushwork, and
compositional restraint. Viewers are led into a captured
moment of nature showing its timeless beauty and
ethereality, its charms and glories.

16
Welbart Bartolome (b. 1971)
Faith
signed and da ted 2015 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36” x 24” (91 cm x 61 cm)

P 120,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Finale Art File
confirming the authenticity of this lot

In the process of depicting different facial expressions and
emotions, contemporary visual artist Welbart Bartolome wants
to show calm faces the most, as these reflect his contented and
grateful state of mind. When asked in an interview about the
reasons behind his use of text in many of his works, Bartolome
pointed out the power of words in giving the viewer positive
energy upon resonance. In Faith, affirming and positive words
interplay with the image of a calm state, showing Bartolome’s
belief in the law attraction. It is a visual representation of an
exuding optimistic energy and the universe echoing it back to
the subject. Bartolome won the Grand Prize in the 57th AAP
Annual Art Competition in 2004 and is the Grand Winner of
the 1st Figurative Painting Contest by the Philippine Drawing
Society in 2008. He also received an Honorable Mention in the
Representational Category in the 2016 GSIS Art Competition.
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Enigmatic and Sublime

17
Corazon C. Aquino (1933 - 2009)
Please Help Me
signed and da ted 2005 (lower right)
oil on canvas
14” x 18” (36 cm x 46 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
A gift from the artist to Ms. Ai-Ai de las Alas

C

orazon “Cory” Aquino persevered with optimism and
unwavering faith in God throughout her presidency
thrusted upon her by tragedy and circumstance. Many
noted her endearing “Mother of Sorrows” image which
appealed to the masses and an enduring legacy. Even postpresidency, Aquino focused on charitable activities and gave
statements regarding pressing political issues that compromise
democracy. In 2005, Aquino called for former president
Gloria Macapagal Arroyo’s resignation at the height of the
“Hello, Garci” scandal, becoming one of the main critics of
the Arroyo administration. Benigno Aquino III, her son, was
a democratically elected congressman during this time, and
would later on follow her footsteps and become president.
Most remember Cory as the 11th president of the Philippines,
the first female president in Asia, and the leader who fought
for democracy. Ninoy’s iconic widow, however, is relatively
known as an artist. Her mentor, artist Jeffrey Consumo, said
that Cory painted around 300 works since 1996, the year she
started to take painting classes. For three years, she attended
the weekly classes with perfect attendance, and continued
painting even after classes were over.
Cory’s works are often described as bright and colorful, original and deeply personal. She had a particular fondness for painting flora
as well as placing handwritten dedications in her pieces. She also painted mostly with oil and acrylic on canvas and paper, even on
bags, plates, and throw pillow covers. Beyond flowers, Cory painted images of rosaries, crosses, and women. She would give her
paintings as personal gifts to friends and loved ones, former Cabinet members, and supporters during her administration, except for a
few times when she auctioned off her work to raise funds for various supported advocacies and charities.
This expressive piece dated on the same year has a pure quality—a visual representation of direct, raw emotion. It is distinct from her
more joyous paintings, but nonetheless heartfelt in approach. Cory showcases her beautiful color combinations in her depiction of a
woman, one of her often-taken-upon subjects, in which her sense of humanity that translates into art is readily evident.
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PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECTION OF
A DISTINGUISHED GENTLEMAN

18
Antipas Delotavo (b. 1954)
Untitled (White Edifice Series)
signed and da ted 20 17 (lower right)
oil on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 400,000

18
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Though the precision and rigidity of Delotavo’s figures harken back to
the classical style of the masters such as Luna, Amorsolo, and Botong, his
overarching treatment and narrative—one that blends both reality and
fantasy—is undoubtedly contemporary in its approach and message. Delotavo
often describes his works as pastiches of the working and proletarian classes.
Thus, each piece is informed with mechanisms and conditions that operate
through and by the masses. He then transforms these conditions into
sweeping metaphors and images, molding intangible reality into ineffable
poetry. Delotavo’s works can be seen as a masterclass in social realism, one
that condenses a vague praxis into truly contemporary narrative epic. Through
his uniquely informed sociology that combines aesthetics and artistry with
physicality and memory, Delotavo manages to give a voice to those whose
desires are but whispers in the wind.

León Gallery
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19
Eduardo Castrillo (1942 - 2016)
Elemental Form
signed and da ted 1989 (lower right)
brass
30” x 23” x 26” (76 cm x 58 cm x 66 cm)

P 200,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Nixxio L.
Castrillo confirming the authenticity of this lot

From imposing, stately public monuments to more portable pieces in
brass or chrome, National Artist Eduardo Castrillo’s sculptures are found
around the country, in establishments, and in homes and offices. Critics
note not just for Castrillo’s high standards of craftsmanship but also either
the poetic quality or the social commentary present in his masterpieces.
In expressing his love for sculpture, he pointed out its “physicality” and
the “challenge of taming the material, controlling the tough solidity of
the medium and molding it into something fleshlike, lifelike.” In this
piece entitled Elemental Form, Castrillo translated his belief that aesthetic
experience is more important than the theme. He also utilized the tension
between movement and repose as well as emotional expression and nonobjective form, which often characterizes his monumental sculptures.
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Bucolic, Pastoral, and Beautiful

PROPERTY FROM THE DR. VICTOR REYES
COLLECTION

20
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Anihan
signed and da ted 1965 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30” x 45” (76 cm x 114 cm)

P 5,000,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia AmorsoloLazo for confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
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A

morsolo had mastered the Filipino genre painting with its idyllic
renditions of country life against the backdrop of the lushness
of the landscape. He also made many outdoor studies of the
Filipino countryside in an ardent endeavor to capture the light and color
of what he observed. Amorsolo was not a social commentator, but an
aesthete who hoped to emphasize the finer qualities of his country and
the people, from the beauty of the natural environment to the natural
grace of the common people and the dignity of their life and labour.
This piece entitled Anihan showcases Amorsolo at his best as he
attempts to capture the beauty and grace of the countryside. The heart
of the Amorsolo style, his dazzling colorism, has been the subject of
much discussion. The special vibrancy out of his rendition of tropical
sunlight in his genre and landscape paintings was derived from the
techniques he studied in the works of European masters. The popularity
of his art is easier to account because it embodies a sense of sweetness
and light. The life he chose to portray on canvas invariably brims with
good cheer, serenity, casual grace, optimism, and just what we would
like to see after a hard day’s grind. This quietly beautiful scene, featuring
several countrymen and women, is a remarkable example of the way
in which Amorsolo succeeds in adding a magical yet realistic dimension
to the most ordinary of everyday things. The whole scene is one of
lightness and space, made possible by Amorsolo’s choice of location.
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Ronald Ventura (b. 1973)

Untitled (Zoomanities and Gra yness)
signed and da ted 2009 (back)
fiberglass
29” x 47” x 22 1/2” (74 cm x 119 cm x 57 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
Exhibited:
Re:View, BenCab Museum, Baguio City, December 12, 2009

World-renowned contemporary artist Ronald Ventura’s works
serve as metaphors for Filipino identity—a pastiche of various
cultures in which one can trace from history and foreign
influences. Ventura also touches on global culture, taking a
closer look at the western and eastern worlds, as he further
delves on human nature through his art. His sculptural works
featuring combined human and animal features and graphic
images are widely exhibited and highly sought after by various
local and foreign collectors.
Part of his Zoomanities series, the piece on the left is produced
out of Ventura’s explorations in the contemporary condition
and its eccentricities. It features the signature horns, guns,
and inhalation mask. The piece on the right is part of
his Grayness series in which creatures exhibit nerves and
backbones, revealed intestines or protruding stomachs, heads
shaped that of a pig’s or a nondescript face, and jutting ears
or budding horns. Both sculptural creatures in this lot show
inherent absurdities and ironies in modern life in which Ventura
introduces viewers to Japanese Superflat aesthetics of garish
colors and graphic images and combines pop culture and
hyperrealism elements.

frontal view of the artwork
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The Religious Montage in Reflection

PROPERTY FROM THE LITTON FAMILY
COLLECTION

22
Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Crucifixion
signed and da ted 1978 (upper center)
oil on canvas
34” x 27” (86 cm x 69 cm)

P 6,000,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist

Vicente Manansala

I

n the book Discovering Manansala, author Isabel A. Nazareno
writes: “Manansala never considered himself particularly devout,
though he generated an abundance of works focusing on
religious themes. His innate sense of piety was expressed in his most
depicted subject, the Crucifixion of Christ. Moved by some unknown
force, he produced at least one such image, each year, during Holy
Week. Notable pieces include the Via Crucis (1956) series of murals,
made for the UP Chapel of the Holy Sacrifice, consisting of 16 panels
in all, the last being the Ascension.”
The religious atmosphere in which Vicente Manansala—and
arguably most of the modernists grew up in—is one characterized
by transformation and change. With certain progressive ideas and
programs gaining ground such as Liberation Theology and the
2nd Vatican Council, religion, or specifically the Christian church,
modernized together with the rest of the world. This epochal shift
freed the constraints of expression within religion, allowing more
varied forms of imagery. Thus, Filipino Modernism is rife with
religious images as a way of expressing themselves regarding a
seminal aspect of Filipino life. In this piece, the renowned painter
renders the theme with an atmospheric perspective. The crucifixion
is painted in Manansala’s indigenized interpretation of Cubism.
This particular version of the crucifix exemplifies Manansala’s earlier
artistic predisposition. Manansala creates a more balanced treatment,
geometric faceting, and simplification of forms blended with more
realistic aspects.
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Jason Montinola (b. 1979)

Untitled (Portrait)
signed and da ted 2015 (lower right and verso)
oil on canvas
30” x 24” (76 cm x 61 cm)

P 200,000

Identity (and its absence) is a recurring subject matter in
exciting contemporary artist Jason Montinola’s works. His
portraits feature missing or obstructed faces, masked figures
sporting caps and headdresses, even shadows and the void
in replacement of the face. Montinola’s renditions of either
anonymity or absence are noted as more tied to nonexistence of an identity instead of just a lack of presence.
This piece is one of his portraits of peculiar figures critical
of the level of significance given to affixed characteristics
and neat identities in the art-making process of depicting
subjects. Missing facial features serve as a form of invisibility,
hindering familiarity.

24
Ronson Culibrina (b. 1991)
Sta tue of Liberty
signed and da ted 2013 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30” x 40” (76 cm x 102 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Ronson Culibrina’s artistic philosophy confronts the novel and
contemporary questions and problems brought about by an era
of globalization and industrialization. As an artist he concerns
himself with the clash of traditional value and contemporary
modernization especially those affecting the middle and lower
classes. But, despite this seemingly arduous and serious theme,
Culibrina’s works still possess a playful and whimsical quality.
The worlds of his intricately rendered tableaus reel people in in
order for them to ponder the nuanced narrative present within
the piece. Culibrina’s piece entitled Statue of Liberty confronts
the growing number of Filipinos leaving the country in search
for a better life elsewhere. Drawing from both his personal
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experiences and the realities affecting the nation, Culibrina’s
work unearths the reality of this pipe dream. The work features
numerous central figures, each one contributing to the
demolition of the famous Statue of Liberty and loading it onto
a station wagon. Culibrina effectively deconstructs the idealistic
reality of those moving away from their homeland by showing
that their own fantasies are illusions as well. He also brings to
light how this problem is not inherent to the Philippines. It is
a global phenomenon, one that requires a shared and holistic
solution. Culibrina’s work is both enlightening and engaging as
it points us in the direction of a better future.

León Gallery
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Robert Langenegger (b. 1983)

Contemporary artist Robert Langenegger, one of the recipients of the CCP
Thirteen Artists Award in 2012, shows varied themes in his works, from
capitalism and corruption to forms of selfishness and sexual depravity and
harassment that pervade modern life. His aesthetic combines cartoonish and
satirical features, and he frequently revisits the oeuvres of political allegorists
in the artistic canon such as Goya and Honore Daumier. He would also make
allusions and references to contemporary figures like political satirist Robert
Crumb and modernist painter Phillip Guston.

P 300,000

Langenegger’s works are universal in such a way that they further reveal the
implications of consumerism, racism, and organized religion. His works and
one-man shows often have humorous titles as well; rambling undertones
are reflected both in the titles and in his heavily laden paintings featuring
social issues in the country, specifically Manila. This featured piece has
a witty title—a did-you-know question with a fun-fact tone about male
pandas, but it makes the viewers think of a pressing social issue. Here,
Langenegger confronts the dark side of the human condition, showcasing
his brand of socio-political satire.

Did You Know Tha t Most Male Pandas
Are Pedophiles?
signed and da ted 2015 (lower right)
oil on canvas
57 1/2” x 56 1/2” (146 cm x 144 cm)

Provenance:
Finale Art File, Makati
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Dino Gabito (b. 1989)

Shroud: Ides of March l
signed (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 500,000
Exhibited:
Shroud: Ides of March, Metro Gallery,
March 2014
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The shroud often associated with Dino Gabito’s art is of emotional
resonance in its rich tradition of concealment. In his monumental soldout first solo show in 2014 aptly titled “Shroud: Ides of March”, featured
works display an intriguing play of light and shadow and masterfully
rendered shrouded figures. Parts of these figures extend beyond the
frame’s borders, producing a hauntingly captivating 3D effect. This exhibit
is also said to represent Gabito as an artist; he did not only conceptualize
and create but also modeled in all of his pieces.

León Gallery
FINE ART & ANTIQUES
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The exhibit subtitle was derived from a quote from Shakespeare’s
tragedy, Julius Caesar, uttered to the Roman emperor as a warning of
danger: “Beware the Ides of March.” The shrouded figures in these two
pieces exhibit suggestive gestures and alluring tones of light, surface,
and volume. There is a focus on shape and character at work, as well as
his use of blacks, whites, and grays in various shadow modulations. In
his consistent depiction of shrouded figures in folds and striking poses,
Gabito invites viewers into an inquiry on identity and selfhood, an effect
of his willful effort against disclosure.

Dino Gabito (b. 1989)

Shroud: Ides of March II
signed (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 500,000
Exhibited:
Shroud: Ides of March, Metro Gallery,
March 2014
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Master of Print, Master of Painting

Manuel Rodriguez Sr. in his New York apartment

28
Manuel Rodriguez Sr. (1912 - 2017)
Untitled (Vendor)
signed and da ted 1966 (lower right)
oil on canvas
40” x 30” (102 cm x 76 cm)

P 800,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

I

n this particular oil on canvas piece, the modernist master Manuel
Rodriguez Sr. showcases his unique and unparalleled knack
for abstract and figurative forms. Early in his career, Rodriguez
was mainly concerned with the natural beauty of his surroundings,
given that he was mentored by the likes of Fernando Amorsolo
and Fabian de la Rosa. But, his brief yet fruitful stint abroad proved
to be fundamental in Rodriguez’s artistic growth. He met seminal
printmakers Mauricio Lasansky and Gabor Peterdi and was introduced
to their unique approach to art and the medium of printmaking.
This piece exemplifies Rodriguez’s shift towards his more
contemporary style. The figures are bare and simple yet layered with
context and meaning, giving them a timeless allure while the play of
tones creates a solid yet shifting dreamlike visual quality. From the
humanoid figure’s stance to the geometric shapes that make up what
seems to be a table, every aspect of Rodriguez’s work is carefully
planned and executed, a hallmark of the artist’s genius.
Along with Galo Ocampo and Vicente Manansala, Manuel Rodriguez
Sr. was among the three moderns who won in the 1955 AAP Art
competition which caused the conservatives to walk out. Mang
Maning, as he is fondly called, is a pioneering artist who revived
printmaking as a major art form which led to the graphics arts
movement in the Philippines. He was not only an artist but also a
teacher and maestro loved and admired by his students. Rodriguez
Sr. contributed to furthering modern art in more ways other
than painting and printmaking. He once managed the Philippine
Contemporary Art Gallery where, with the urging of Manansala, Ang
Kiukok held his first show in 1954. The rural genre theme is strictly
abstract as it shows the dominance of form over subject matter.
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Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Landsca pe
signed and da ted 1959 (lower left)
wa tercolor on pa per
13” x 17” (33 cm x 43 cm)

P 140,000

In the vast oeuvre of Manansala, of note are his watercolor
works. His outstanding use of the medium is truly a
spectacle, as he captures landscapes with such refined
composure and restraint. As an artist, Manansala often
dabbled with genre scenes. Yet, his work proved to be a cut
above the rest as his unique cubist style differed greatly from
the more bountiful realism works. Manansala manages to
masterfully balance solid and broad strokes with soft and
seemingly ephemeral gestures throughout his rich and varied
body of works.

Beyond his impressive draftsmanship is his masterful eye,
as he puts on display his understanding of light, gracefully
completing the composition in all its simple eloquence. In this
work from 1971, Manansala uses his medium with such great
restraint—the translucence of watercolor so elegantly giving
vibrance and allure to the composition, ultimately adding to
its emotional quality. Such translucent quality of watercolor
bore inspiration for Manansala’s Cubism, and could very well
be a precursor for which.

PROPERTY FORMERLY IN THE JOE GUEVARA
COLLECTION

30
Oscar Zalameda (1930 - 2010)
Barung-Barong
signed and da ted 1978 (lower right)
pastel on pa per
21” x 30” (53 cm x 76 cm)

P 120,000
Provenance:
Leon Gallery, The Spectacular Mid-Year Auction, June 13,
2015, Makati City, Lot 20

This painting is a prime example of Oscar Zalameda’s
developing interest in the elemental. As an artist, Zalameda
is primarily known for his groundbreaking visual figurations
of local Filipino life that combines aspects of abstraction,
brutalism, and cubism. But, Zalameda’s earlier works
encapsulate the artist’s experimental relationship with the
medium itself. His works often revolve around pure forms of
abstraction through playing with the relationship between
angle, shape, and light. This particular piece entitled BarungBarong captures Zalameda in the middle of his epochal shift
from pure abstraction to a much more figurative style.
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Although always tender in observation and mood, Zalameda’s
abstract works avoid false sentimentality. His charming and
airy gestural abstraction is a happy collision of hazes, even
haphazard patterns of broken, contrasting monochromatic
tones. The subject of the piece is a perfect fit for Zalameda’s
style, given that it captures a chaotic reality but at the same
time retains a familiar sense of cohesion. The gestural strokes,
though too broad to be strictly speaking descriptive, provide
visual equivalents of natural objects and the feel of weather
effects that make an impact on the spectator just as they had
been executed with immediacy.
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Romulo Olazo (1892 - 1972)
Dia phanous No. 528
signed and da ted 1997 (bottom)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 2,000,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Australia

In the Diaphanous series, form and color are fused as one in a faint but interlocked
relationship, and from their union emanates a disembodied, spectral look.
Intriguingly, the rich, dense, and complex layers of light — even in works that disport
a flourish and flamboyance of forms — never lose their austere quality. Olazo began
his career as an artist when the foundations of a modernist tradition were being
laid by key figures such as Vicente Manansala, Victorio Edades, H.R Ocampo, and
Fernando Zobel. Olazo first came to the fore as a printmaker who made striking
innovations in this field. This fed into the development of his Diaphanous series,
a unique body of abstract paintings that “are veritable visions of light. They have
been likened to dragonfly wings, sheets of gossamer veil or gauze, and even a
symphony.” Olazo always had an impulse toward pristine compositions.
Olazo experimented by switching pigment types, from the traditional printer’s ink
that registered flat and opaque images to the painter’s oil pigments that created
translucent layers. This allowed him to achieve the effects of light and texture. He
then experimented further by cutting old newspapers as stenciled patterns. The
pigment is applied with a brush or by a single run of the squeegee to as many as five
layers. The technique may be likened to the age-old painting technique of glazing
wherein translucent layers of oil paint are applied thinly and evenly until it builds up
to the desired tone and texture.
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Composition of Pure Geometry

Arturo Luz in his studio

32
Arturo Luz (b. 1926)

Two Men on Wheels
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
acr ylic colla ge on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 1,400,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Luisa Luz
Lansigan confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

M

uch of the art of Arturo Luz runs on the theme of acrobats,
musicians, and cyclists. The combination of themes indicates
the direction in which Luz was headed in the 1960s. The
direction had to do with abstract painting of a geometric planar kind. All
of Luz’s stylish works feature his instantly recognizable and concise use
of line to create geometric scenes of precision and balance. He began to
use the formal and spatial procedures of Cubism as a structure, a means
of controlling the high levels of fantasy and irrationality that invaded his
imagery from the early 1960s onwards. Gradually simplifying his style,
he developed an approach with key works consisting of pure geometric
forms and their relationships to one another, set against minimal
grounds.
The picture is structured to emphasize straight lines and circular shapes.
Straight, vertical, and diagonal lines are present in the figures’ bodies.
With the predominance of the deep red backdrop, Luz unifies the
color element to highlight the straight lines of his composition. Their
heads, faceless and pin-shaped, are reduced to their basic geometric
components.
The point is that Luz reduces his subject to large, solid, and
uncomplicated masses because such forms are suggestive of eternal
values. Hence while the colour range of this work is limited, the formal
qualities are highlighted by the strictly geometrical lines and precise
modelling, features that further reflect truly modernist ideals.
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The Remarkable Bantug ‘Holy Family’ in Ivory
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III (Toto Gonzalez)

PROPERTY FROM THE DON ANTONIO
BANTUG COLLECTION

33
La Sagrada Familia
(The Holy Family)

Earl y 18th Centur y (earl y 1700s)
Parian /Binondo, Man ila
ivor y
Joseph:
8” x 3” x 2 1/2” (20 cm x 8 cm x 6 cm)
Child Jesus:
3 1/2” x 2 1/2” x 1” (8 cm x 6 cm x 3 cm)
Mar y:
6 3/4” x 2” x 2” (17 cm x 5 cm x 5 cm)
Base:
4 1/2” x 9” x 6” (11 cm x 23 cm x 15 cm)

P 2,000,000
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his charming group of “The Holy Family” --- Joseph
the father, Mary the mother, and the Child Jesus
--- as it is known in the Roman Catholic religion, is
a representation of the ideal family life which members of
the faith are encouraged to emulate. This interesting example
has diminutive polychrome ivory images of Joseph and Mary
rendered in characteristic vermilion and teal colors. Joseph has
a forelock and a traveling hat, indicators of eighteenth century
origins or earlier. Mary has the trademark “suksok” fold at
the back of her cloak which is also an indicator of eighteenth
century origins or earlier. The Child Jesus is also rendered in solid
ivory and has a forelock. They stand on a carved and gilded
wooden base characteristic of the period. The whole ensemble
is of “Sangley” or Chinese–Filipino production from three
centuries ago.
It was known from the earliest days of Spanish colonization
in the 1570s that the “Sangleyes” (the Chinese) who came to
trade and sometimes settle in the islands were trained, excellent
craftsmen in ways the “indios” natives were not --- goldsmiths,
silversmiths, sculptors, painters, etc. To prevent the “Sangleyes”
from gaining control over anything in the colony, the Spaniards
instituted periodic pogroms and punishments aimed specifically
at the disenfranchised but extremely talented ethnic minority.
However, their professional skills were put to good use by
the Spanish friars who supervised them in the construction of
massive churches and convents and furnishing them suitably.
From out of those “Sangley” workshops in the “Parian”ghetto
emerged masterpieces in gold, silver, ivory, and wood
comparable to what could be found in Europe at that time.
The “Sangleyes” were experts at difficult, precise, and detailed
work and yet did not ask much for their labor, something
which the Spaniards appreciated and used to their advantage.
Goldwork, silverwork, ivory sculpture, and exquisite wooden
furniture (the spectacular, tortoiseshell–veneered and nacre–
inlaid “mueble enconchado” exhibited in Lima, Peru and
elsewhere in South America) were of such high quality that the
Spaniards deemed them worthy for export to Mexico, Spain,
and the Latin American colonies.
Religious ivory sculpture in particular, although frequently
looking more Oriental than Occidental, found great favor
among clerics and affluent citizens, and found welcoming
churches and new homes in Mexico, Spain, and the Latin
American colonies.
Appreciation of antique ivory Filipino religious sculpture runs
deep in the nation’s culture and psyche. During the Spanish
regime in Vigan, Ilocos Sur, it was considered good form to
avoid showing off one’s wealth by way of ostentation --- jewelry,

dress, and interior décor --- but perfectly fine to pile on gold
and precious stones on one’s “marfiles” ivory processional
image(s) and one’s array of smaller ivory images in “virinas”
in the “capilla” or home chapel. “Ridiculous” as it sounds,
not a few pious “Do�as” (rich, pampered, high society ladies)
from Pampanga and Batangas actually complained about
not being able to pray earnestly unless the miraculous icon in
the altar was of ivory. During the postwar era, heirloom ivory
“santos”/“marfiles” were still regarded by their proud “de
buena familia” owners as sacramentals but more importantly
as reminders of prewar and even 1800s wealth, preeminence,
prominence, social position, exclusive circles, snobbery, etc. In
the present day, ivory religious images of all sizes and styles
are prized by affluent Filipino Roman Catholics, no longer as
devotionals/sacramentals, but as widely–recognized status
symbols since even a small ivory statuette of the Virgin Mary can
set one back by upwards of PHP 500,000.00.
The landed Bantug family of Hinigaran, Negros Occidental
has a long history of art and antique collecting stretching
back to the early 1900s when their grandfather Don Antonio
Bantug was one of the pioneering art and antique collectors
of his generation which included Felipe Kleimpell Hidalgo,
Domingo Lerma, Arturo Cabarrus de Santos, Victoria Ledesma
Lopez–Araneta, Arsenio Marasigan Escudero, and other prewar
collectors. Don Antonio’s son Antonio Bantug Jr (known as
“Tony”) and his wife Asuncion Lopez–Rizal (known as “Ciony,”
grandniece of national hero Jose P. Rizal) continued the art
and antique collecting and their generation included Leandro
and Cecilia Locsin, Luis Ma. Zaragoza Araneta, Marie–Theresa
Gallardo Lammoglia–Virata (known as “Bebe”), Manuel and
Rosarito Agustines, Antonio Tuason, Consuelo Paterno Madrigal
(known as “Chito”), and other postwar collectors. Among the
memorable, great treasures of the Bantugs was the entire 1700s
main retablo (main altar) of the San Jose de Recoletos church
in Cebu demolished in 1965 and the justly famous solid ivory
statuette of “La Immaculada Concepcion,” the single most
beautiful tabletop image of the Virgin Mary in existence.
Acknowledgments:
Sandra Buenviaje Castro–Baker
Dr Esperanza Bunag–Gatbonton
Romeo Allanigue
Ambeth Ocampo
Ramon Nazareth Villegas
Martin Imperial Tinio Jr
Renato Palanca Gonzalez (re: Dona Sabina Sioco de Escaler)
Carmelita Pichay–Crisologo (Mrs Floro Crisologo)
Pacita Pablo–Donato (Mrs Edilberto Quema Donato)
Cecilia de Leon
Rafael del Casal
Rosario Averion Adap–Escudero (Mrs Arsenio Marasigan Escudero)
Conrado Adap Escudero
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Exceedingly Rare Set of Ramilletes
by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III (Toto Gonzalez)

34
A Set of Six Silver Ramilletes

2nd quarter of the 19th centur y (1825 - 1850)
silver (80%)
25” x 10” x 6” (64 cm x 25 cm x 15 cm) each

P 300,000
Provenance:
A Franciscan church in Laguna province,
Distinguished Lady Collector

T

his set of six identical solid silver “ramilletes” features
a chased design of a profusely flowering plant
bearing a cartouche emerging from a reeded urn. The
comparatively simple design is late neoclassical and dates from
around the 1840s. The six “ramilletes” come from the famous
inventory of a Distinguished Lady Collector.
“Ramilletes” are artificial bouquets, usually of silver, meant
to substitute for fresh flowers for the altars, which were not
readily available during those times (1600s–1900s). Ramilletes
were placed on the “gradillas”/ various levels of the altar,
alternating with candelabra as well as vases with paper or
cloth flowers.
This set of six solid silver “ramilletes” is an extraordinary
survival, considering the rapidity with which ruthless
secondhand dealers immediately melt old, unappreciated
pieces.
Thankfully, despite the continuous meltdowns in Meycauayan
town, Bulacan there are still many excellent examples of both
ecclesiastical and domestic Filipino colonial silver in existence.
Vigan cathedral still has the entire rococo–style, solid silver
“Monumento” consisting of several panels, candelabra,
reliquaries, and “ramilletes” assembled every Maundy
Thursday for the public veneration of the “Santisimo”/
Holy Sacrament. The nearby Museum of the Archdiocese of
Nueva Segovia contains a staggering collection of church
silver. In Pampanga, an old “de buena familia” conserves its
heirloom Filipino colonial silver from 170 years ago and the
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elegant collection is used to serve the family’s famous dishes
during important family occasions. The San Agustin church
museum and the nearby Museo de Intramuros have beautiful
examples of ecclesiastical silver. The Archdiocese of Manila has
conserved an exquisite solid silver altar from the late 1700s.
At a great collector’s residence in Makati, there is enough
high–quality church and domestic Filipino colonial silver for
the large household staff to polish year–round, and beyond.
All over the country, church museums show some pieces of
ecclesiastical Filipino colonial silver. In Greenhills, a real estate
heiress conserves her heirloom European and Filipino domestic
silver from the 1880s glory days of the coffee boom in Lipa,
Batangas. All over the country, art and antique collectors have
a few pieces of church and domestic Filipino silver here and
there. At the splendid Museo De La Salle in Dasmari�as, Cavite
one can see the magnificent and breathtaking solid silver
“andas” circa 1870 of the Panlilio–Leon Santos–Joven family
of Bacolor, Pampanga. At the Tayabas Cathedral, one can still
appreciate its great rococo silver frontal permanently affixed
to the altar table which Manuel Imperial Tinio Jr (known as
“Sonny”) remembered vividly and simply adored. Many pieces
have survived, and they should be carefully conserved for the
enlightenment and enjoyment of generations to come.
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The Buencamino Aparador
Pinnacle of Baliuag Artistry

by Augusto Marcelino Reyes Gonzalez III (Toto Gonzalez)

35
The Buencamino
Aparador

2nd quarter of the 19th
centur y (1825 - 1850)
red narra wood, cara bao bone inla y,
kama gong wood inla y
81” x 55” x 23”
(206 cm x 140 cm x 58 cm)

P 2,000,000
Provenance:
Doña Petrona Siojo de Buencamino;
Buencamino–Siojo heirs;
an old antique collector in San Miguel
de Mayumo town, Bulacan;
Distinguished Lady Collector.

A

crisply–carved guilloche gallery (“Olympic” in Filipino
antique circles jargon) with small urns punctuating the
front corners serves as the crest of this cabinet in the
late neoclassical style. At the center of the gallery is an oval
cartouche delicately decorated on its sides with inlay of bone
triangles supported by line inlay of carabao bone and kamagong
wood surrounding the monogram “PSB”/“PBS” (depending on
the viewer). The intertwined initials “PSB”/“PBS” refer to Dona
Petrona Siojo de Buencamino, the ür–ancestress (or primary
ancestress) of the Buencamino clan of San Miguel de Mayumo
town, Bulacan province.
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The top of the main section of the cabinet is a concave
molding decorated at the top with a repetitive pattern of wings
rendered with diamond–shaped bone inlay and below with a
succession of lozenges in bone. Below the concave molding
are the two doors that have a running pattern of stylized leaves
composed of diamond–shaped and line bone inlay on their
frames which, in turn, enclose raised panels with line inlay
of bone and kamagong forming vertical neoclassical panels,
punctuated by floral bouquets artfully rendered with flower
bud, delicate leaf, lozenge, and line forms at the exterior
corners. There is a cartouche of solid silver (80%) for the
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keyhole on the left door. Inside, there are four levels of original
shelving, atypical from the usual arrangement of two shelves
with a center level of two drawers in the interior common to
most Filipino cabinets produced from 1825–1850.
Both sides of the cabinet also have the same running pattern
of stylized leaves composed of diamond–shaped and line bone
inlay on the frames which, in turn, enclose line inlay of bone and
kamagong forming vertical neoclassical panels punctuated by
the same floral bouquets of flower bud, delicate leaf, lozenge,
and line forms at the exterior corners. Four vertical panels of
wood with molded sides form the back of the cabinet.
Below the doors is the base of the cabinet topped with a
superimposed molding with a running pattern of stylized
leaves in bone. There are two drawers delineated with line
inlay of bone and kamagong forming horizontal neoclassical
panels embellished with swags of stylized leaves and flowers
composed of lozenge, delicate leaf, and line forms. There are
two cartouches of solid silver (80%) for keyholes. Between the
drawers is a small panel decorated with a vertical double line
of the running pattern of stylized leaves. Below the drawers
is a concave molding in the reverse position of the one at the
top of the cabinet, the top decorated with the running pattern
of stylized leaves and below with a succession of lozenges in
bone. Underneath is an apron supported by four exquisite
ogee feet with details of inward–curving C–scrolls. The apron
and the four ogee feet were also decorated with inlay of floral
sprays composed mainly of flower bud and line forms by the
conscientious craftsmen.
The impressive result of all the ornamentation is that, despite
the enormous amount of bone inlay applied, the cabinet
still retains the neoclassical attributes of order, balance, and
restraint. It is not overdone, to say the least. Certain sections of
the bone inlay --- the floral sprays on the doors and the swags
on the bottom drawers --- are strongly reminiscent of the
carabao bone and kamagong wood inlay of the magnificent
pair of Pe�aranda, Nueva Ecija Sheraton–style “mesa altar”
tables (currently in the “Casa Manila” house museum –
Intramuros, Manila and the “Museo De La Salle” – Dasmari�as,
Cavite collections), also of Buencamino provenance, leading
scholars and researchers to speculate on the artistic/stylistic
linkages between the contemporaneous Baliuag, Bulacan and
Pe�aranda, Nueva Ecija workshops, both of which produced
late neoclassical–style furniture with strong American Federal
influences from the early 1800s onwards.
This supremely beautiful cabinet was praised by legendary
antique dealers Ramon Nazareth Villegas (“Boy”) and
Osmundo Esguerra (“Omeng”) on separate visits to
Distinguished Lady Collector’s home upon its serendipitous
acquisition five years ago in 2015. “One can have all the
money these days, but it is very difficult to acquire a great
piece like this” both agreed. Esguerra, the country’s premiere
expert on rare woods and antique furniture construction,
rhapsodized over the mature red narra wood (“comparable
to the best Chinese woods --- huang–huali, zitan, jichimu,”
he claimed), the accuracy of the Chinese–style construction,
the impressive execution of the guilloche (“Olympic”) panels,
and the flawlessness of the bone inlay. “All very hard to do!”

The intertwined initials on the monogram “PSB”/“PBS” refer
to Dona Petrona Siojo de Buencamino, the ür–ancestress (or
primary ancestress) of the Buencamino clan of San Miguel de
Mayumo town, Bulacan province.

he declared. Villegas, the country’s top authority on Filipino
material culture, coolly admired the integrity of the cabinet, its
elegant proportions, painstaking construction, the neoclassical
restraint of the bone inlay, and its remarkable state of
conservation. He was impressed by the remarkable suitability of
all its elements. The writer witnessed the separate evaluations
of the cabinet by the two experts by the gracious invitation of
Distinguished Lady Collector.
It was the writer, a lifelong student of Filipino history, who
discovered the identity of the original owner through the
intertwined initials “PSB”/“PBS.” When told by Distinguished
Lady Collector that the cabinet had originally come from
San Miguel de Mayumo town in Bulacan, and that it had
been purchased by the seller, an old antique collector, from a
Buencamino descendant many years ago, the writer mentally
went through a list of 1800s Buencamino forebears and
theorized that “PSB”/“PBS” must have referred to Dona
Petrona Siojo de Buencamino, the mother of the revolutionary
figure Don Felipe Buencamino y Siojo (Sr).
That theory, added to the age, make, and style of the cabinet,
along with the 1848 birth year of her son Felipe, constituted
a perfect fit. Ramon Villegas and Distinguished Lady Collector
were duly impressed. This cabinet is one of the highest points
of the Baliuag style of furniture.
This Buencamino bone–inlaid aparador ranks equally with
the best antique Filipino cabinets that have appeared at the
principal auctions of the Leon Gallery in recent years: the
tall Fabella kamagong aparador; the Double–Headed Eagle
kamagong aparador (The Gilded Age exhibition); the Antonio
Martino Baliuag bone–inlaid tindalo aparador; the Vigan
kamagong aparador; the Henson–Paras bone–inlaid aparador;
and the Arnedo bone–inlaid aparador.
The Siojo and Buencamino families are 2 of the older
“hacendero” clans of San Miguel de Mayumo town in
Bulacan, populated by many affluent landed families in the
1800s like the de Leon, Mendiola, Mossessgeld, Ponce,
Revilla, Santos–Viola, Sempio, Tecson, Viola, et al. The original
surname “Magalingdaan” was changed to the Spanish
“Buencamino” by the Claveria decree of 21 November 1849.
Don Victor Buencamino married Dona Petrona Siojo in the
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1840s and had 11 children: Felipe, Justo, Narcisa, Potenciana,
et al, all surnamed Buencamino y Siojo. One of them was the
revolutionary figure Don Felipe Buencamino Sr, known as
“Ipe,” (23 August 1848 – 06 February 1929) who led a most
active, colorful, and “controversial” life.
At the young age of eleven, he was sent from his hometown
of San Miguel de Mayumo in Bulacan to Manila by his
well–meaning parents for his further education. In Manila,
he finished the equivalent of high school in those days. An
intelligent and well–off young man, he obtained his “Bachiller
de Artes” at the Universidad de Santo Tomas. Inexplicably
enough, he dropped out of university in 1868 and went to
work as a clerk.
As if foreshadowing his adulthood, he was imprisoned for
openly expressing his opinion regarding a controversial issue in
the Spanish colonial government. He was released four months
later by order of Governor–General Carlos Maria de la Torre,
the most liberal of all viceroys sent to Manila. Buencamino
finished his law degree in 1884 at the Universidad de Santo
Tomas and subsequently worked at the “Real Audiencia.” He
was appointed Fiscal and then as Interim Judge of Tayabas
province in 1886 and of Batanes province in 1888.
When the Filipino Revolution began on 23 August 1896,
Buencamino remained loyal to the Spaniards. Governor–
General Ramon Blanco appointed him Lieutenant. He was
promoted to the rank of Colonel. A brave man, he fought
in the battles of Kamansi and Mount Arayat in Pampanga.
Governor–General Fernando Primo de Rivera awarded him
the Bronze Cross on 16 October 1897. He was promoted to
Lieutenant Colonel and appointed Commander of an 800–
strong volunteer corps. He fought in the battles of San Antonio
Abad, Zapote bridge, and Muntinlupa.
After the Pact of Biak–na–Bato on 15 December 1897,
Buencamino finally decided to join the Filipino revolutionaries.
Despite his best efforts, he was suspected of being a spy and
imprisoned at the tower of the palatial Ossorio residence in
Cavite Puerto town, guarded by General Tomas Mascardo. He
was released and, improbably enough, was able to attend
the 12 June 1898 Declaration of Independence ceremonies in
Kawit, Cavite.
He became a member of the Malolos Congress of 15
September 1898 and one of the 19 framers of the Malolos
Constitution along with Don Mariano Abella, Don Jose Albert,
Don Jose Alejandrino, Don Gregorio Araneta y Soriano, Don
Alberto Barretto, Don Higinio Benitez, Don Felipe Gonzalez–
Calderon y Roca, Don Arsenio Cruz, Don Jose Maria de la Vina,
Don Tomas del Rosario, Don Dr Joaquin Gonzalez y Lopez
(a Spanish mestizo “ilustrado”/pioneering Europe–educated
medical doctor/ophthalmologist, Dr. Gonzalez’s heiress wife
Doña Florencia Sioco was a relative of Buencamino’s first
wife Doña Juana Arnedo, Dr. Gonzalez was also a neighbor
of Buencamino’s father–in–law/granduncle Capitan Joaquin
Arnedo in barrio Sulipan, Apalit, Pampanga), Don Antonio Luna
y Novicio, Don Jose Luna y Novicio, Don Hipolito Magsalin,
Don Juan Manday, Don Pablo Ocampo, Don Basilio Teodoro,
and Don Aguedo Velarde. During that same time, General
Aguinaldo appointed Buencamino “Secretario de Fomento”/
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Don Felipe Buencamino, Secretary of
Foreign Affairs after Apolinario Mabini

Secretary of Development. Eleven days later on 26 September
1898, General Aguinaldo appointed Buencamino as Minister of
Foreign Affairs.
It is written that General Antonio Luna had an altercation with
Don Felipe Buencamino on 22 May 1899, the notoriously
irascible general having remarked contemptuously on the
alleged cowardice of Buencamino’s eldest son Don Joaquin
Buencamino y Arnedo, serving with the Revolutionary
Army, who was actually killed in action at the Battle of San
Fernando, Pampanga and logically a war hero. That episode
supposedly led to Buencamino’s hatred of General Luna,
culminating in another confrontation two weeks later in
Cabanatuan, Nueva Ecija on 05 June 1899 and General Luna’s
subsequent assassination along with his aide Col Francisco
Roman that same day.
When the Filipino–American War broke out on 04 February
1899, Buencamino was appointed Director of the Military
Tribunal with the rank of Colonel. Increasingly disillusioned
by the successive defeats of the Filipino forces, he resigned in
June 1899.
Don Felipe Buencamino was captured by the Americans on
17 November 1899, imprisoned at the Ayuntamiento building
in Intramuros, and released 5 months later on 16 April 1900.
After his release, and visibly impressed by the Americans, he
founded the Federal Party (“Partido Federal”) which sought
statehood for Las Islas Filipinas. In 1902, he became one
of the founders of the Philippine Independent Church (the
Aglipayan church).
Witnessing American military prowess, bureaucratic
organization and efficiency, development and progress,
along with impressive funding as opposed to a disappointing
and increasing Spanish decline, he became extremely pro–
American in his views.
Buencamino was also a Grand Master Freemason who was
embroiled in a controversy in 1912 when he preferred the new
American lodge “All–American Grand Lodge of the Philippine
Islands” to the old Filipino lodge “Gran Logia Regional de
Filipinas” established under the Spanish lodge “Grande Oriente
Espanol,” believing as much that “everything in Filipinas
is American.”
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Official Filipino history is not kind to Don Felipe Buencamino y
Siojo. But if one studies his incredibly active “controversial life”
with objectivity, one sees his life’s events unfolding logically
and comprehensibly, from birth to youth to adulthood to old
age, the successive episodes sensible consequences of previous
actuations, and leads one to understand that Buencamino
could not have reacted any differently to the various stimuli of
his times any more than the Internet– and cellphone–obsessed
techie that is Juan de la Cruz today.
Don Felipe Buencamino y Siojo first married his Arnedo aunt
Do�a Juana Arnedo (known as “Juanita”) of barrio Sulipan,
Apalit, Pampanga, daughter of his granduncle, the famous
Capitan Joaquin Arnedo and his first wife Do�a Victoria de
Arnedo (the paternal grandmother of Don Felipe was an
elder sister of Capitan Joaquin Arnedo) in 1870. Felipe and
Juana had 5 children: Maria (married US Col Richard Pick),
Soledad (married Masbate Rep D Enrique Zurbito), Victoria
(married US Col Edwin Andrews), Joaquin (served in the
Filipino Revolutionary Army and was killed), and Asuncion (b.
1882, married Atty Marcelino Lontok in 1906). They stayed in
a comfortable villa of 2 hectares filled with fruit trees in barrio
Capalangan, Apalit, Pampanga, a wedding gift of the bride’s
father Capitan Joaquin Arnedo, who lived in adjacent barrio
Sulipan in his famous villa called “La Sulipena.” Do�a Juana
Arnedo de Buencamino passed away young in July 1883. She
was pregnant with her sixth child, accidentally slipped into a
ditch in the garden, and bled to death, to the shock and grief
of the entire Arnedo clan.

Don Felipe Buencamino and his family, circa 1905, left to right:
Maria Buencamino y Amedo, Felipe Buencamino y Siojo, Soledad
Buencamino y Arnedo, Victoria Buencamino y Arnedo.

Don Felipe Buencamino married a second time to the
Tondo heiress Do�a Guadalupe Salazar y Abreu (known as
“Neneng”), elder daughter of Tondo’s richest Chinese–Filipina
businesswoman Doña Saturnina Salazar (known as “Dona
Ninay Supot” because of her wide–ranging financing
activities) and Don Flaviano Abreu. Felipe and Guadalupe
had 2 sons: Felipe II (married Maria Romero y Tinio) and
Victor (married Dolores Arguelles y Reyes). They lived in the
large and opulent Abreu–Salazar residence on Calle Sagunto
(later Calle Santo Cristo) in Tondo. Like his first wife Juana,
Guadalupe died young and her younger sister Doña Adelaida
Abreu y Salazar de Hollmann (known as “Adela”) helped raise
her elder sister’s 2 sons.
Don Felipe Buencamino y Siojo (Sr) passed away on 06 February
1929 at 80 years as a distinguished attorney during the later
years of the American colonial period.

In the realm of Filipino art and antiques, it is noteworthy
to mention that several outstanding, exquisite (and extant)
examples of carabao bone–inlaid Baliuag, Bulacan and
Pe�aranda, Nueva Ecija furniture trace their provenance to the
family of Don Victor Buencamino and Dona Petrona
Siojo during the years 1825–1850. This cabinet, which
remained with their descendants in San Miguel de Mayumo
town, is one of them.
Another haul, a houseful of inherited, splendid bone–inlaid
furniture was brought to the villa in barrio Capalangan, Apalit,
Pampanga by Don Felipe Buencamino when he married Doña
Juana Arnedo in 1870. The exemplary lot included “sala” (living
room), “comedor” (dining room), and “cuarto” (bedroom)
furniture. They were of the early, pre–1850 type with restrained
inlay, recognizably custom–made for the Buencaminos, and
not of the commercial type now available in antique shops.
Memorable was a magnificently inlaid dining suite which
consisted of a long, sectional dining table for 36 people, dining
chairs in the English Regency style, and a pair of spectacular,
long, bow–fronted sideboards also in the ornate English
Regency style. The Buencamino–Arnedo family eventually left
the barrio Capalangan, Apalit villa intact in the early 1900s,
and it was occupied in 1911 by former Pampanga Governor
Don Macario Arnedo y Sioco and his wife Doña Maria Espiritu
y Dungo and their family. Eventually, the Buencamino furniture
inherited by the Arnedo–Espiritu family was dispersed by the
vicissitudes of Time --- natural elements, World War II, and the
usual misfortunes. The record–breaking Arnedo cabinet that
came up for auction at the Leon Gallery some years ago was
among them. Only the portion inherited by the richest Arnedo–
Espiritu daughter Rosario Lucia Espiritu Arnedo–Gonzalez (the
2nd Mrs Augusto Diosdado Sioco Gonzalez) remained intact.
The legendary Filipiniana scholar Martin Imperial Tinio Jr
(known as “Sonny”) vividly remembered a pair of magnificent
Pe�aranda, Nueva Ecija Sheraton–style “mesa altar” tables
(currently in the “Casa Manila” house museum – Intramuros,
Manila and the “Museo De La Salle” – Dasmari�as, Cavite
collections) and “a most exquisitely inlaid small cabinet”
(present whereabouts unknown) in the possession of his
relative, Maria Tinio Romero–Buencamino (Mrs Felipe Abreu
Buencamino II) during the postwar period.
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The Ifugao Prestige Bench
by Floy Quintos

36
Hagabi (Ifugao Prestige Bench)
La te 1 9th-Earl y 20th centur y
mola ve wood
23” x 157” x 28 1/2” (58 cm x 399 cm x 72 cm)

P 1,000,000
Provenance:
Private European Collection
Osmundo Esguerra
Private Collection, Manila

M

uch has been said about the lounging bench called
the Hagabi, and how it is the ultimate symbol of rank
and social status of the Ifugao Kadangyan class. But
to understand the true significance of the object, we must look
at the process and the rituals that attend to the commissioning
and creation of the bench, as well as the usage of the object in
traditional Ifugao society.
As an object, the Hagabi is a large bench carved entirely from
the trunk of a narra , ipil or molave tree. The upper plank
peaks at the middle and descends gradually ending in a stylized
representation of animal head and snout on either side. While
it is generally accepted that the animal head depicted is that of
a pig (an important sacrificial animal among the Ifugao), other
informants say that the head and upturned projections could
symbolize the head and horns of a carabao, an animal whose
sacrifice is associated with important ancestors. It is this “head”
that forms the seat or backrest upon which the owner may lean
while lounging, their feet facing upwards towards the peak. In
some archaic examples of the Hagabi, one head may be smaller
than the other, indicating a male and female pair of animals.
Beyond the physical form, the Hagabi symbolizes the concept
of wealth in traditional Ifugao society. For the Ifugao, wealth is
to be shared with the community, and the most effective way of
both showing and sharing their wealth is through giving prestige
feasts in which animals are butchered, the meat shared with the
entire community .
A Hagabi cannot just be commissioned instantly. The prestige
of owning one must be earned through feasts that proclaim
the generosity of the family . Among the Ifugao of Kiangan,
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the possession of a Hagabi begins with a series of prestige
feasts / uya-uy held over a number of years. In these feasts,
the Kadangyan family commissions architectural details for
their home like the Haldak shelf, the Kinabigat center post
and other functional objects that proclaim their status. The
installation of each is accompanied by feasts. While the meat is
given freely and the community fed, the skulls of the butchered
animals decorate the outer walls of the home, themselves a
reminder of the family’s largesse. The Hagabi is the last object
commissioned, the culmination of years of preparation and
community feasting.
Both the object as well as the ritual that attend the carving and
installation are referred to as Hagabi. The Kadangyan-to-be
couple who has completed the cycle of feasts are referred to as
Himmagabi.
As with the carving of Bu’lul, every stage is ritualized by the
mumbaki / shamans, from the selection and the felling of
the tree, to the carving of the bench. With each stage the
Himmagabi are obligated to supply the carvers and the
attendant mumbaki with food and rice wine.
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A Hagabi recorded by George Ellis in his landmark essay “Arts and
Peoples of the Northern Philippines” from UCLA publication, “The
People and Art of the Philippines”, 1981

The installation of the bench begins when many men are tasked
to carry the bench from the forests where it was carved to
the yard of the Himmagabi. In each stop along the way, rice
is distributed. On the final stretch, the owner is allowed to
“ride” the hagabi, as it is carried into his village, while throwing
handfuls of rice among the villagers. Traditionally, three to ten
days of feasting and ritual follow, after which the Himmagabi
couple have completed their social obligations to the community
and are now officially, Kadangyan.
It is also recorded that many Hagabi were commissioned during
Tialgo, periods of poor harvest when the village goes hungry.
Thus, the Hagabi, now ensconced under the Kadangyan’s home,
was a reminder of how the family had provided food for those
in need. Its usage was not limited to the family that owned
it. The neighbors and their children could sit on it and use it
as they pleased. Rather than a status symbol used exclusively

Ifugao villagers using the Hagabi of a Kadangyan. From Roy
Franklin Barton. “Autobiography of Three Pagans.” 1963

by the owners, the bench was also an object for the use of the
community. As a symbol of prestige and wealth, the Hagabi
embodied the social responsibility that distinguished true
Kadangyan.
The piece offered in this auction traces its provenance to
the legendary dealer, Osmundo Esguerra. It is a fine example
of the classical Hagabi form as well as traditional Ifugao
aesthetics and design. The peaked plank rises gradually, and
shows much wear. The tips of the two animal heads rest on
the ground providing a steady balance. On one snout, the
concentric circles of the center wood is clearly seen, indicating
that the piece was carved from the hardest, choicest and most
spiritually-potent part of the tree. Symmetry, balance , form and
function come together in this exceptional piece. The wear and
patina of use remind us of the communal spirit that was behind
its creation.
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Don Eugenio “Geny” M. Lopez, Jr.
(1928 - 1999)

T

o understand Don Geny Lopez, one must look to his forebears. His father
was none other than Don Eugenio “Eñing” Lopez, Sr. who social historian
Augusto M R Gonzalez III (Toto Gonzalez), would dub one of the country’s
most “Mythic Creatures” — so grand and so complex, they would have had to be
invented if they were not made of flesh and blood.
Gonzalez notes in great detail, “By the late 1960s, there was no Filipino
more powerful, more famous, more elegant and stylish, needless to say more
$$$-loaded, than Eugenio Lopez Sr.. If you had asked most Manilans at that time
who the richest man in the Philippines was, they would have answered: “Don
Eugenio Lopez,” “Don ‘Eñing’ Lopez,” “Mr. Eugenio Lopez Sr.”, or simply “Mr.
Lopez.” It wasn’t as if fellow multimillionaires Vicente Madrigal and Andres
Soriano Jr. were also very very rich, but Eugenio Lopez Sr. embodied Mr. Big Bucks
to the Filipino Everyman with his sheer wealth and cosmopolitan jetsetting style.
Eugenio Lopez y Hofilena [ Sr. ] was born at a crucial time when the sugar fortunes
of the entrepreneurial Lopez family of Iloilo were expanding in all directions.
His parents were Benito Lopez y Villanueva of Jaro and Presentacion Hofilena
y Javelona of Guimaras island. His father Benito was inclined to politics, but
several of the latter’s fifteen siblings like Maria “Bibing,” Eusebio “Sebio,” Rosario
“Sayong,” Vicente “Cente,” and Paz engaged themselves fully in the sugar planting, milling,
and trading businesses; often they acted as bankers to one another. Banking one another
was a practice handed down from the generation of their parents, Eugenio Lopez y Jalandoni
and Marcela Villanueva y Felipe. Thus was the Lopez family culture of entrepreneurship and
competition in which the young Eñing grew up, which was later enhanced by his education at
Harvard University.”
Eugenio Lopez Sr. is “known to many as a leading industrialist of post-World War II Philippines.
With resources that came from sugar production, he pioneered in diverse fields of business
including transportation (bus, taxicab and air transport operations), mass media (ABS-CBN
Corporation and The Manila Chronicle), energy (MERALCO) becoming one of the first Filipino
successes in business in a then largely American dominated economy.”

Eugenio Lopez Sr (at the centre) with his sons
(from left) Geny, Oscar, Robby and Manolo
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Mon Lopez, Geny Lopez, son-in-law Steve
Psinakis, and brother Oscar Lopez
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A Family Tradition of Patronage of the Arts
A staunch nationalist, Don Geny’s father also believed that “by preserving and promoting
the Filipino heritage, his countrymen would eventually develop a sense of national pride
that would enable the country to develop a unified spirit, ultimately resulting in ensuring a
strengthening of a collective national soul in the succeeding generations.”
Established on the 13th of February 1960, the Lopez Museum and Library (then the Lopez
Memorial Museum) was initially intended to memorialize the memory of Don Benito
and Doña Presentacion. The statesman Claro M. Recto quickly hailed it, however, as “a
university without professors” as its purpose grew greater.
How could it not be? The Lopez Museum today notes, “Foremost historian Renato
Constantino was the Lopez Museum’s first curator, from 1960 to 1972. It would be
under his watch that the museum acquired Juan Luna’s España y Filipinas, a seminal
work much cited for capturing the image of a country patronizingly led up the rungs of
evolutionary colonial tutelage. Such acquisitions complemented the Philippine rare books
and antiquarian map collection amassed by Eñing, who in consultation with renowned
collector and connoisseur Alfonso Ongpin, further acquired other seminal and technically
astute works by Luna, Félix Resurrección Hidalgo, and Fernando Amorsolo. A second key
acquisition phase inclined toward Philippine Modernism, vetted under the supervision of
art historian, Rod Paras-Perez.”

The Legacy of Don Geny Lopez
Don Eugenio “Geny” Lopez was born into this rarefied and highly sophisticated milieu
on November 4, 1928. An over-active boy, he would eventually be sent to the Virginia
Military Institute where he graduated in 1950. He went on to Harvard Business School and
returned to helm what would become the country’s largest if not most influential media
conglomerate, ABS-CBN.
It was in the great tradition of his grandfather Benito Lopez who founded El Tiempo, the
first daily newspaper in Iloilo. (Lopez, a nationalist, was also vice mayor of Iloilo City.)
But it would be Don Geny who would take the path of multi-media innovation, introducing
microwave and satellite technology as well as introducing color television programming in
the country.
By 1993, Geny would focus on Benpres Holdings, the mother company of the Lopez
holdings in media, banking and power. He would next venture into telecommunications,
infrastructure, property development and other utilities.
He would also expand the Lopez Museum’s capabilities in education, curatorial, and
conservation. He would also steer the acquisition of works by the Philippines’ National Artists.
Don Geny Lopez would pass away in June 1999 in San Francisco. He was 70. (Lisa Guerrero
Nakpil)
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Rhythm and Motion of Time

PROPERTY FROM THE DON EUGENIO M.
LOPEZ JR. COLLECTION

37
Hernando R. Ocampo (1911 - 1978)
Tempo Ruba to (Rob bed Time)
signed and da ted 1949 (lower right)
oil on canvas
22” x 28” (55 cm x 70 cm)

P 5,000,000
Literature:
De Jesus, Angel. H.R. Ocampo: The Artist As
Filipino, pp. 120-121, no. 246.
Torres, Emmanuel. Philippine Abstract Painting.
Cultural Center of the Philippines, 1994, p. 20.
Exhibited:
Fifty Years of Philippine Abstract Painting, Cultural
Center of the Philippines, 1991

T

empo rubato is a musical term pertaining to an
expressive “shaping” of music, specifically to the
rhythmic freedom resulting from the speeding up and
slowing down of the tempo, at the discretion of either the
conductor or the soloist. In Italian, rubare means “to rob”
and tempo means “time.” Used by musicians and singers
freely and intuitively, the tempo rubato makes music sound
more expressive and natural and is achieved by playing
uneven notes and subtle rhythmic manipulation.
This 1949 piece is a captivating visualization of natural
expression through National Artist H.R. Ocampo’s genius
abstract discretion. Upon closer view, one gets to inquire
about the circumstances that led into the creation of
this piece, as suggested by the title. An artist-writer who
experienced detainment for eight and a half months by
the American Counter-Intelligence Corps in 1945, Ocampo
may have depicted “robbed time” as a consequence of this
plight. While still incarcerated, he also lost his wife in the
same year. The surreal overall composition exhibited here
may be out of this personal experience that impacted the
direction of his craft.

Highly expressive in its abstract representations of uneven
shapes in tropical colors and interactions, Tempo Rubato
belongs to the great artist’s “transitional” stage with the
birth of his Neorealism from 1945 to 1963, also of his firm,
encompassing sense of nationalism.
Engaging fields of interlocking shapes and symphonies of
color, often tropical and resembling to that of the natural
world, characterize the celebrated oeuvre of H.R. Ocampo.
This signature visual idiom has become one of the most
recognizable in the history of Philippine abstraction; Ocampo’s
abstract shapes in canvases laden with texture, mass, and
volume are out of intuition and creative freedom, further
enhanced by his refined articulation of the language of
color. The viewer’s eye movements are directed through the
complementation and juxtaposition of characteristic shapes
and forms and purposeful colors as compositional elements in
his masterpieces.
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38
Mauro Malang Santos (1928 - 2017)
Untitled (Still Life with Flower Vase)
signed and da ted 1981 (lower right)
acr ylic on board
15” x 15” (38 cm x 38 cm)

P 120,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank West Gallery for confirming
the authenticity of this lot

Though primarily known for his groundbreaking figurative
portraits, Malang’s artistic interests would often branch
out into other subjects. This particular piece showcases
Malang’s unconventional interest for still life. But, instead
of merely applying his unique style to the subject, Malang
unearths the hidden realities found within the subject itself.
For one, the leaves and flowers that constitute them were
painted impressionistically, as though Malang was not so

much depicting their appearance as their energy. They shoot
from different directions, but certain principles of design, such
as the placement of a central axis, provide an arrangement to
what initially seem as a collection of unruly details. Explosive on
the support, the still life features a bravura of colors that overlap
in exciting configurations. With that said, this work is not sedate
beauty but extravagant bursts of creation evoked by the generous
hand of a master at the peak of his power.

39
Romeo Tabuena (1921 - 2015)
Untitled (Man and Three Women)
signed and da ted 1955 (lower left)
oil on board
18” x 24” (45 cm x 60 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Tabuena created groundbreaking works that contributed to
the evolution of Philippine art. Self-confessed to be highly
influenced by Cubism and Chinese vertical paintings, the
majority of his works were acrylics, oils, and watercolors
that featured a combination of Filipino and Mexican cultural
themes, such as traditional housing, working people, and
native plants. He is often classified as belonging to the postwar
Neo-Realists movement, with his then fresh approach to form
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sometimes compared to Chinese calligraphic brushstrokes. In
this particular piece, we can see how Tabuena combined his
light yet directed brushes with a solid and cohesive structure.
The work features a set of locals, a traditional scene for any
Filipino artist. Yet what sets Tabuena apart from his peers is the
sincerity he so meticulously applies to his subject matter. This
piece exemplifies how Tabuena’s work does not simply treat
the audience as a mere spectator, but as a humble guest.
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40
Yasmin Sison (b. 1972)
Throw
oil on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Yasmin Sison is a contemporary visual artist from the Philippines whose works often
revolve around figurative representations of nostalgia and memory. Early in her artistic
career, Sison dabbled with the medium of abstract expressionism, exploring the freedom
and potential of abstraction through the medium’s rich emphasis of color and gesture.
At the time, Sison was primarily concerned with expanding her understanding of color,
shape, space, and form, thus abstraction gave her the appropriate language for her
goals. But, as Sison’s career matured, she began branching out into more figurative
works that emphasized representational imagery drawn from her real-life experiences.
In this piece entitled Throw, Sison explores the relationship of movement and freedom
through her signature use of human subjects and a vibrant color palette. The subject
of the piece has their arms stretched out in a throwing position, and their back turned
against the viewer. This, coupled with the expansive blue sky in the background, shows
that the figure is free and willing to expose her most vulnerable aspects. The act of
throwing, which takes the centerstage in this piece, is interpreted as the purest form of
freedom. It is a sense of liberty that is exempt, though momentary, from the confines of
nature itself. This piece exemplifies Sison’s strength in depicting momentary and fleeting
moments of raw emotion.
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41
Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
Homa ge to Turing
signed and da ted 2006 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
45” x 84” (114 cm x 213 cm)
P 16,000,000
Literature:
BenCab: Filipino Artist, BenCab Art Foundation,
2019, page 222.
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Sabel came to form as an artistic statement on not only the dispossessed individual’s predicament but also
speak to the broader question of contemporary alienation. If many of the scenes he recorded with his camera
and in sketches told of human deprivation, it was because they were all too evident to him. BenCab uses his
artist tools as media for artistic evolution as he weaves satire and social commentary.
This particular piece entitled Homage to Turing, showcases BenCab’s later style and technique. The National
artist’s earlier paintings, especially those of Sabel herself, utilized a much more varied technicolor palette. They
also possessed much more recognizable facial and bodily features, emphasizing BenCab’s knack for figurative
work. This work however comes much later, and is hence tinged with a much more abstract style with an
attribution to the geometric forms of Arturo Luz, whom BenCab fondly calls “Turing”. Fittingly, this important
piece was created the same year BenCab was proclaimed National Artist for the Visual Arts. The colorful and
varied palette is replaced with a predominantly monochromatic tone mixed with a minimal use of stark color
with red and white square accents. In Homage to Turing one can feel that a continuous thread runs through
all his figures from the very beginning even if each Sabel figure is compartmentalized. The emotions embodied
ever since the original Variations of Sabel still runs throughout this relatively newer piece. The coherent
narrative and theme that BenCab has sustained throughout his fifty-year career is a testament to his skill and
talent as one of the Philippine’s greatest artists.
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42
Ramon Orlina (b. 1944)

Coalesce
signed and da ted 1997 (lower right)
car ved Asahi glass
13” x 13 1/5” x 8” (33 cm x 34 cm x 21 cm)

P 700,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Alchemy, a precursor of the modern sciences, is the amalgamation of
scientific procedures and of arcane imagination. It was usually aimed
at the purification of base metals to gold and the concoction of an
“elixir of life everlasting.” This is how Ramon Orlina alludes to his art
being “arcane and alchemic.” Aside from his “alchemic” procedures,
Orlina’s sculptural outcome purvey the sense of clarity and purity of
both his medium and form when light penetrates the glass, sans the
gold. Life everlasting for Orlina is seen through the interior forms of
the glass multiplied, thus the viewer is offered a view of infinity and
life everlasting. Dubbed as “Asia’s Wizard of Glass,” Orlina’s style is
an arbitration of both sculptural aesthetic and architectural science
that draws from his own personal experience amidst Philippine life
with its colorful characters.
In this work Coalesce, two individual pieces of carved glass are melded
into one sculptural work. A consummate storyteller with his strong
visual narratives, his works depict a never-ending tapestry with
characters that are products of his painstaking research and nuanced
interest in details.
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43
Mark Lester Espina (b. 1985)
Untitled
signed and da ted 2020 (lower left)
oil on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)

P 160,000

The works of contemporary artist Mark Lester Espina take the age-old
technique of realism and appropriates them for the contemporary age.
Given Espina’s background in Advertising, he is accustomed to the various
tropes and cliches present in an undoubtedly hyper-consumerist world.
Thus, Espina tries to break free from this convention by synthesizing
the timeless allure of realism with the exciting energy of contemporary
aesthetics. Espina was reportedly said to have found his own artistic voice
through a fated eureka moment back in 2014. Due to an upcoming
deadline for an exhibit, Espina had no choice but to hasten his process
with the sparse selection of tools and instruments available to him. Using
a dried paintbrush, Espina rendered what was supposed to be a detailed
dress on a female figure in hurried gobs and splotches of rough gestural
strokes. Espina saw how the abstract elements of his hurried approach
gave an interesting aura to the much more realist treatment of his other
elements. After this fated day, Espina worked tirelessly to refine his
newfound artistic voice. Espina has since created an impressive body of
work that perfectly captures the essence of contemporary society.
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44
Norberto Carating (b. 1948)
Window # 2 - 4 (Triptych)
signed and da ted 2013 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
48” x 144” (122 cm x 366 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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In an article, upon being asked about what his clean, Zen, and deliberate works represent or anything
notable behind these pieces, acclaimed abstract painter Carating said: “Why does a painting need to have
an explanation? Why does it need to have a purpose? You lose the magic of art when you ask the artist too
many things. Let it be.” Carating is said to have a calm and restrained personality which reflects in his works
of metallic colors in hard-edge geometric shapes, revealing hints of color underneath as Carating carved out
thick layers of acrylic paint. These pieces, such as this 2013 triptych work, are created out of a shift from his
techniques used in his Lamanlupa and Anilao series, proceeding to gestural abstraction.
In 2014, Carating presented his works done in 2013 in his aptly titled exhibit, Last Full Show, which “reflect
the continuing commitment of the artist to his personally distinctive style. This style of grids and textured
surfaces, and reminiscent of local hand looms (sinamay), convey an imposing yet quiet presence.” According
to the press release, the earthy colors and suggestive textures also remind viewers of a place and time that is
both comforting and reassuring, may it be a home or a Japanese sand garden.
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45
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
La vanderas
signed and da ted 1949 (lower right)
oil on canvas
28” x 40” (71 cm x 102 cm)

P 5,000,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia AmorsoloLazo for confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist by Mrs. Ethel Thomas
Herold in 1949, thence by descent.

Trained in a Classical-Romantic art tradition, Fernando
Amorsolo adapted its styles and techniques in his paintings
of the Philippine rural life and familiar figures. The lavandera,
specifically, is one of his most favorite subject matters in his oil
paintings. Amorsolo would compose his lavanderas with other
figures such as children playing or taking a swim or family
members taking a bath after doing laundry, varied compositions
set in the woods and streams. His ideal beautiful women reside
in pastoral landscapes of lush trees and waters, hence the
unspoiled beauty of nature as background in his masterpieces.
This piece is set in a tropical afternoon; sunlight touches the skin
of the figures in the shallow stream, highlighting their poses
and curves. Women are poised in the act of getting water for
bathing, dressing, and washing laundry. The banga used for
carrying water, held by one of the women in one hand, is a
notable Amorsolo artistic symbol that serves as a mark of the
idyllic rural life. Children are also playing in the stream.
It is in Amorsolo’s lavandera pieces in which one gets introduced
to the great artist’s admiration of the feminine beauty and
movement. Women are portrayed as graceful and carefree,
even in the act of doing a chore, in picturesque settings of rich
shades of green and ochres that take viewers to a serene day of
basking in the light of the midday sun and enjoying the coolness
of water.
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46
Rodel Tapaya (b. 1980)

Naku Ma y Lala bas na Pari Diyan
signed and da ted 2006 (lower right)
acr ylic on burla p
30” x 24” (76 cm x 60 cm)

P 700,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Australia

Tapaya’s early depictions of the contemporary Philippine
experience, as seen in the 2006 piece Naku May Lalabas
na Pari Diyan, are also described as highly accessible for its
narrative and illustrative quality through a “fictionalized
approach.”
This early work, in particular, is drawn from the local saying
“May lalabas na pari (o kanin) sa sugat mo kapag hindi ka
tumigil sa pag-iyak.” (A priest [or rice] will come out from
your wound if you won’t stop crying.) Parents would say
this to their kids as a panakot sa batang makukulit (a way
to scare naughty kids from misbehaving). The saying is
translated literally to the canvas through the artist’s playful
perspective.

47
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Golden Bouquet
signed (lower right)
ca. 1960
oil on canvas
24” x 19” (61 cm x 48 cm)

P 700,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, USA
A prolific artist committed to painting, Juvenal Sanso has
produced numerous works and exhibited in various oneman shows. Up to this day, Sanso remains in-demand and
revered in local and international art scenes; many are in
awe at his impressive oeuvre that visually communicates
the beauty of nature, from massive rock formations to
serene views of landscapes and rivers, as well as emotions
of angst and pain in his earlier works. Sanso’s signature
poetic surrealism, moreover, is not only found in his works
of solitary landscapes but also in his melancholic still life
pieces. This is one of his still life works in which his poetic
sensibilities as an artist drawn from personal encounters
with nature are revealed. The subdued hues and rendered
lovely blooms in this stunning still life piece evoke a sense of
calm and ethereality, composed as a visual rendering of the
symphony of life, also giving us a glimpse of a stirring of the
soul toward the beauty of nature.
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48
Romulo Olazo (1892 - 1972)
Dia phanous B-CCI
signed and da ted 2013 (lower right)
oil on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 121 cm)

P 3,800,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued
by Azool, Inc. and PASEO Gallery confirming
the authenticity of this lot
Exhibited:
Olazo Large-Scale, Cultural Center of the
Philippines, Manila, 15 July - 8 September,
2017

Romulo Olazo creates translucent, gem-like manifestations of chromatic
brilliance in this work, with translucent colors and flat shapes, both achieved
by the inherent qualities of the medium. In the Diaphanous series, form and
color are fused as one in a faint but interlocked relationship and from their
union emanates a disembodied, spectral look. Intriguingly, the rich, dense
and complex layers of light — even in works that disport a flourish and
flamboyance of forms — never lose their austere quality. In this piece entitled
Diaphanous B-CCI, Olazo wraps his canvas in an ethereal white. One can say
the translucency and fluidity of his Diaphanous series is mostly seen in his use
of the color white; making this piece arguably one of the purest examples of
Olazo’s oeuvre.
Olazo began his career as an artist when the foundations of a modernist
tradition were being laid, by key figures such as Vicente Manansala, Victorio
Edades, H.R Ocampo and Fernando Zobel. Olazo first came to the fore as
a printmaker who made striking innovations in this field. This fed into the
development of his Diaphanous series, a unique body of abstract paintings
that “are veritable visions of light. They have been likened to dragonfly
wings, sheets of gossamer veil or gauze, and even a symphony.” Olazo
always had an impulse toward pristine compositions.
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49
Fernando Zobel (1924 - 1984)

Icaro IV
signed and da ted 1967 (lower left and verso)
oil on canvas
24” x 24” (60 cm x 60 cm)

P 3,000,000
Provenance:
Galeria Juana Mordó, Madrid, Spain
Private Collection, USA

One cannot examine modern
art in the Philippines without the
mention of Zobel, whose art not
only helped shape modernism in
the country but also impacted a
whole generation of artists. As an
artist, Zobel’s creations from the
mid-sixties through the seventies
had featured his distinctive abstract
approach. Working mostly in
black with his ‘Serie Negra’ (Black
Ic a r o , 1962 , Ay a l a M use m
Series) from 1959 up until the early
sixties, the internationally renowned
artist’s predilections were to evolve into new and novel forms of abstraction.
His artistic ingenuity was not tied to any sort of natural genius, hence his
proclivity to evolve and think outside of the box. Zobel was an intellectual who
constantly conceptualized and thought about the things that animate and
energize his world. Though he is often considered an idealist, Zobel can also
be seen as a pragmatist whose ideals were grounded in the reality of art and
the process of creativity. Zobel himself pointed out: “I think painters paint the
world they live in.”
This particular piece was made during a time when Zobel would forego any
sort of nostalgia or romanticism in his work in order to emphasize aesthetic
form and content. While his earlier works were full of figurative lyricism and
colorful figuration, his later works contained pure representations of color,
shape, and form. Although most audiences considered his later works as pure
examples of abstract minimalism, Zobel’s relatively hindmost pieces actually
contain traces of neutral colors and hues. Moreover, though the original Icaro
stemmed from his acclaimed Serie Negra series, this piece exemplifies Zobel’s
artistic synthesis as he applies both the imaginative spirit of his earlier works
with the disciplined control of his later pieces. To view Icaro is to witness
an artistic maestro content with the creative process in which he had spent
decades perfecting.
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50
Julie Lluch (b. 1946)

Trousers Worshippers Series
2010
terracotta and acr ylic
27” x 40” x 24”
(69 cm x 102 cm x 61 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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A native of Iligan City, Julie Lluch is revered as one of the country’s foremost sculptors
with multiple works across a wide array of media such as clay, terracotta, and metal.
At a young age, Lluch was exposed to the works of seminal master artists Paul
Gauguin and Vincent Van Gogh. Her curiosity surrounding their lives and works has
led her to other more contemporary artists such as Georgia O’Keeffe and Tamara
Lempicka, and then ultimately to her own art.
Lluch’s predisposition to the medium of sculpture is one born out of her incessant
curiosity regarding the challenges and possibilities that surround the act of sculpting.
Though she is also adept with more traditional forms of art such as painting
and drawing, Lluch believes that her creative visions are fleshed out through her
sculptures. When asked about her artistic process, Lluch stated: “I am endlessly
impressed with the story from the bible of how God fashioned man out of clay and
blew into it the breath of life. What vivid imagery! How apt the metaphor! I see the
potter meditatively bent over the turning wheel out of which rises a vessel of clay.
That, I tell myself, is how I shall spend the days of my old age, turning out magical
pots in some quiet retreat near the mountain, or beside the sea.” Though her works
are inspired by a timeless sense of spirituality, Lluch also imbues her subjects with a
palpable sense of materiality that guides and grounds her pieces with a familiar sense
of humanity.
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Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Untitled (Ca ttle ya Orchid)
signed and da ted 1959 (lower right)
oil on canvas
20” x 16” (51 cm x 41 cm)

P 1,800,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia AmorsoloLazo for confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
A gift from the artist to the present owner

This painting of the Cattleya Orchid is one of the few works done by
the Maestro Amorsolo on the subject of flowers. In the 1950s and
60s, the Cattleya was regarded as “The Queen of Orchids.” Expensive
and rare, it was a prestigious feature of the now lost art of corsages
for proms, debuts, and weddings. The Cattleya itself originated from
South America and first came to these shores as a valuable import.
Undulating lines and simple, curvaceous shapes capture the organic
sensuosity of this delicate bloom. In this work, lacy petals of smoothly
graduated tones mysteriously complement the lush, broad, deepgreen leaves at the background, creating a seductively tropical image.
Apart from constructional considerations, the painting is a delightful
harmony of pinks, purples, and mauves. The delicate and earthy
background hues complement the subtle yet vibrant beauty of the
flowers themselves.
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52
Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
A Younger Poet in Exile
signed and da ted 1978 (lower right)
acr ylic on pa per
26” x 20” (66 cm x 50 cm)

P 3,000,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
Literature:
Yuson, Krip and Cid Reyes. BenCab. Mantes
Publishing Inc. 2002. page. 153.
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In 1978, Benedicto “BenCab” Cabrera held his show titled Larawan II: The Filipino
Abroad at the Luz Gallery, an off-shoot of his first Larawan exhibition. His Larawan
series, a set of sepia-toned acrylics based on colonial iconography, are inspired by
rare Filipiniana prints and photographs in London’s antiquarian bookshops. Out of
these images, BenCab was able to visually conceptualize the relationship of issues
of the past with present concerns in society.
Exhibited paintings in Larawan II are like visual diary entries, drawn from BenCab’s
explorations on themes related to cultural alienation and spiritual distancing
experienced by Filipino migrants, expatriates, and exiles. It is also noted that the
watercolor, gouache, and collage paintings and prints are more colorful than his
previous Larawan works.
This 1978 work features poet-critic Perfecto “Jun” Terra, a Pangasinan-born writer
and literary editor who is based in Europe. Born in 1944, Terra was an AB English
major at the University of the Philippines and is widely published for his literary
works and literary criticism essays. In the twin-volume BenCab: Filipino Artist
authored by him, critic Patrick Flores also noted Terra as one of the poet-critics,
along Ricaredo Demetillo, who influenced BenCab’s formalist renderings in his
exceptional art.
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53
Mark Justiniani (b. 1966)

Drinkers
signed and da ted 1990 (lower right)
oil on wood
18” x 24” (46 cm x 61 cm)

P 240,000
Provenance:
Brix Gallery

Before he started creating mirror-based installations, multi-awarded contemporary
artist Mark Justiniani was mainly identified as a social realist whose works from the
late 1980s to early 2000s do not only serve as socio-political commentaries but
also reflections of the common people’s everyday lives and realities. In Drinkers,
Justiniani’s figurative style—often linked to the influence of the Salingpusa artist
collective aesthetic—add novelty to his subjects enjoying a smoke and a drink. In
a striking local fashion, seated men seem engaged in an usapang pare or men
talk. He also somehow captures subtly how everyday people either cope in difficult
circumstances through chosen vices or turn to these for moments of relief.
Justiniani, celebrated for his surreal images and explorations on social realities,
visualizes present-day human condition from an imaginative and whimsical
perspective, oftentimes with a surrealist bent. A recipient of the CCP Thirteen Artists
Awards in 1994, some of his main themes include power relations, responses to
desire, behaviors, dynamics between individuals, and the understanding of the self.
He represented the Philippines in exhibitions, workshops, and conferences abroad,
in Australia, Denmark, Japan, and the U.S, and his contributions to the country’s
contemporary art scene is significant to this day. In 2019, Justiniani’s installation
Arkipelago graced the 58th Venice Art Biennale; the immersive work became a
crowd favorite, placing the Philippines in the top five must-see pavilions.
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54
Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)

Untitled
signed and da ted 1960 (upper left)
oil on panel
18” x 24” (46 cm x 61 cm)

P 4,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Josefa Joya
Baldovino confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Art critic Eric Torres described National Artist Jose Joya’s works
as expressive not so much of statements but of “states of
feeling.” His abstract expressionist works showcase his lyrical
and poetic sensibilities as an artist as well as his dexterity in
producing dynamic compositions achieved through charged,
gestural brushstrokes and colorist techniques. This piece clearly
presents Joya’s attention to colors and textures. His use of
shades such as red and earthier colors are also highly evident.
Emotion is communicated in his signature abstract fashion.
This achieved capturing of emotional immediacy, along with
his mastery of rendering surface textures, cemented Joya’s
legacy in the abstract expressionist tradition in the country.
In the mid-fifties, Joya was exposed to the New York School of
De Kooning, Pollock, and Kline, among other American action
painters, hence the evolution of his abstract style also shown
in his works during the sixties. Even if his style was influenced
by artistic movements and trends abroad, his soul is distinctly
Filipino. His oeuvre of imaginative abstract expressions are
spectacular visual feasts charged with both elegance and
vibrancy. A free-spirited pioneer of abstract expressionism in
the country, Joya was posthumously declared a National Artist
of the Philippines for Visual Arts in 2003.
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55
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Nude
signed and da ted 1962 (lower right)
oil on canvas
16” x 12” (41 cm x 30 cm)

P 1,000,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia AmorsoloLazo for confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
A gift from the artist to the present owner
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National Artist Fernando Amorsolo continues this millenniumlong spanning search for beauty through his classically elegant yet
groundbreakingly alluring Nude piece. The core philosophy that has guided
nude art and portraiture can be found embedded within Amorsolo’s piece.
From his wide yet controlled brushstrokes that give his subject a natural
sense of luminosity to his masterful use of color that grants the woman
in the piece with a rosy glow, Amorsolo undoubtedly treats his subject
matter with a timeless sense of beauty. But, aside from its transcendental
and metaphysical connotations, the piece also showcases Amoroslo’s deep
and nuanced understanding about rendering the human body in art. Aside
from displaying an undoubtedly complete mastery over the technicalities
that come with basic anatomy, Amorsolo also captures the nuances. His
figure does not possess any idealized or exaggerated proportions. Instead,
his subject is blessed with features that are all too familiar for the common
viewer. By adding a sense of sophisticated realism, Amorsolo manages to
add a level of depth that resonates with our shared humanity.

León Gallery
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56
Florencio B. Concepcion (1933 - 2006)
The Inf luence of Yellow on The Surface
signed da ted 1978 (lower left)
oil on pa per
15” x 22” (38 cm x 55 cm)

P 220,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Florencio B. Concepcion was part of a new generation of
painters that emerged in the mid-sixties from the progressive
post-war period. He was nevertheless a respected academic and
art educator, influencing artists such as Augusto Albor, Romulo
Galicano, and Lao Lianben. This canvas, with its rich, sumptuous
handling of paint, shares some formal similarities with the school
of Abstract Expressionism, a movement he encountered through
Arte Informal, the European equivalent of the said school. This
particular movement was characterized by their limited use of
color and multifarious textures, with artists such as Mario Sironi,
Giorgio Morandi, and Ottone Rosai as representatives.
Though his works are often classified as ethereal and
transcendental, implying an otherworldly sense of upliftment,
it can be argued that Concepcion’s works are best viewed and
understood as processes instead of products. In this piece titled
The Influence of Yellow on The Surface, one can clearly see how
Concepcion is primarily guided by experimentation and curiosity
rather than clear-end result. From the subdued use of greens and
blues to the alluring presence of the titular yellows in the center
of the frame, Concepcion’s work embodies the creative process as
a journey rather than a destination.
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A Painting’s Veiled Surface

Romulo Olazo posing with his artwork

57
Romulo Olazo (1934 - 2015)

Dia phanous No. 667
signed and da ted 2009 (lower center)
oil on canvas
40” x 30” (102 cm x 76 cm)

P 1,800,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the
artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

T

he great master artist Romulo Olazo is known for his depictions
of irregular yet highly geometric layered forms and elegant
chromaticism in his renowned Diaphanous series in which pieces
showcase his serigraphic and collage intaglio processes and techniques.
These works exhibit translucent layers achieved by switching pigment types in
the process of achieving light and texture effects.
“Diaphanous” is a term that originated from the Greek words dia which
means “through” and phainein or “to show.” In this Diaphanous piece,
Olazo’s geometric layered forms, interacting in resonant ethereality and
translucence, are displayed. Also notable are the therapeutic gossamer colors
that add to the piece’s visual appeal and impact. Its overall composition, from
the overlapping luminous shapes to the alluring background, is a synthesis
itself of the artist’s refined light and transparency techniques.
Olazo is renowned for being the foremost abstractionist who was able to
merge printmaking and oil painting techniques. Along with the Permutation
series, his Diaphanous works launched him as an unmatched abstractionist
whose name is known all over the world. Some of his awards include the
CCP Thirteen Artists Award in 1972, the Philippine representative to the
XII Sao Paolo Biennial in 1973, and an honorable mention in the 11th
International Biennial Exhibition of Prints in Tokyo in 1979.
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58
Ramon Orlina (b. 1944)

Untitled
signed and da ted 1991 (bottom)
car ved Asahi glass
16” x 11” x 7” (41 cm x 28 cm x 18 cm)

P 700,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
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Orlina’s abstract sculptures are composed of a series of angles created by
sharp bends or sleek edges that denote dynamic movement of fluid lines.
By playfully manipulating varying quantities of natural light entering the
colored glass and trapped at different angles or facets, his sculptures are
never visually static. The viewer can appreciate his piece from any angle
and interpret it beyond the artist’s original intent. Orlina’s achievement is in
freeing the viewers to see his sculptures according to their interpretation. The
illusions created through the various prismatic views intensify the viewer’s
interpretation. The attributes of strength and fragility add to the timeless
beauty of Orlinas’ art. Above all, he gave a new sense of fluidity to the idiom.
Despite his overwhelming popularity, artist Ramon Orlina did not originally
plan to make and create sculptures from the very start. Orlina earned his
bachelor’s degree in architecture from the University of Santo Tomas. He then
practiced Architecture until 1974 where he decided to shift to drawing and
painting. Orlina’s experience as an artist gave him a unique insight into the
creation and use of various materials that were uncommon to the art world.
This led him to experiment with the medium of glass. Exploring forms though
glass cullets or crystal blocks, Orlina continues to utilize their translucent
quality and smooth finish produced from months of reshaping and grinding.

León Gallery
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59
Yeo Kaa (b. 1989)

Yeo Kaa is a Fuckin’ Giraf fe
signed and da ted 2007 (lower right)
oil on canvas
60” x 36” (152 cm x 91 cm

P 400,000
Emerging contemporary artist Yeo Kaa’s works are characterized by
erupting colors and figures that appear as cartoonish, illustrative
line drawings. The world she presents may seem to bring to mind
eye-candy-colored stylized figurations in fantastical environments
reminiscent of anime, but upon deeper introspection and valuation,
one can see haunting, provocative undertones of the human
condition’s dark tendencies. For Yeo Kaa, not everything is cute
and fun, as she directly illustrates moments of self-depreciation and
self-inflicted harming, aspects of sensuality, and forms of violence
and gore. Beyond the pastel colors—mostly speckles of neon pinks,
yellows, greens, and purples—one gets to feel a certain distress
as well as opposing temperaments which invigorate her body of
works and set its striking appeal. Yeo Kaa is a Fuckin’ Giraffe is her
2007 work hinting self-examination, somehow titled as a selfportrait with a somber yet resonating straightforwardness often
noted by many about her works, especially the earlier ones.

60
Antipas Delotavo (b. 1954)
Rizal Boulevard
signed and da ted 2014 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 24” (61 cm x 61 cm)

P 100,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Gallery Orange
confirming the authenticity of this lot

Visual artist Antipas Delotavo visualizes contemporary
anxiety and harsh realities experienced by everyday people
in Philippine society. Aligned with other social realists in the
1970s, some of the themes in his works are social injustices
such as poverty and oppression. This particular work features
a provocative depiction of a setting in which the disparity
or the separation between social classes is apparent. The
subjects represent a common population systematically

reduced into status. It’s a striking depiction of contrasting
states of human conditions set against a surreal setting.
Delotavo studied fine arts in the Philippine Women’s
University and has exhibited his works in the country and
abroad. The Thirteen Artists Award in 1990, Garbo sa
Bisaya of the Viva ExCon in 2012, and the Araw ng Maynila
Patnubay ng Sining sa Pintura of the City of Manila in 2005
are some of the awards he received.
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Immortalizing the Great Louvre Museum
Majestic Memories Come Alive in Dreo’s Masterpiece

61
Norman Dreo (b. 1970)

Journe y to Louvre I and II (Diptych)
signed and da ted 2020 (lower right)
oil on canvas
72” x 96” (183 cm x 244 cm)

P 800,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Exhibited:
Art Fair Philippines 2020, J Studio Booth, The Link, Ayala
Center, Makati, February 21-23, 2020

N

orman Dreo is on a mission. It began with his first
mural-sized work, Studio Arts, which took the
viewer from caveman caves to Luna’s Parisian Life
and was followed by the monumental My Little Museum,
now enshrined in the Solaire Museum.
In this latest part of his Art by the Masters Series, Dreo
takes us on a expedition to the Louvre, the greatest
museum on the planet. This French treasurehouse has
holdings of 35,000 paintings and 10 times that number in
objects and archaeological finds from the world over and
from every major civilization.
It is the majesty of Journey to Louvre I and II that
makes this memento so powerful. On the one hand, it
captures the museum’s most massive artworks, including
the Consecration of the Emperor Napoleon and the
Coronation of the Empress Josephine by Jacques-Louis
David. Also featured are Paolo Veronese’s The Wedding
Feast at Cana, Andrea Mantegna’s Paranassus, and Ingres’
Odalisque.
There is also a broad swathe of Leonardo da Vincis, a
pictorial representation of the Louvre’s horn of plenty of
these masterpieces and a reminder that Leonardo was,
in fact, the subject of the museum’s last blockbuster
exhibition pre-pandemic in October 2019. A Salvator
Mundi, The Virgin and Child with St. Anne, and Saint John
the Baptist flank the unforgettable Mona Lisa, no doubt
the most famous painting of all time.
The Louvre is also the world’s most-visited, holding the
world record of 10.2 Million visitors in 2018. Even when
its administration tried to hold down the crowds, it still
topped almost 10 Million last year. It opened in 1793 but
began in earnest under Napoleon in 1801. When you

(top) Andrea Mategna, Parnassus
(middle) Paolo Veronese, The Wedding Feast at Cana
(bottom) Jacques-Louis David, The Consecration of Emperor
Napoleon and the Coronation of Empress Josephine
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(top) The Leonardo da Vinci Exhibit opened pre-pandemic
and would be the Louvre’s last blockbuster exhibit.
(bottom) The Louvre, the biggest museum on the planet,
with its famous glass pyramid.

consider that it’s been around for more than two centuries, the Louvre
is not just a repository of the greatest Western art but looms large as
part of that history.
Incredible lengths have been taken to protect its greatest treasures. The
Mona Lisa, for example, was transported on an ambulance to safety
in the Loire Valley, its curator having almost suffocated in the sealed
vehicle.
Dreo himself turns to technology to preserve the Louvre’s fabled
collection: Three restorers, dressed prophetically in PPEs hover carefully
and respectfully over the works. A scaffolding is a clever device that
organizes the sea of wonders as well as brings the works to the scale
of the curators as well as the painting’s viewers. Flasks, bottles and jars,
as well as paintbrushes transmute the artists’ tools to the scientists’
expertise.
The present pandemic has forced the Louvre’s closure for the
longest time in its 220-year old history, overshadowing the fears of
its destruction in World War II. COVID 19 has made museums and
museum-lovers all over the world take a long, hard look at the fates
of these beloved institutions that can no longer be visited as they used
to. As the treasure-houses of a bygone era, what happens when these
treasures can no longer be viewed?
Works such as Journey to Louvre I and II become even more important
as document not only of these artistic wonders but also of the
experience of museum-going to behold our past.
Finally and most importantly, Dreo holds out the hope to all of us that
the works will continue to live on no matter what the obstacles. (Lisa
Guerrero Nakpil)
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62
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)

Fusion # 2
signed and da ted 1981 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 53” (122 cm x 135 cm)

P 600,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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Augusto Albor has been known for his powerfully captivating abstract works. His use
of space and color exhibits a restrained, impassioned elegance. Combining the chaos
of this very composition with elements of neoplasticism, Albor displays his control of
the medium, precisely plotting and layering every addition to the piece to complete the
cohesive dynamic of the whole. An internationally exhibited and renowned painter,
Albor’s works were featured in numerous exhibitions and events in the Philippines,
USA, Germany, France, and Japan, to name a few. He was given the coveted Thirteen
Artists Award in 1976, and was the Philippines’ representative in numerous events such
as the 2013 Singapore Biennale and the 2015 Venice Biennale.
In this piece entitled Fusion #2, Albor’s quest for a truly local and Filipino sort of
Abstraction is clearly seen. Beneath his trademark use of translucent whites to obscure
his imagery, one can see Albor’s unique treatment of what appears to be a vague
yet local scene that utilizes the colors and hues prevalent in the Philippines, Albor’s
characteristic use of muddy yet directed strokes gives his form of abstraction an electric
and alluring energy. This temperament goes well with the mystifying aura that wraps
around the canvas, inviting the audience to explore its content and context. As an
artist, Albor’s style and structure were ahead of his time, given that his works, unlike
most forms of abstraction, often relate themselves to the audience in the process of
the creation of meaning.

León Gallery
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63
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)

Terminus # 79
signed and da ted 1981 (lower left)
acr ylic on canvas
48” x 53” (122 cm x 135 cm)

P 600,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Albor relies on an innate sense of color to conjure his minimalist canvases—a gossamer
interplay of color and surface geometry. He has honed his work to a visual system that
allows for limitless combinations of vivid hues amid neutral backgrounds. Among the
painters whose development proceeded from pure abstraction is Augusto Albor. He first
came into public notice when he exhibited paintings characterized by haphazard swipes
of blacks and grays in an inspired integration of surface and depth.
This virtuoso painterly brushwork, controlled by the rigor of grids, opens the canvas as a
field of high-keyed blacks, saturated in certain areas with spindly areas of blues and reds.
But of particular interest is the textural treatment in some areas of the work in which the
grays are superimposed with the black areas that connote flux and the irreversible action
of time and the elements. The literal vertical borders and partitions which are part of,
and at the same time, an alien element of the three-part painting, separate the sections
but also pull the sections together as their common referent.
This particular piece is part of Albor’s long-standing and acclaimed Terminus series.
Albor’s creativity is often said to be most free through his Terminus paintings wherein
Albor practices his craft without restraint. Albor abandons the appearance of things
because he wants to capitalize fully on the fundamental abstract elements instead of
having to disguise these abstract elements within the imitation of nature. In Albor’s
work, the surface conjures a world of matter reduced to a corroded field of energy, in a
state of flux, transformation, becoming.
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Biomorphous Anatomy

PROPERTY FROM THE DON EUGENIO M.
LOPEZ JR. COLLECTION
Cesar Legaspi

64
Cesar Legaspi (1917 - 1994)
Untitled (Couple)
signed and da ted 1980 (lower right)
oil on panel
31” x 23 1/2” (79 cm x 60 cm)

P 1,200,000

C

redited for “refining cubism in the Philippine context,” National
Artist Cesar Legaspi is a pioneer Neo-Realist whose trademark
geometric fragmentation technique navigates a range of colors
and the possibilities of the cubist idiom, often associated with Vicente
Manansala and H.R. Ocampo as they pursued their modernist style.
Upon encountering Legaspi’s body of works, may it be celebrated
paintings or large-scale murals, one would already get the overall
impression that he had an affinity with rendering the human figure.
The belabored body, for instance, are rendered from the almostmonochromatic to the most luminous tones, all in the most captivating
and fascinating ways of Legaspi’s artistic genius.
His paintings present a wide range of figures and themes as well as
moods and styles, and the common ground among his works is his
own brand of modernist splendor in which he showcases harmonious
unity through his stylized cubist figuration and tropical chromaticism.
A shift away from his figures in labor, this evocative piece displays a
couple in expressive gestures and arresting color harmonies. Despite his
color blindness, he was able to exhibit the expressive qualities of color
as he rendered his subjects.
Legaspi is both part of the iconic Thirteen Moderns and the NeoRealists, contributing in the acceptance of modern art in the country.
Prior to becoming a full-time artist, he worked in the advertising
industry for over thirty years, from being a staff artist to becoming an
art director. Critics noted his achievements in geometric ordering of
figures as well as the rhythmic movements present in his interacting
forms rendered in his signature cubist style and “social expressionism.”
He was hailed as a National Artist for Visual arts in 1990.
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Charting the Philippine Islands

65
Pedro Murillo Velarde (1696 - 1753)
George Maurice Lowitz
Nicolas De La Cruz De Bagay/
Francisco Suarez

Carte Hydrog ra phique & Chorog ra phique des Isles
Philippines
[Transla tion of the text in the upper right
cartou che of the ma p]
Dedica ted to the Ca tholic Majesty b y the
Governor-General Fernando Valdés Tamon . . .
Dra wn b y the Jesuit Pedro Murillo Velarde . . .
Copied from the 1734 edition with some changes
and in reduced f orma t b y George Maurice Lowitz,
Professor of Ma thema tics in Nuremberg in 1750 .
. . Published b y the firm of Homann Heirs in 1760
. . . [the orig inal was eng ra ved b y Nicolas de la
Cruz de Ba ga y, a Ta galog Indio, in Manila in 1734]

This coveted 1760 reissue of Murillo Velarde’s 1734 Carta
Hydrographica shows the island contested by China -Panacot (Scarborough Shoal) off Zambales.
Various shipping routes around and between the islands are
indicated as the map also served as a sea chart. On the island
of Mindanao near the Laguna de Mindanao, there is a Spanish
inscription “Aqui estuvo S. Franc[isco] Xavier”—“St. Francis
Xavier was here!” This bolstered the 18th century fond belief
that the “Apostle of the Indies” set foot in Mindanao. The
upper right and lower left corners are enhanced with decorative
cartouches.

Nuremberg, 1760
hand-colored copperpla te eng ra ving
36 1/2” x 21” (93 cm x 53 cm)

Murillo Velarde asked the printer Nicolás de la Cruz de Bagay
to engrave both the 1734 and 1760 maps. Murillo Velarde
expressed his admiration for the talent of the Indios (Filipinos)
in the arts and in the passage found in the lower left corner of
the map:
“…The Indios [Filipinos] are well-built, have fine features and
are dusky in complexion. They become good writers, painters,
sculptors, blacksmiths, goldsmiths, embroiderers, and sailors.
The Christian religion is taught in Spanish, Tagalog, Sangley or
Chinese, Pampango, Ilocano, Pangasinan, Cagayano, Visayan,
Camarines and other languages.”

P 700,000

The map is presented in a Conservation Frame, with UV filtering
Museum Glass and acid-free mat board.
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66
Petrus Kaerius (1571 - 1646)
Philippinae Insulae
Amsterdam, 1598
hand-colored copperpla te eng ra ving
4” x 6” (11 cm x 15 cm)

P 130,000

This rare map is historical for being the first separately-printed map
of the Philippines.
It was drawn by the cartographer Pieter van den Keere (Petrus Kaerius) in
1598. Curiously, it shows the archipelago lying on its side - a detail that is
not lost upon avid map collectors who search the world for it.
It is essentially based on Petrus Plancius’s “spice islands” “Insulae
Moluccae” map of 1592 and Joris Van Linschoten’s “Exacta & accurata
delineatio cum orarum maritimarum” map of 1595, Kaerius was one of
many refugees who fled from religious persecution in the Low Countries
(Netherlands) between 1570-1590. He moved to London with his sister
Colette who married Jodocus Hondius , the famous cartographer,
from whom Kaerius must have learned his skills as an engraver and
cartographer.
The map is presented in a Conservation frame, with UV filtering Museum
Glass and acid-free mat board.
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67
Frederik De Wit (c. 1630 - 1706)
Asiae Nova Descriptio
Amsterdam, 1660
orig inal color
ver y good condition
17 1/2” x 22” (44 cm x 56 cm)

P 400,000

Rare carte aux figures map of Asia.
The map features extensive decorative illustrations in the
borders, including at the top, the towns of “Ormus”, Aden,
Jerusalem, “Damasco”, “Rodus”, and “Famgusta” after Braun
and Hogenberg.
The map shows the entire Asia with splendid side panels of De
Wit’s interpretations of the traditional garb of the inhabitants
of Asia, labeling them as “Tartarus” (man of Tartary), “Chynaica
mulier” (Chinese woman), “Arabis” (man of Arabia), “Mulier
Javanica” (woman of Java), “Mulier Tartarica” (woman of Tartary),
“Chynensis” (Chinese man), “Arabic mulier” (woman of Arabia),
and “Javensis” (man of Java).
The map is presented in a Conservation frame, with UV filtering
Museum Glass and acid-free mat board.
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Chart of the Philippine Islands, from the Spanish Chart 1808.
The Adjacent Islands are added from the latest Surveys
by Aaron Arrowsmith 1812. Additions to 1818.

68
Aaron Arrowsmith (1750 - 1823)
Chart of the Philippine Islands
London, 1812 (1818)
hand-colored copperpla te eng ra ving
ver y good condition
39 1/2” x 27” (100 cm x 69 cm)

P 1,600,000

Extremely Rare and Unrecorded Chart of the Philippines
Aaron Arrowsmith’s Chart of the Philippine Islands is of the
utmost rarity. First published in London in 1812, this 1818 state
is unrecorded and previously unknown to scholars. At present, no
institutional example of the 1818 state is known. After the 1734
Murillo-Velarde-Bagay-Suarez map, this is a coveted map showing
the contested island of Baxo de Masingloc (Scarborough Shoal).
The chart shows the archipelago as it was known in 1818. The islands
themselves break the frame of the map, emphasizing their size and
number. Several ships’ tracks are included in this edition. The most
prominent is that of the Descubierta and the Atrevida, the purposebuilt exploration used by Alejandro Malaspina on his Pacific survey that
took in the state of the Spanish empire at the close of the eighteenth
century.
The inclusion of this important Spanish expedition is also a reference to
Arrowsmith’s sources, which were also Spanish. The Chart is based on
the Carta general del Archipiélago de Filipinas / Levantada en 1792 y
93 by Felipe Bauzá. It was first published by the Spanish charting body,
the Dirección Hidrográfica, in 1808.
The map is presented in a Conservation frame, with a UV filtering
Museum Glass and acid-free mat board.
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69
Mauro Malang Santos (1928 - 2017)
Vendors
oil on canvas
30” x 30” (76 cm x 76 cm)

P 3,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by West Gallery
confirming the authenticity of this lot
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The art of Malang celebrates everyday life, rural folk, and
the fiesta spirit, without the gloominess that other artists
would infuse in their depiction of the common folk. The laid
back atmosphere of rural life is typified in this depiction of a
female vendor, an advanced stage of abstraction in Malang’s
metamorphosis. The seated female vendor makes one of her
many appearances once again, as influences from Picasso and
Matisse, to Manansala and Ang Kiukok formed the basis of a
style generous in its enumeration of images, range of colors, and
evocation of parochialism. Taking his cue from the spaciousness
of then contemporary layout designs in posters, magazines, and
traditional collages, Malang allows for “breathing spaces” for the
eye to rest. Such spatial provisions manage to give his figurative
composition a compact, balanced appearance, and avoids a
crowded look of excess yet projecting lighthearted festiveness.
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70
Romeo Tabuena (1921 - 2015)
Peasant Women
signed and da ted 1960 (lower right)
oil on panel
21” x 15” (53 cm x 38 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Sotheby’s, Modern and Contemporary Southeast
Asian Art Auction, 4 December 2019, lot 29

Outstanding is the atmosphere in Romeo Tabuena’s scenic renditions.
The rustic themes prevalent in Tabuena’s oeuvre possess a very Filipino
characteristic — as in this case, the stilt-houses, carabaos, and tropical
vegetation are all redolent of Tabuena’s homeland. Despite studying and living
abroad throughout a majority of his career as an artist, Tabuena managed to
seemingly localize all of the various techniques and forms he had learned away
from home. His careful and open mind was able to sift through these various
forms in order to create a style that seemed like it was forged in the heart of
the Philippines itself.
In this very work from 1960, Tabuena wraps his two subjects in a veil of
mystery. But instead of treating them as harbingers of ill will, Tabuna’s light
and airy brushstrokes create an aura of allure around the image, inviting the
viewer to take a closer look. The rendition of atmosphere evokes a touch of
calm and serenity, while the familial and sentimental elements are suggestive
of Tabuena’s own yearning for a simpler life. In such, we may surmise a bit of
longing felt by the artist, embodied by the melancholic undertone of the work.
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Burning Imagination

71
Charlie Co (b. 1960)

The Fur y
signed da ted 2015 (lower right)
oil on canvas
73” x 72” (186 cm x 183 cm)

P 340,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

A

visual chronicler of socio-political matters and an influential force In the
Visayan art scene, Charlie Co is one of Bacolod’s most prolific artists whose
works are characterized by dynamic strokes, distinct color composition,
and a surreal narrative quality. His works, oftentimes allegorical and always of
substance, reveal his playful artistic explorations as well as inner dialogues and
principles in life. Always rendering representations of subjects with a discerning
eye, many have noted Co’s ability to shift away from realism while still taking up
realities in his craft. He has become a household name in the local art scene, and
his works have been exhibited in Japan, Australia, Singapore, Brazil, and China. In
1990, he was one of the recipients of the CCP Thirteen Artists Award.
Co would depict obscure subjects situated in surreal environments, passionate in
utilizing surrealist techniques in creating pieces that serve as social commentaries
on pressing concerns in society. His Carroza series, for example, feature passive
obedience, blind faith, arrogance, and royalty of power with folk surrealist
qualities. The Fury has recurring images of a carroza, where the war horse is atop
on, and Chinese businessmen with top hats in the background. Co said: “The
work gives an ominous feeling that there is a looming war ahead. A blackbird’s
head with an orange beak follows the carroza by its side. A cloud in the form of a
man blows his trumpet to warn us that a conflict is about to happen.”
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72
Araceli Limcaco-Dans (b. 1929)
Galing sa Bakuran I
signed and da ted 1989 (lower left)
wa tercolor
30” x 22” (76 cm x 56 cm)

P 700,000
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The works of the acclaimed master Araceli Limcaco-Dans combine the
artist’s personal experience with an undoubtedly timeless essence. As a
student, she was mentored under Angela Fernandez and National Artist
Fernando Amorsolo. Both her mentors noted that Araceli indeed was
an excellent student who strove to find her own voice in the local and
international art scene. Beyond her technical mastery over her craft,
Araceli also possessed a unique affinity for the human soul. Her myriad
of personal experiences, from her colorful upbringing to her encounters
during the Second World War, infused her works with a plethora of
emotions such as nostalgia, love, longing, and even loss. Her effervescent
style tugs at the heartstrings as it silently recites an ode that will make even
the hardest of hearts melt.
In this piece titled Galing sa Bakuran I we see a synthesis of the artists’
most recognizable themes. Throughout her career, Araceli was most
lauded for her nuanced and intricate depictions of the Calado weaving
style. The Calado is an open-work style that is commonly utilized in a
myriad of Tagalog and Luzon textiles. It is most often utilized as motifs in
the making and designing of the traditional barong tagalog and baro’t
saya. In the piece, one can see the delicately rendered Calado cloth placed
on top of a clothesline; an undoubtedly Filipino scene. The shading and
layering of the piece also perfectly captures the cloth in the midst of being
blown by a gentle breeze; implying a quiet sense of nostalgia and longing.
Araceli Limcaco-Dans has undoubtedly captured an era long gone, but
through this piece, traces of a simpler life fill the air with a gentle and
subtle breeze.
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Romulo Olazo (1932 -2015)
Nude
signed and da ted 1978 (lower left)
wa tercolor on pa per
40” x 22” (102 cm x 56 cm)

P 280,000

Though the acclaimed modernist Romulo Olazo is mostly known for his translucent and gossamer-like
abstract masterpieces, Olazo was also skilled in more traditional forms of art and rendering. In 1975, Romulo
Olazo met Vicente Manansala that led to the artist’s watercolor and nude drawing sessions with artists
Edgar Doctor, Ephraim Samson, and sometimes Lino Severino. Popularly known as the Thursday Group, they
gathered at Manansala’s—or Mang Enteng as they called him—studio in Binangonan, Rizal, every Thursday
for field or studio sessions despite good or bad weather. This figurative work deals with accurate physical
depiction as much as capturing the essential personal qualities of the woman he portrays. His accent is
focused on the search for the grace and tension in the lines of the body and the form, the emotion beneath
the volume’s surfaces. Olazo’s drawing of the body is lithe and rhythmic. His carefully crafted exuberant nude
in watercolor on paper translates his profound liberality which has defined the very experience of being
stripped of the essential.
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Romancing the Dalagang Filipina

Old master painter, Fabian Dela Rosa

T

wentieth-century master artist Don Fabian de la Rosa y Cueto, an heir to the
artistic tradition of Juan Luna and his contemporaries, is among the greatest
Filipino artists of all time. During his heyday, he was among the best-known
Filipino painters, a renaissance man who acquired not only a refined artistic style but
also culture. Dela Rosa was the second director of the UP School of Fine Arts; also an
art historian and writer, he wrote the first overview of art history and the first essays
on painting in the Philippines. He is particularly noted as a master of genre painting
and portraiture of women subjects.
Born on May 5, 1869, in Paco, Manila, he is the second child of Marcos de la Rosa
and Gregoria Cueto. A child prodigy, it was noted that he could draw and paint
before he was ten years old, coming of age in the period between the Spanish rule
in its twilight and the American rule in its dawn. He received artistic training from his
uncle, Simon Flores y de la Rosa, and was enrolled at the Escuela de Dibujo, Pintura
y Gravura in 1893, counting among his mentors Miguel Zaragoza and Lorenzo
Guerrero. He was also in the company of Antonio and Juan Luna (the latter was
twelve years his senior). Upon the death of his father, Dela Rosa left the Escuela,
painting landscapes and portrait commissions.
Art historian Aurelio Alvero identified three overlapping periods in Fabian de la
Rosa’s artistic development. His works during the first period are influenced by the
Spanish academic school, antedating his first travel to Europe in 1908 as a scholar
of physician-businessman and philanthropist Dr. Ariston Bautista Lin. These are
marked by dark tones and technically detailed figures as impacted by academic
art. The second period, up to circa 1925, shows influences of the French modern
school. The third precedes his second sojourn to Europe up to his last years in
which his paintings seek atmosphere, massing, and spacing as well as a balance of
emotiveness.
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Fabian Dela Rosa in his studio

Fabian Dela Rosa (seated) with the
academe at the UP School of Fine Arts

Fabian de la Rosa won his first gold medal for Planting Rice at the 1904 St. Louis
International Exposition in which he unleashed the principles of drawing and
harmonious colors as well as his nationalism in the choice of subject and local
color. He fared more successfully under the new American colonial rule. Later on,
he traveled as a private pensionado to study in France and Spain before returning
to Manila, further getting acclaim for his craft.
His oeuvre ranges from depictions of scenes of everyday life, idyllic landscapes,
common people, and remarkable portraits of prominent Filipino personalities,
common men and women, all regarded as masterworks of national and universal
moments. Adding life into genre painting in the country during the 20th
century, his works are marked by distinct lyricism, realism, romanticism, and
also nationalism. His subjects, regardless of social class or color, celebrate the
universality of humanity and creativity. Women were rendered in their regality as
they do daily activities, from planting in the rice fields to chatting and weaving.
Art critic and painter Emilio Aguilar Cruz praised Fabian de la Rosa in a 1944
critique he wrote for the Philippine Review: “In him the autochthonous Philippine
painting of the last century reached full flowering, and his whole career is summed
up all that is good in the past… De la Rosa’s greatness lies just where greatness
does in any department of human activity, namely, in rising above the leveling
sentiments and prejudices of one’s time.”
De la Rosa was also credited for nurturing the talents of his two nephews, the
brothers Fernando and Pedro Amorsolo y Cueto, in the same way that he drew his
first artistic training from his prominent uncle. The Amorsolo brothers are among
his five orphaned relatives, and it turned out that Fernando Amorsolo would later
on become the next titan in Philippine painting.

Dela Rosa’s portraits attest to his
mastery in capturing one’s likeness
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74
Fabian de la Rosa (1869 - 1937)
Dala gang Filipina in Na tive Dress
signed and da ted 1922 (lower right)
wa tercolor
14 1/2” x 10” (105 cm x 25 cm)

P 1,200,000
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Art critic and painter Emilio Aguilar Cruz wrote in an essay that the great
twentieth-century master painter De la Rosa “painted with gusto and affection
the things that were close to the life of the people around” and was “always
too big of a man to play down to the popular demand for stereotypes
glorifying native life for those who lacked the vitality to accept it through
an emasculated art.” More than his vigorous genre paintings, De la Rosa is
particularly known for his elegant women portraits. This 1922 piece that may
have been that of a local woman in a traditional dress is a great example
that indicates the artist’s adeptness in rendering women figures through his
signature realist-romanticist perspective. Evident are his characteristic lines that
draw attention to the transparency of the woman subject’s baro sleeves; the
baro’t saya was the typical dress of Filipinas from the middle class in the period
the piece was painted.
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75
Fabian de la Rosa (1869 - 1937)
Dala gang Filipina in Na tive Dress
signed and da ted 1922 (lower right)
wa tercolor
14 1/2” x 9 7/8” (37 cm x 25 cm)

P 1,200,000

One of Fabian de la Rosa’s former students who became a teacher at the UP
School of Fine Arts, Dominador Castaneda, would say in his lectures that De la
Rosa had been influenced by French realist painter Gustave Courbet’s creative
imagination and defiance against art conventions during his time. Courbet
would paint ordinary people and quotidian life rather than romantic scenes,
honoring common people and displaying the human dignity of laborers.
This influence reflects in this painting of a dalaga wearing the baro’t saya in
which De la Rosa valorized the every day with the way he treated his common
subject. Here, his play on light and shadow through his unique painting style
and mode of expression is carefully and masterfully thought-out. Captured
light and attention to detail are just some of the remarkable features in this
piece, two of the salient qualities in his body of works noted by various critics.
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76
A Collaboration with
Mauro Malang Santos (1928 - 2017)
Women
signed and da ted 1997 (bottom)
oil on canvas
48” x 96” (122 cm x 244 cm)

P 3,000,000
Provenance:
The Saturday Group of artists’ collaboration with Mauro
Malang Santos
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The country’s oldest and most prestigious group of artists, the Saturday Group, is active
for over fifty years. Its roots go all the way back in July 1968 at the Taza de Oro restaurant
in Ermita, the iconic restaurant where H.R. Ocampo had lunch with Alfredo Roces, Tony
Quintos, and Enrique Velasco to talk shop and discuss art-related matters. Eventually, on
the following Saturdays, other artists joined the said discussions. After Ocampo’s death in
1978, Cesar Legaspi became its leader. The artist group would paint and sketch seriously
every Saturday, activity sessions held to this day. Eight National Artists also came from this
monumental group: Ocampo, Legaspi, Botong Francisco, Jose Joya, Vicente Manansala,
Arturo Luz, BenCab, and Ang Kiukok.
This 1997 interactive piece is among The Saturday Group’s collaborative works that shows
refined painterly techniques and good camaraderie of its members during Malang’s
leadership. Here, women in various poses are dressed in baro’t saya set in a colorful Cubist
portrayal of the rural scene amongst flowers, fruits, and objects.
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77
Emmanuel Garibay (b. 1962)
Sala ysa y (Fea t. Two Self-Portraits)
signed and da ted 2011 (lower right)
oil on canvas
50” x 60” (127 cm x 152 cm)

P 1,000,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

This highly personal piece was created while Garibay was at
the tail-end of his residency in 2011-2012 at the City Wide
Open Studios OMSC, New Haven, Connecticut, USA. It has
heretofore never been exhibited.
Emmanuel Garibay is a highly regarded ‘artist’s artist.’ In his
early 30s, he not only received the first prize for painting at the
annual Art Association of the Philippines (AAP) competition
in 1994 but was also bestowed the Diwa ng Sining Award by
the National Commission for Culture and the Arts (NCCA.)
That watershed year began a kilometric list of solo exhibits
and various recognitions, including being named as one of the
CCP’s influential Thirteen Artists in 2000.
In Salaysay, Garibay’s narrative consists of a handful of pensive
portraits. Two, by his own admission, are in fact self-portraits.
(These are the blue-jacketed bearded man in the center and
second in the left bottom corner.) The rest of the faces —one
silenced, another smiling, all knowing— are drawn from his
rich imagination. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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78
Geraldine Javier (b. 1970)
Hide and Seek (Diptych)
sign ed and da ted 2007 (lower left)
oil on canvas
84” x 84” (213 cm x 213 cm)

P 1,600,000
Provenance:
Finale Art File, Makati

The works of Geraldine Javier are often seen as both aesthetic and intellectual
masterpieces. Her synthesis of both material and metaphorical content into her
work is often attributed to the formal training she received from Roberto Chabet,
the Father of Philippine Conceptual Art, when she was a student at the University
of the Philippines’ College of Fine Arts. Thus, her works are often described as art
that prioritizes intellectual and genuine engagement over immediate emotional
response. Javier’s works are the kind in which layers, meanings, and metaphors
are constantly created long after the paint has dried.
In this diptych entitled Hide and Seek, Geraldine Javier gives her take on the
innocence of childhood against the backdrop of modern and contemporary
realities. The most obvious visual cue is her use of a deep red cloak as the
children’s attire, referencing the 17th-century fairytale by Charles Perrault entitled
Little Red Riding Hood. Javier reappropriates the themes of innocence and childlike wonder found in the classic children’s story via creating an allegory that aptly
fits the modern world. The woods are replaced by a seemingly vast field and a set
of towering cement effigies reminiscent of police and military barricades. Thus,
Javier’s contemporary reimagining focuses on the systemic problems that plague
the youth of today. Though, despite the dreary context of the work, Javier’s
diptych is one that contains hope for a better future.
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79
Victorio Edades (1895 - 1985)
Landsca pe
signed and da ted 1969 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 18” (61 cm x 46 cm)

P 600,000
Provenance:
Acquired from Odette Alcantara by the present
owner
* Inscirbed “University of Santo Tomas, 1969”
in verso
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The late critic Dr. Rod Paras-Perez wrote: “Edades’ choice of scenes bereft of
any attempt to ‘prettify’ showed the way to a new world. Edades opened the
door to Modernist Art in the Philippines and did not close it afterward. In the
process of opening that door, his ideas also changed the tone of art discourse
in the country—perhaps with more far-reaching effect than is easily perceived.”
His studies in the U.S. and exposure to European modern art influenced his
craft that’s not inclined toward idyllic subject matters and presenting refined
detailing, and he paved the way for generations of Filipino artists who utilize
modernist approaches to art-making.
After Edades retired from the University of Sto. Tomas where he served as a
dean of its architecture department and also taught painting, he settled with
his wife, Jean Edades, in Davao during the late 1960s. This 1969 landscape
piece further reveals his fruitful efforts to go beyond the standards of the
classical tradition of painting. The father of modern Philippine painting, Edades
presented reality as he saw it through modernist expression.
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80
Angelito Antonio (b. 1939)
Mother and Child
signed and da ted 1988 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30” x 42” (76 cm x 107 cm)

P 240,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Regarded as a prime mover of action painting and extension of the Cubist
style in Philippine art, Angelito Antonio had developed his very own color
schemes of acidic yellow, cerulean blue, and black and white. As a student of
the University of Santo Tomas in the 1960s, Angelito Antonio was invariably
influenced by the modernist masters who were his teachers, chiefly the
National Artist Victorio Edades. This influence is largely visible in his treatment
of colors in which tonalities are employed not to describe the world but to
evoke a certain mood and atmosphere in the scenery of his paintings. Despite
this influence, Antonio has remained steadfast in capturing the lives of ordinary
Filipinos. In this piece, Angelito utilizes his signature style that combines his
energetic and unorthodox use of shape, color, and form depicting traditional
local scenes. Antonio’s mother and child, a common subject amongst artists, is
given a significantly different treatment compared to those done by the other
modernists. Here, his subjects are not intricately posed, but captured amidst
their daily activities. This gives the work a familiar and grounded approach that
is most welcome amongst the works of Filipino Modernism.
Already an immense figure in the history of Philippine visual art, Antonio is one
of the pillars of Philippine art to adhere to Modernism’s core tenet of dynamic
expression.
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81
Fernando Zobel (1924 - 1984)

Orilla 58
signed and da ted 1981 (lower right and verso)
oil on canvas
24” x 31” (60 cm x 78 cm)

P 2,600,000
Provenance:
Galerie Theo, Madrid, Spain

Transnational artist Fernando Zobel’s oeuvre is characterized
by a visual progression resulting from stylistic evolutions out of
the mastery and control of materials and techniques as well as
creative and intellectual pursuits throughout his artistic career.
A witness of major art movements that were occurring in the
country, the U.S., and in Spain, Zobel contributed immensely to
Philippine abstraction with his signature distillation or “paring
down” creative process. This process of removing distractions to
produce subdued, minimal and contemplative masterpieces was
influenced by the Spanish modern art movement.
Toward the seventies and eighties, nature became the main
axis of Zobel’s series of works. Drawn and influenced by his
environment, the charming landscapes and waters in Cuenca
became his subjects in numerous paintings, drawings, and
photographs. Series such as the “El Júcar,” “La Vista,” and “Las
Orillas” were born in these periods—all based on Cuenca that
became his muse.
This particular work is part of his Orillas series in which he
took upon the theme of the river and translated nature’s
beauty into pure abstraction. Orilla 58 exhibits a sense of order
and simplicity out of Zobel’s intellectual elaborations of his
memories in Cuenca, specifically his encounters with the river’s
continuous flow and alluring beauty. At work is his attention to
a sense of balance and harmony, achieving both ethereal and
contemplative visual qualities.
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KKK Symbols of Courage and Glory

82
Katipunan Powder Horn

Wild-Boar’s Tusk Mounted in Silver,
Its cur ve outlined with a chased silver band. Embellished with a KKK
m ythic al sun, also in silver, in the middle. Tipped with a silver cone
with a single silver bead on one end; the other trimmed with silver and
a chased ca p in silver. Hang ing on two silver chains, joined together
in a silver circular loop, intended to be worn around the neck like a
gorget .
ca. 1896-1897
Horn measuring 4” (10 cm) across; each silver chain, measuring 6”
(15 cm), joined with a circle,
diameter measuring 1 1/2” (4 cm)

P 250,000
Provenance :
Estate of Don Francisco Zaragoza of Singalong, Manila
Literature :
Felice Prudente Sta. Maria, Visions of the Possible: Legacies of Philippine Freedom. Published in Commemoration of the
Centennial of the Proclamation of Philippine Independence, June 12, 1998, Studio 5 Publishing Inc., Makati, Philippines,
1998; Pages 106, 109.
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83
Katipunan Horsehair Officer’s Belt

Finel y woven belt of horsehair and twine. Embellished
with a silver KKK star and two silver buttons.
ca. 1896 - 1897
Measuring 22” (56 cm) in length; silver star clasp
measuring 1 1/2” (4 cm) across, with two silver buttons,
each with a diameter of 1/2” (1 cm)

P 250,000
Provenance :
Estate of Don Francisco Zaragoza of Singalong, Manila
Literature :
Felice Prudente Sta. Maria, Visions of the Possible: Legacies
of Philippine Freedom. Published in Commemoration of the
Centennial of the Proclamation of Philippine Independence,
June 12, 1998, Studio 5 Publishing Inc., Makati, Philippines,
1998; Pages 106, 109.
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Katipuneros’ Plaintive Cry for Help

84
A Letter to the ‘Defender of the Country of
‘Katagalugan’
From the Katipuneros Exiled in the Marianas
(Present-day Guam)
written on g ra ph-pa per
sing le sheet, both sides
ca. 1898 - 1899
10 1/2” x 8 1/4” (27 cm x 21 cm)

P 250,000
Provenance :
Estate of Don Francisco Zaragoza of Singalong, Manila
Literature :
Felice Prudente Sta. Maria, Visions of the Possible: Legacies of Philippine Freedom.
Published in Commemoration of the Centennial of the Proclamation of Philippine
Independence, June 12, 1998, Studio 5 Publishing Inc., Makati, Philippines, 1998;
Pages 106, 109.
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Transcribed
KKK
N.M.A.N.B.
Kiniquilala naming isa sa nag tatangol ng bayang Katagalugan.
Pinagkaisahan naming lahat na mga Kapatid na itinapon ng ating kalabang mga ganid na Kastila, dito
sa bayan ng Marianas, ayon sa mulang gulo ng ika-dalauang pu at anim ng Agosto, ng taong, isang libo
walong daan at siam na pu at anim; sa bagay na ito, ipina-mamanhik naming ng buong kapa-kumbabaan
na mangyaring ikamit mo po ang iyong mahalagang pag-aampon dito sa mga alagad mong napa-layo sa
piling ng iyong pag-kakandili; na mang-yaring ikapakuha mo kaming lahat dito sa Marianas, ng upang
mapanibulos ang mga matibay na panunumpa at pag gugol ng aming buhay na ikinakaya sa kalaban; At isa
sa roon dito sa bayang ito ay totoong malaqui ang aming pagtitiis ayon sa mga alipusta ng tao dito, sa aming
mga magkakasama, dahilan sa pag mamasakit nila sa Kastila na binihag ng Americano ng ikadalawang
pu ng Junio ng taong isang libo walong daan at siam na pu at walo; at walang natira dito kung hindi ang
administrador dito nga say bayang ito, na siyang tumayong sangunian; sa bagay na yaon ay pinag isipan
na kami ng aming ikapapahamak; sapagka’t ang wika ng ibang tao dito ay hindi na magakakaganoon ang
Kastila kung hindi dahil sa Tagalog. Kaya nga ang lahat ng iniisip ay ang aming ikapahamak.
Isa pa na ipinag-bigay alam namin sa inyo, ang guinawa ng tao dito, sa Precidariong dumating dito ng buan
ng Diciembre ng taong isang libo walang daan at siam na pu at anim, na galing sa Iligan, sapagcat gumalaw
din sila doon. Kapag dating dito ay kinulong sa kalaguimdaguim na bilanguan at pinagbabaril di umano ay
walang natira kung hindi mayroon lamang dalauang pu; caya nga mulitmuli ang aming pamanhati na para
ba ninyong anoo na kami ng ipa oui na ninyo diyan sa Maynila.
Ito na lamang at wala ng iba, nag iintay kaming lahat ng inyong maguiguing hatol at kalakip ang pag iintay
ng inyong maguiguising utos at natatalaga sa lahat ng oras itong inyong mga lingkod na natatala sa ibaba
nito.
Signed with 24 names in the Katipunan code.
__________
Notes from KKK scholar Jim Richardson : “The Katipuneros have been stuck in a Guam prison camp for two
years, and want to come home. A few of the names are recognizable, and they include some of the first
Katipuneros to be arrested – in the Pasong Tamo and Novaliches areas, shortly after the “unang putukan”
near Tandang Sora’s place on August 26, 1896.
“The letter mentions that specific date in their letter, and also June 20, 1898, the day US warships had
arrived in Guam and ended Spanish rule there. It also refers to the killing of 85 Filipino deportados in
December 1896, when the prison guards had opened fire to prevent a mass breakout.   
“The letter most likely dates from 1898 or 1899. Perhaps the Katipuneros hadn’t received much news from
Manila, and don’t know how the revolution has changed since August 1896.
“Their names are written in Katipunan code, together with their Katipunan aliases, and they address their
letter to a defender of the “bayang Katagalugan”. They probably hadn’t heard that in July 1898 Aguinaldo
proclaimed the Katipunan had ceased to exist, or that the name “Katagalugan” was now rarely used.    
“Most, maybe all, of the signatures are in the same handwriting, so this document could be a copy kept by
the Katipuneros in Guam, not the letter they actually sent.”
They plead with the man they think is their defender — Andres Bonifacio, perhaps — to take them home
from the hellish exile they suffer.
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A Historic Christmas Letter from Juan Luna to His Son
A Highlight of the Luna Papers

a)

85
Very Rare Juan, Antonio and
Andres Luna Private Papers
One Lot, consisting of:

a) A subscription made out to Andres Luna, signed b y
his uncle and its editor, General Antonio Luna
Da ted, 10 October 1898. An orig inal subscription
rece ipt of La Independencia, the revolutionar y
newspa per with a red triangular marking,
addressed to Andres Luna, (then a ge 11),
amounting to ‘Mil cincuenta pesos’ (P1,050) f o r 42
issues, signed b y Antonio Luna.
6” x 8 1/2” (15 cm x 22 cm)
b) Juan Luna (1857 - 1899)
A letter with sketch, addressed to his son, Andres
Luna (1887 - 1952)
Da ted Christmas Da y, 25 December 1898,
Yokohama (framed)
10 1/2” x 8” (27 cm x 20 cm)
c) Print advertisement f or the firm of Andres Luna
de San Pedro, Juan F. Nakpil, and Jose G. Cortes,
c. 1920s; illustra ted with a dra wing of an art
deco building. It described the firm as “architects,
decora tors, civil eng ineers and builders.”
10 1/4” x 7 1/4” (26 cm x 18 cm)
d) Photo-cop y of the seven pa ge inventor y and
a ppraisal of the property of Grace Luna de San
Pedro from the Esta te of Andres Luna de San
Pedro, including the Juan Luna art works
13” x 8 1/2” (33 cm x 22 cm)
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e) Various papers, numbering six documents, including
a sworn statement relating to the marriage of
Andres Luna to Grace Luna (1934); correspondence
with the Adjutant, Japanese Imperial Navy regarding
their residence (1944) and to the Metropolitan
Constabular y Bagumbayan Precinct, Investigation
Unit regarding the transfer of its contents to
Mandaluyong (1944); a receipt for miscellaneous
taxes (1944). Two are signed by Andres Luna de San
Pedro; the rest addressed to him.
Notice from Adjutant Imperial Ja panese Na vy, 1944
10” x 7” (25 cm x 18 cm)
Correspondence in Ja panese
5” x 8” (13 cm x 20 cm)
Petition Repl y of Syquia Apartments
13” x 8 1/2” (33 cm x 22 cm)
Miscellaneous Tax-Receipt, 1944
5” x 8 1/2” (33 cm x 22 cm)
and 8” x 4 1/2” (20 cm x 10 cm)

P 350,000
Provenance:
From Andres Luna de San Pedro and thence to his wife Grace
Luna de San Pedro and thence to her estate in New York; from
thence to the Heritage Arts Center from which it was acquired
by its present owner.
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Yokohama December 25th, 1898
Mr. Andrés Luna
Dear Son,
I received your letter from Manila and I’m glad you’re in good
health, as well as of your progress in the English language. This is
very necessary in men, as it is knowing other languages, so you
should. Do not stop practicing French, speaking always in this
language with your uncle Antonio.
I am taking care of your orders for rifles, sabers, a cornet and drum
for your children’s battalion, and although it is not on the list of
your orders I will send you 120 caps of this model in blue cloth with
white trim.
I will leave for America on the 27th and I will arrive in San Francisco.
Probably [sic] on January 13th: before we will pass via Honolulu the
6th of that month.
(Main uniform of the children’s battalion of Andrés Luna): White
shirt; Trousers of dark indigo blue with bright white or red stripe
down the side; Dark blue cap with bright white trim.
I hope you are obedient and do not criticize the behavior of your
elders, which is a very ugly vice; and I am waiting for you to be like
that,
Your father, who loves you and embraces you, J. Luna
On board the “Nippon Maru”; on January 4, 1899
Tomorrow, the 5th, we will arrive in Honolulu and on the 6th we will
leave for San Francisco.
b)

Leading this single lot of very rare family papers pertaining to
Juan Luna, his brother Antonio and his son Andres Luna de San
Pedro, is this charming Christmas letter from Juan Luna to his
son, Andres.

American War and transferring the Philippines to the United
States, lock, stock, and barrel for $20 Million. Juan Luna was
named part of the Philippine delegation to Washington to
press for independence.

Written to the 11 year-old Andres, it includes two drawings.
The first is a thumbnail sketch of a military cap in dark blue with
white trim. Juan Luna promises to send his son 120 of these for
the children’s battalion he is fancifully organizing. He goodhumoredly adds that it will be sent along with his son’s order of
“rifles, sabers, a cornet and drums.”

Andres would, of course, inherit a martial instinct from both
his father and uncle, both glamorous fencers who established
a school called the “Sala de Armas” when they returned to
Manila in 1894. (It was located on Calle Alix, now part of
Legarda Street.)

The second drawing is of a full uniform for a child-soldier,
consisting of “a white shirt, dark indigo blue trousers with a
stripe down the side in either white or red; and the dark blue cap
trimmed in white.” (In the letter, Luna uses the word “mambisa”
for the white summer shirt worn outside the trousers, like the
guyabera or the barong Tagalog.)
Luna instructs his child to pursue learning English and also
French, “which he must continue to practice with his Uncle
Antonio.” He also admonishes him “not to be critical of his
elders”, which he describes as “a most unattractive vice.”
The letter is signed with “J. Luna.”
This Christmas letter was written against the darker, historic
background of the arrival of the Americans. On December 10,
1898, the Treaty of Paris was signed, ending the Spanish-

After the outbreak of the Philippine Revolution in August
1896, the brothers Luna would be thrown into jail the
following month. They would be released through the
intervention of Juan Luna’s patroness, the Queen-Regent
Maria Cristina.
Antonio Luna would become the most feared Filipino general
of the Philippine-American War. He would also spearhead
the Filipino propaganda machine, in particular the widely
circulated “La Independencia” which he edited and published
on the run. Among the papers in this lot is a receipt made out
to Andres for a subscription to the revolutionary newspaper
dated October 1898.
Other memorabilia, available for perusal and inspection, but
not pictured in this catalogue are listed.

(left) Antonio Luna, seated, second
from left, at the Sala de Armas,
Manila, 1894
(right) (l-r) Juan, Andres and Antonio
Luna in Paris
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86
Hugo Yonzon Jr. (1924 - 1994)
Andres Bonifacio
signed da ted 1982 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48 1/2” x 84” (123 cm x 213 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Hugo Yonzon Jr., one of the major artists in postwar Philippine
modernist painting, explored rendering techniques and
interpretations throughout his prolific artistic career, refusing to
be associated with just one particular genre and style. Back in
the day, he would join the realist or the modernist categories in
the competitions held by the Art Association of the Philippines,
winning prizes for both. His versatility as an artist, being at ease
with a variety of styles and techniques chosen at random upon
creating masterpieces, mostly in oil, his preferred medium, were
showcased in the Hugo Yonzon Jr. Retrospective at the Cultural
Center of the Philippines in 2014.
Also obvious in this retrospective is the popularity of Yonzon’s
works due to varying styles suitable for almost any taste of each
buyer. This versatility was attributed to his long experience in
the advertising field. What lies constant is his subject matter:
ordinary people, farmers, fishermen, karitela drivers, and
vendors. His subjects are also rendered either within historical
or mythical narratives. Influenced by National Artist Cesar
Legaspi, Yonzon credited him for teaching him the tangents in
composition.
In Andres Bonifacio, the hero leads the charge in one of the first
battles of the Philippine Revolution. The Katipunan’s ‘Anak ng
Bayan or Sons of the People’ armed only with bamboo spears
and a very few rifles, take on one of the world’s mightiest
empires, the Spanish. Bonifacio points the way with a bolo in
one hand, a revolver in the other. His emblematic flag is now
the stern color of black, symbolizing that he would be willing to
fight to the death. (In truth, the KKK colors were the ‘banderang
kundiman’ or in bright red.) They target a fortress-like edifice,
possibly the El Deposito of San Juan or the convent house of
San Mateo. These are defended by Guardia Civil and troops
(cazadores) armed with Maulers and heavy cannon. The painting
captures the sacrifices and triumphs of the Filipino in the glorious
Revolution of 1896.
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87
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)

Ta tlong Pulo II
signed and da ted 1997 (lower left)
acr ylic on canvas
39” x 32” (99 cm x 81 cm)

P 300,000
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Acclaimed mostly for his minimalist abstract works, painter and sculptor
Augusto “Gus” Albor attends to his canvases with such attentiveness in his
application of neutral colors in tonal intensities, remarkable brushwork, and
techniques of restraint reminiscent of Florencio Concepcion, one of his main
influences in his artistic practice. A recipient of the CCP Thirteen Artists Award,
he has participated in exhibitions and events in the country, China, Germany,
Hong Kong, Japan, and the U.S., among others. Albor also represented the
Philippines at the 56th Venice Biennale. Despite the absence of form in his
minimalist approaches to his craft, the overall visual experience of his works
leads the viewer into enigmatic yet highly engaging meanings. This particular
piece is somehow directed toward the metaphysical—a meditative articulation
or interpretation of the country’s islands. Intriguing in this work, moreover, are
the blue and yellow acrylic details found on the upper and lower right parts.
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88
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Triumphant Blooms
signed (lower right)
ca. 1980
acr ylic on pa per
20” x 25” (51 cm x 64 cm)

P 360,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by
Fundacion Sansó confirming the authenticity
of this lot

Juvenal Sansó’s pioneering modernist techniques have made his works into
one of the most familiar and recognizable idioms In Philippine art. Along
with his style. Sansó’s objects and thematic subjects exude a uniqueness
that has sustained a captivating appeal, spanning more than eight
decades. His landscape and still life works have made him a force in the art
community—enduring, vibrant, and iconic.
But despite Sanso’s modernist inclinations, the elements that make up
his works undoubtedly carry with them a number of classical elements
that can be traced back to as far as the Enlightenment. His works give off
an aura of timeless form and beauty, one that the German philosopher
Immanuel Kant has emphasized as the true goal of any artistic endeavor.
For Kant, art is a “purpose without purposiveness” in that true art does
not attain beauty or acclaim through its context alone, instead it must
be able to speak for itself. Sanso’s work clearly follows along this line of
artistic interpretation given that his works are free from any contextual ties
and are more focused on the forms, shapes, and patterns that will produce
an engaging and alluring aesthetic response no matter who the viewer
is. Though Sanso’s works are relatively modern, one cannot deny their
timeless and ethereal allure.
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The Analogous Color of Green

89
Hernando R. Ocampo (1911 - 1978)
Homa ge To A Lady
signed and da ted 1967 (lower right and verso)
oil on canvas
24” x 36” (61 cm x 92 cm)

P 5,000,000
Provenance:
A gift from then First Lady Imelda R. Marcos, 1967

F

oremost abstractionist H.R. Ocampo was completely a selftaught artist hailed as a master colorist who remains an
influential force for his abstract and non-objective incursions.
Also a newspaperman, he created the term “Neo-Realists” in
1950, together with writer Aguilar Cruz to identify themselves as
the second wave of modern Filipino artists, alongside Manansala,
Legaspi, Tabuena, and Estella. His distinct interlocking shapes of
hue upon hue, building on each other to create a dynamic visual
language, cemented his name in Philippine art history as the Father
of Philippine Modern Abstraction. His eloquence in the language
of color is also undisputable. Critic Ricaredo Demetillo wrote: “His
colors are rich, suggestive of beneficence and tenderness, pure
greens, warm reds and oranges, lovely purples and juicy yellows.”
Ocampo himself identified the various stages of his artistic evolution:
the “Amorsolo” period referring to the maestro’s lyrical style (1929
to 1934), “proletarian” period in which he expressed social unrest
due to the ravages of war (1934 to 1945), “transitional” stage
with the birth of his neo-realism (1945 to 1963), “mutants” period
(representing his terrors at the atomic age; 1963 to 1967), and the
most-celebrated visual melody period (from 1967 onwards). This
mesmerizing abstract piece of an engaging visual field showcases
his authority in rendering abstract shapes in luminous hues and
color shades, created the year he started his visual melody period.
Masterfully displayed is a visual feast of interlocking shapes in
effective colorization distinctly his.
This piece was painted on the same year as “Genesis,” the artist’s
most important work that hangs in the Cultural Center of the
Philippines (CCP).
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90
Ramon Estella (1911 - 1991)
New York
signed and da ted 1951 (lower right)
oil on panel
40” x 28” (102 cm x 71 cm)
P 300,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Ramon E.
Estella Jr. confirming the authenticity of this lot
Exhibited:
Philippine Cultural Exhibition, Philippine Art
Gallery, United States, 1953

Filmmaker-artist Ramon A. Estella took up painting as advised by his mentor, National
Artist H.R. Ocampo. A Neo-Realist painter and an early advocate of Picasso, Matisse, and
Van Gogh, he produced abstract expressionist and cubist works and would later develop
a style in which he utilized bold lines, charged brushstrokes, and strident colors. Galo
Ocampo described Estella as a painter-director who “belongs to the progressive group
of painters identified with the modern movement.” Upon exhibiting his paintings in
New York, M. Teatsorth said in his review that Estella’s works “mark another step in his
evolution from regionalism to internationalism.”
In 1950, he landed a job in the United Nations as OIC in the production of documentary
films, newsreels, and television shows which took him to Latin America and Indochina,
among others, under the USIS. Estella also held his solo exhibition in 1959 at the
Philippine Art Gallery (PAG) and has worked together with the likes of Manansala,
Legaspi, Tabuena, and Oteyza.
In 1953, Estella was included in the PAG’s landmark “Philippine Cultural Exhibition”
that was also shown in the United States. New York is one of the paintings that was
featured in this first Philippine exhibit abroad. Created at the peak of his artistic career in
the 1950s, it manifests Estella’s overlapping geometric planes in color harmonies. New
York Herald Tribune described his work as “torturous lumpy forms of considerable hardtextured and frigidly mysterious.”
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Ramon Estella, Woman, ca. 1950,
oil on plywood, 51 x 35 cm. From
the Jaime Laya collection. From Art
Philippines : A History 1521 - Present,
Juan Gatbonton et. al. Created the same
period as the work in auction.
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91
Juvenal Sansó (b. 1929)
Untitled (Brittan y Series)
signed (lower right)
ca. 1980
acr ylic on canvas
16” x 33” (40 cm x 83 cm)

P 600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by
Fundacion Sansó confirming the authenticity
of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

The appeal of this work by Sansó lies in the juxtaposition of the atmosphere and
solid, mobile and stationary, each accentuating the other as Leonardo also used
light and shade dichotomies. Sansó’s themes evolved from the dark, cathartic stage
of war wounds to non-figurative art, back to nature with the Brittany seascapes
and landscapes, along with piles of stone walls to his famous scenes of barongbarong. A paradoxical quality exists in the art of Juvenal Sansó where a sense of
mystery and dreaminess melds with a most profound beauty akin to a distinct
sense of Poetic Surrealism. Across his works, an extremely firm grasp of craft is
evident: the brush strokes are self-assured and the details and textures bear depth
and sophistication. A Philippine invention of both beauty and harshness of reality is
reflected in the construction of shapes and patterns.
In this piece, Juvenal Sansó captures the grandeur of subconscious territories.
He records places as if he is recording other natural phenomena. They then
reveal themselves to him, sometimes brushed by a momentary light, at other
times enveloped in a bright “shadow.” Sansó sought to create limitless expanses
stimulating to the imagination while in other works, he sought the opposite, a
contracted and enclosed landscape that could be comprehended by the intellect.
The complex detailing reflects that wherever this Catalonian born artist paints,
he extends aesthetic concerns and motifs of his work as a first rate etcher. In this
piece, Sansó, with his artistic and poetic invention, has indeed created a great
idyll, strong in its contrasts and melodious in the harmony of its colors. His sojourn
to Brittany has undoubtedly left him with an indelible artistic mark given that his
works contain traces of the rocky yet calming French countryside. The perfect
control of his brushstrokes has achieved all the polish of a poet’s perfect rhyming.
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92
A Collaboration with
Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)
Alfredo Roces (b. 1932)
Hernando R. Ocampo (1911 - 1978)
Untitled (Abstract)
signed and da ted 1976 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 36” (61 cm x 91 cm)

P 2,000,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Jose Joya, Alfredo Roces, and H.R. Ocampo are all celebrated
Filipino artists. Each has a distinct and trademark style when it
comes to their respective stylistic techniques. Ocampo was a selftaught painter whose art reflected the local art scene’s evolution
from classical realism to avant garde modernism. As an artist,
he is often sought-after for his masterful use of color theory in
order to create a truly Filipino style of abstraction. Alfredo Roces
is a man of many talents. Aside from the visual arts, Roces was
also a prolific dramatist and essayist, a feat that landed him
recognition as one of the country’s National Artists for Literature.
His paintings also contained the same energy and nuance as
his written works. Though he initially utilized a more figurative
style, Roces eventually found his voice through more textured
and gestural treatments such as Impressionism, Expressionism,
and Fauvism. While Jose Joya, the youngest of the bunch, is
often remembered as one of the pioneers of not only abstract
expressionism, but of new and novel methods of creation as
well. Though he shares a deep interest in color and color theory
with Ocampo, Joya was primarily concerned with capturing
relatively ephemeral elements such as light and transparency.
Though these great artists pursued their own artistic goals and
voices, they shared a common ground through the famous
Saturday Group.
This collaboration piece by Jose Joya, Alfredo Roces, and H.R.
Ocampo does not only showcase a successful synthesis of
varying artistic styles, but exemplifies a complex exchange of
ideas, concepts, and philosophies. Upon first glance, one is
immediately drawn to the exquisite use of cadet blues, mossy
greens, and yellows that permeate one’s visual experience. This
masterful blend of contrasting vibrancies can be attributed to
the nuanced understanding of color by both Joya and Ocampo.
Ocampo’s natural hues are controlled by Joya’s insistence in
transparency, creating a moody and surreal atmosphere. The
bold lines and gestural strokes that complement the varied
use of color can be attributed to Roces’ bold and energetic
technique. Inspired by Impressionism, Expressionism, and
Fauvism, Roces employs a myriad of textures that engage and
energize the visual experience. Though there may be more
complex and subtle interplays of style and technique, these three
artists have accomplished in creating a masterpiece that cannot
be described through words alone. More than a conduit for
experiencing reality, Joya, Roces, and Ocampo have shown us
that art is the language of the soul.
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93
Geraldine Javier (b. 1970)
Closing the Circle (Diptych)
signed and da ted 2005 (verso)
oil on canvas
72” x 48” (183 cm x 122 cm)

P 1,000,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

The works of Geraldine Javier represent an important epochal shift within the
Filipino art community. Though chronologically, she rose to prominence together
with social realists, her works are often seen as the mainstream departure from
the aforementioned style. Instead, her works are variegated and extensive,
emphasizing the personal and idiosyncratic nature of the creative process. Thus,
Javier’s works often depart from traditional forms of beauty and form, even more
so than her modernist and social-realist predecessors, by depicting the often
forgotten or taboo annals of reality.
In this alluring diptych by Javier entitled Closing the Circle, Javier explores the
often anathematic or taboo concept of death. But unlike most depictions of
death and decay whose focus is either to shock or mortify, Javier’s macabre
diptych is a careful and thoughtful depiction of death that does not antagonize
it, but accepts its inevitability as a natural and humbling part of life. Javier
aptly and poetically displays this process via her diptych, with her first image
showcasing a potential cadaver strewn in between roots and weeds, and her
second depicting a flower bud that is at the cusp of blooming.
As a contemporary artist inspired by popular culture, Javier utilizes montage
theory in order to give context to her series of images. By implying a narrative
structure, one can absorb Javier’s work with a familiar and nostalgic eye. Thus,
Closing the Circle perfectly exemplifies Javier’s ability to turn morbid concepts
into meaningful ones.
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Portrait of a Young War Hero

94
Fernando Amorsolo (1892 - 1972)
Portrait of Ca ptain Teofilo A. Benitez
signed and da ted 1954 (lower right)
oil on canvas
34” x 24” (86 cm x 61 cm)
P 300,000
Leon Gallery wishes to thank Mrs. Sylvia AmorsoloLazo for confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Commissioned from the artist by Doña Rosenda
lavadia Benitez, the mother of Captain Jose Teofilo
Benitez in his memory. Capt. Benitez died in a fiery
airplane crash in 1949.

Captain Teofilo A. Benitez, (standing leftmost). Seated at the
center, Ambassador Carlos P. Romulo, beside him is President
Elpidio Quirino.
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Signers of the 1935 Commonwealth Constitution : (Standing
fourth from right), Conrado Benitez and beside him, his
brother, Congressman Eulogio Benitez, father of Teofilo.

León Gallery
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El Capitan, Teofilo A. Benitez
Captain Teofilo A. Benitez was a war hero, be-medalled for his audacious
exploits as a guerrilla during WW II, while he operated in his home-province
of Laguna. When he was finally captured by the Japanese, he became one
of a handful of prisoners who survived the Bataan Death March.
After the war, Benitez, was sent by the Philippine Army to train to become
a pilot at Randolph Field, an air base of the United States Army Air Corp,
(the predecessor of the US Air Force), in Lubbock, Texas. It was said that he
was being groomed to head the newly-formed Philippine Air Force.
After returning to the Philippines, he became the aide-de-camp of Gen.
Carlos P. Romulo. He then accompanied Romulo when the latter became
the Philippine representative to the newly formed United Nations where he
eventually became the first Asian President of the General Assembly. Living
in an apartment at the prestigious Empire State Building on 5th Avenue,
Captain Benitez was rumored to be a man about town and ladies’ man, as
he was reputed to be back home in the Philippines. In New York City, one
of his constant companions was the beautiful, young daughter of India’s
ambassador to the UN, Jawaharlal Nehru. She was none other than Indira
Nehru who would later become India’s prime minister, Indira Gandhi. Her
address in NYC was to be found in his address book, among the names of
Filipino society beauties.

Soleded Francia Benitez by Antonio Malantic, 1876,
was Teofilo’s grandmother.

Benitez, after all, was born into one of the Philippines’ moneyed and patriotic
clans. His grandfather, Judge Higinio Ortega Benitez was a delegate to the
Malolos Congress and was a signatory of its Constitution in 1899. He would
be immortalized by Simon Flores in 1894 and the portrait still hangs in the
Benitez ancestral home, ‘Mira Nila.’ Higinio’s wife, Soledad Francia Benitez,
would be painted by Antonio Malantic in 1876. It was not surprising that
Teofilo’s mother, Rosenda Lavadia Benitez, would commission the great
Maestro Fernando Amorsolo to memorialize him in 1954.
Teofilo’s father, Eulogio Francia Benitez, was a Commonwealth
congressman and, as secretary of the House of Representatives, witnessed
the signing of the 1935 Philippine Constitution. By all accounts, Benitez
was also destined for greatness. (His younger siblings were, incidentally,
Eulogio Jr., (partnered with the Syjucos for Darigold), businessman Alberto,
Mario (of the eponymous famous restaurant chain and iconic Caesar Salad),
the elegant Emma Benitez, later Mrs. Luis Araneta; and the vivacious
singer/actress Leila Benitez.)

Family Portrait : (Standing, left to right), Alberto, Eulogio Jr.,
Capt. Teofilo and Mario). (Seated, left to right) Emma, their
mother Rosenda, and Leila.

But that was not to be : Having survived the perils of the War, Benitez
perished too young and too soon — like so many other men with their
whole lives ahead of them — in a plane crash in 1949. He was only 28
years old. His co-pilot, who managed to survive, said that while he did a
“flyby” or aerial pass over the home of his then girlfriend who lived in Pila,
Laguna, he flew so dangerously low that he hit the top of a bamboo pole
of a palay haystack. This romantic detail, however, was never revealed to
the press but it is a testament of Benitez’ derring-do and bold character.
The plane would fall out of the sky in Imus on its way back to the Fernando
Air Base in Lipa, Batangas.
His death would make front page news in the country’s no. one newspaper
of the time, the Manila Times, and President Elpidio Quirino would call for
an investigation of “the airworthiness of all Philippine Air Force planes”
as a result. His mentor Carlos P. Romulo would write a poem in his honor
and it would be engraved on his tombstone. Captain Teofilo A. Benitez
continues to be remembered with much admiration as a “man’s man” by
his family and friends.
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PROPE RTY FROM THE ANTONIO “TONY” MEER COLLECTION

95
Félix Resurrección Hidalgo (1855 - 1913)
A Farmhouse in Normandy
signed (lower right)
ca. 1900
oil on board
7 1/2” x 9 1/2” (19 cm x 24 cm)

P 1,000,000
Provenance :
From the collection of Don Bibiano Meer,
and thence to his son, Atty. Antonio “Tony” Meer

From the time Félix Resurrección Hidalgo would set foot in
Europe in 1879, he would not set foot in his native Philippines
for the rest of that century. He would live and paint in Madrid
and most of all, in Paris as an emigré. His studio’s address would
be at No. 45 Boulevard Arago in the 14th Arrondissement.
He was born with the proverbial silver spoon in his mouth.
His grandfather, relates social historian Augusto “Toto” M. R.
Gonzalez III, was Narciso Padilla, “a rich lawyer and merchant
with several businesses as well as many commercial real estate
properties in Manila and surrounding “arrabales” or districts.
Narciso’s daughter, Barbara “Baritay” Padilla de Resurreccion
Hidalgo, Felix’s mother, inherited many valuable properties
from him, among them several big warehouses in the Divisoria
entrepot in Tondo which lined the Pasig river.”
Apart from the various commissions that Hidalgo received
as a sought-after portraitist, his earnings would have been
augmented by an allowance from the ample family coffers. This
would allow him to summer in the preferred ilustrado country
destinations of Brittany or Normandy.
A Farmhouse in Normandy depicts a charming cottage of the
region, with its characteristic sloped thatched roof. It is in that
magic hour just before dawn when the fields are rose-colored
and a light mist meets the tree line. Flowers dot the perimeter
of the home.
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Charles Marville Boulevard Arago, ca. 1853–70

A rustic cottage in Normandy

Antonio Malvar Meer (1923 - 2014)

A

nointed as a ‘lawyer’s lawyer’, Antonio “Tony” Malvar Meer was legal counsel for many
of Manila’s ruling class, including “the Cojuangcos, Aranetas, Osmeñas, Madrigals,
Palancas and other key figures of the country’s social, political and economic elite
in the last half of the 20th century”, according to one newspaper account. He also had the
added cachet of being one of the founders of what would become the multi-million behemoth,
Philippine Long Distance Telephone Co., “along with his Ateneo de Manila University buddies
Ramon Cojuangco and Tirso Rivilla.”
The broadsheet report continues, “Born to a prominent family in Batangas, Meer also shares (in
his autobiography, ‘A Lawyer’s Fate and Faith’) glimpses of pre-war Philippines. His father,
Bibiano, was Collector of Internal Revenue (the equivalent before of the Internal Revenue
Commissioner) to three presidents, namely, Manuel Quezon, Manuel Roxas and Elpidio Quirino.
As such, the young Tony grew up in a thoroughly ‘Quezonista’ family — meaning one that
supported the bombastic Manuel Quezon rather than the more sedate but no less patriotic
Sergio Osmeña Sr. as a leader in the fight for Philippine independence.”

Gretchen Barretto, Atty Tony Meer,
Antonio “Tony Boy” Cojuangco Jr.

There is also a tale of Don Bibiano being of sufficient importance to have been summoned by
the Japanese commanders of Fort Santiago alongside other prominent men such as Tomas
Morato in 1942. It was the intrepid Don Bibiano, according to family lore, who was the avid
collector of the Filipino masters including Juan Luna, Félix Resurrección Hidalgo, Fabian de la
Rosa, and Fernando Amorsolo. This gentleman of the old school was also the venerable
founder of the Meer & Meer Law Office.
On his mother Crispina’s side, Tony Meer had the honor of being directly descended from the
hero General Miguel Malvar. (Malvar—who was among the last men standing against the
American colonial powers—was his grandfather.) Meer liked to recall, with lawyerly attention,
that “when General Emilio Aguinaldo, the first President of the Republic and concurrent
Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces surrendered, General Miguel Malvar did not only
assume command of the Army, but also by legal and natural right of succession, became the
second President of the Republic of the Philippines.” He was especially proud that another
president, Gloria Macapagal Arroyo “had even suggested that Congress enact a resolution
correcting this historical omission.”

Don Bibiano Meer with wife
Crispina Malvar Belen the daughter
of the great revolutionary general
Miguel Malvar

Meer’s life was thus spent balancing the forces for and against the American empire and later
on, the causes of both Philippine private interests and public service.
His own verdict was that he had tried his best to fulfill the promise of his early youth at the
Ateneo de Manila where he had, to say the least, “most impressive scholastic records.”
_______
Elvira Pelaez Marfori, “Story-teller”, Philippine Star, March 29, 2004. Philippine Diary Project,
April 8, 1942.

(L-R) President Ramon Magsaysay,
Charlie Palanca, the Papal Nuncio,
and Atty. Tony Meer
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96
Romeo Tabuena (1921 - 2015)
Vendors
signed and da ted 1959 (lower right)
oil on board
19” x 24” (48 cm x 61 cm)

P 160,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, USA
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One of the pioneering artists part of the Philippine Art Gallery (PAG),
postwar Neo-Realists painter and printmaker Romeo Tabuena consistently
honored the Philippines through his art. His works present radical stylistic
shifts throughout the decades of his artistic practice, from his cubist style
influenced by European Cubism and Chinese vertical paintings to his
use of a prismatic color palette which he developed upon settling in San
Miguel de Allende, Mexico. Tabuena took upon cultural themes, rural
subjects such as farmers, candle vendors, street sweepers, and laundry
women, and local imageries, depicting them in strong structural depth
and dramatic colors. This early 1959 piece reveals his inclination toward
using colors that provide drama and mood changes such as yellows,
ochres, and browns. Vendors are in archetypal poses, preoccupied in their
day’s work. It is also notable that this piece is dated in the year when
Tabuena held a ten-year retrospective at the PAG in Manila.
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PROPERTY FORMERLY IN THE HENRY AND
A URORA GO COLLECTION

97
Hernando R. Ocampo (1911 - 1978)
a) Untitled
signed and da ted 1972 (lower right)
oil on pa per
11” x 8 1/2” (28 cm x 22 cm)

b) Untitled
ca. 1970
oil on pa per
10” x 8” (25 cm x 21 cm)

P 500,000
Accompanied by certificates issued by Finale Art File
signed by Ramon N. Villegas confirming the authenticity
of this lot

H.R. Ocampo would make headlines as the 1st-prize winner of the
Art Association of the Philippines (AAP) influential competition in
1951—in the glory days of the Philippine Art Gallery, which he would
helm in the absence of its founder Lyd Arguilla. Ocampo would
return triumphantly for another AAP first-prize in 1969, the year
“Bon Vivant” was created. That work was called “Circle” which,
more or less, describes the path that H.R.’s career had taken over a
single decade. Writing in 1978, on the occasion of a monumental
retrospective for his friend at the Museum of Philippine Art, de
Jesus also took the occasion to write in detail on the subject of
H.R. Ocampo’s distinctive and famous use of color. “Although his
color theories have been ascribed to Josef Albers, an authority in
color relations who painted pure geometric abstractions and taught
experimental design at Bauhaus, there is a uniqueness in Ocampo’s
color which many familiar with Western art have remarked on. It has
been variously described as iridescent, sumptuous, glaring, and—
above all—Oriental.”
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Gripping Memories

PROPERTY FROM THE COLLECTION
OF A DISTINGUISHED GENTL EMAN

98
Mark Justiniani (b. 1966)

Shower
signed and da ted 1991 (lower left)
oil on canvas
41 1/2” x 35” (105 cm x 89 cm)

P 700,000

M

ark Justiniani is undoubtedly the country’s foremost Magic Realist artist working today. But this is not because
his style hinges on blissful escapism, but because of Justiniani’s unique ability to synthesize both the social and
magical aspects of his work into a seamless and alluring piece. The strength of Justiniani’s artistry is that though
his paintings are snapshots of magic, they delve into the wrinkles of the social fabric, examining issues of belongingness,
identity, and history. After returning from the United States in 2006, social realist Justiniani evidently developed his oeuvre
through “magic realist strains” and moved to the nature of vision and their balanced relationship with time through the use
of reflective media. This practice made his name more pronounced in the industry which paved the way for him to represent
the Philippines in exhibitions and conferences overseas.
In this piece Shower, we see a rare glimpse at Justiniani’s unapologetically darker side. The first figure we are drawn to is
positioned at the piece’s center. Her eyes signify that she is deep in thought while the cigarette suggests an aura of routine
disparity surrounding the space. Next to her by the work’s background is a male figure. In contrast to the central figure’s
confident and uninterested disposition, the male figure showcases a more unsure and timid stance and facial expression,
suggesting that he isn’t comfortable with the implied context of the situation. The space surrounding the two figures are
drab and dreary, further solidifying the implied context of the piece. Justiniani’s work seemingly references the early works
of acclaimed Filipino auteurs Lino Brocka and Ishmael Bernal. Justiniani adds a sense of Magical Realism to this seemingly
Neo-Realist piece by emphasizing both the door and the arrow above them. The work solidifies Justiniani as an unparalleled
chronicler of the Filipino condition.
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99
Ramon Orlina (b. 1944)

Dala ga
signed and da ted 1995 (lower right)
car ved Asahi glass
15 1/2” x 12” x 7” (39 cm x 30 cm x 18 cm)

P 800,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
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Renowned architect-turned-sculptor Ramon Orlina has gained
recognition from both local and international art scenes for being
a pioneer of glass sculpting, specifically of using Asahi glass, in the
Philippines. His immense contributions in the said field earned him
the recognition of being the “Father of Philippine Glass Sculpture.”
When he started as an artist in the mid-seventies, he rendered
static geometric forms refracting and reflecting prismatically, then
proceeded to creating more fluid and abstract forms in the eighties.
Later on, Orlina would create graceful forms and fragments of the
human anatomy, as shown in this 1995 Asahi glass sculpture Dalaga,
which are noted by revered critics such as Rod Paras-Perez and Eric
Torres for its inherent sense of perfection of form and finish. His
nude pieces, specifically sculptures of the female form—may it be
the bosom or the torso—are stylized not from an erotic perspective
but beyond sensuousness in which he draws from the beauty of
femininity with a sensitive structural approach.

León Gallery
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100
Onib Olmedo (1937 - 1996)
Untitled VI
ca. 1987 - 1988
pastel on felt pa per
27” x 21” (69 cm x 53 cm)

P 100,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Ms. Gisella
Olmedo-Araneta confirming the authenticity of this lot

Much has been said about Onib Olmedo’s powerful
distortion in his signature figurative expressionism. It is also
noted that the revered Onib Olmedo learned anatomy and
nude painting from BenCab’s older brother, Mabini artist
Salvador Cabrera. Beyond physical appearance, Olmedo
focused on the psyches—often repressed—of his subjects
in his alluring painterly depictions. In his nude paintings,
specifically, his interests in human condition and form are
fused in eloquent expression and use of color. This piece is
a result of Olmedo’s pursuit of the human essence and, at
the same time, contemplation on existential unfolding. The
choice of dominating color may hint at a certain darkness,
as observed in his harrowing portraits of everyday people,
but also of resolution in the human condition.

101
Johanna Helmuth (b. 1992)
Me And My Worried Shoes II
signed and da ted 2017 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 36” (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 200,000
Exhibited:
Soft Machine, Secret Fresh Sky Gallery, Makati City,
December 2017

Helmuth’s works often draw upon the various social,
cultural, and behavioral aspects of human life. Her works
contain within them a sense of familiarity even if one isn’t
familiar with her style or voice beforehand. But, what makes
Helmuth’s work special is the infused subtle humor and her
characteristically rough yet controlled brushwork. In this
piece, one can see how Helmuth exaggerates the concept
of time by rendering two central figures: a woman who is
seemingly nonchalantly passing her time by performing a
menial task and another figure whose flesh has already been
whisked away by the passage of time. Though comical, there
is still a sense of depth and nuance in Helmuth’s work. The
piece alludes to a message about the repetitive nature of life
itself by showcasing an odd yet familiar setting within the
piece. Helmuth’s synthesis of contemporary comedy with
timeless social realities confronts an age-old theme for a
modern audience.
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Looking Through our Mindscape

102
Justin Nuyda (b. 1944)

Mindsca pe Search
signed and da ted 1974 (lower left)
oil on canvas
25” x 35” (64 cm x 89 cm)

P 500,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the
artist confirming the authenticity of this lot

A

highly regarded modernist, Justin ‘Tiny’ Nuyda has crafted a brilliant,
lyrically surreal brand of art. From his ethereal abstract compositions
to the magical landscapes borne from his ‘Mindscape’ series, Nuyda
has elegantly put on display his complex predilections. Technically adept,
he is able to intelligibly translate his stylized subject visually with ease — an
excellent display of his deft hand.
This piece is part of Nuyda’s Mindscape series. It showcases the elements
present in Nuyda’s earlier experimentations with abstraction. In this piece,
one can see how Nuyda manages to combine both expression and form into
a single masterpiece by his trademark use of nuanced layering and rendering.
His work attempts to unearth the various images, ideas, and concepts that
occupy our collective human consciousness. Hence, the elements present
in Nuyda’s works are both familiar yet alien, signifying the possibilities of
meaning within the human mind. Inviting and alluring, this very piece
captures the rhythmic nature of the artist’s oeuvre coupled with solid
geometric figures. Vigorous and brimming with life, Nuyda proves himself to
be one of the masters of Filipino abstraction.
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Lynyrd Paras (b. 1982)
Landas, Landas, Landas
signed 2012 (lower left)
oil on canvas
48” x 60” (122 cm x 152 cm)

P 900,000
Exhibited:
Listen to the Silence, Tall Gallery,
Finale Art File, October 11-30, 2012

Landas, Landas, Landas shows the lighter side of Lynyrd Paras,
known as a deeply reflective person and one of the talented
contemporary artists in the local art scene. In contrast to his
dark works, there is a particular lightness to his choice of colors
that reflects his artistic consciousness during that particular time
of creation. Texts and figures are superimposed; Paras has an
affinity for words, making texts become part of his images to
add new dimensions. He also renders not just the uniqueness of

the subject’s facial features but attempts to capture the beauty
of her soul. This piece, along with the other works exhibited in
his 2012 solo show Listen to the Silence, are drawn from his
big move of moving from the bustling urban city to a quieter
area in Laguna fresh from the success of his show in Singapore.
It is a product of the silence that affected Lynyrd deeply which
enabled him to hear more stories reflected in his art, to look
around and see himself in the people he encountered.

104
Olan Ventura (b. 1992)

Dream of the Crop 02
signed and da ted 2014 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
36” x 72” (91 cm x 183 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
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This particular piece entitled Dream of the Crop 02 comes from Ventura’s
trademark series of glitch paintings. Through these paintings, Ventura showcases
his technical mastery via his trademark use of controlled brushwork, layering, and
strokes. But beyond his technique, Ventura has also shown a level of conceptual
and creative understanding of the medium that only a few artists have fully
grasped. The piece blends together the romantic and nostalgic aura of a still-life
with its delicate and almost rosy colors, hues, and textures, with the relatively
novel phenomena of glitching. Thus, Ventura deconstructs and reimagines reality
within the context of the modern era where reality and simulacra are almost
indistinguishable from each other. In a sense, Ventura’s artistic legacy is one that
confronts reality in the modern age.

León Gallery
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105
Benedicto Cabrera (b. 1942)
Night Shift II
signed and da ted 1997 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
24” x 20” (59 cm x 51 cm)

P 3,000,000
Provenance:
Bonhams Glerum Auction, Shangri-La Hotel,
Singapore, 29 September 1997
Private Collection, Manila

For decades, National Artist Benedicto “BenCab” Cabrera would render
many ethereal manifestations of Sabel, far from her features the first time
the artist saw her during his younger days from the window. He used to
see her in the streets of Bambang, clothed in plastic wraps and scavenging
around garbage cans. BenCab would then draw inspiration from Sabel,
depicting the woman’s inner strength from a reverential point of view, in
contrast with other artists’ “male gaze” associated with hypermasculine
renditions of women. It is in his paintings with the recurring images of
Sabel in which he explores the possibilities of structure and shape as well as
gestures and movements, showcasing his dynamic brushstrokes and colors.
This impressive 1997 Sabel is an evocative depiction of a neighborhood
scavenger through his brand of personal artistic expression—of translating
emotions and moods into highly engaging pieces. Here, BenCab’s subject
transcends from hard circumstances with grace.
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The Glorious Boceto of a Long-Lost Masterpiece
PROPERTY FROM THE HEIRS OF DON MAXIMO PAZ

106
Félix Resurrección Hidalgo (1855 - 1913)
Boceto (Study) of Per Pacem et Liberta tem
(Through Peace and Liberty)
ca . 1903
g ra phite on pa per
24” x 14 1/2” (60 cm x 36 cm)

P 3,000,000
Provenance:
When Felix Resureccion Hidalgo died in 1913 leaving a fortune of real estate,
shares of stocks, and paintings — and without leaving legitimate descendants
nor recognized natural heirs — his mother Dona Maria Barbara Padilla y Flores,
inherited everything. The next year, she too died leaving the Hidalgo-Padilla
fortune to her heirs. The bulk of the paintings then went to the ‘sobrinos’ or
nephews of Felix, namely Don Felipe Hidalgo, son of Jose; Don Eduardo Hidalgo
Paz and Dona Rosario Paz de Perez, children of his sister Pilar who was married
to Maximo Paz.

“F

élix Resurrección Hidalgo is acknowledged as one of the great Filipino painters
of the late 19th century,” declared art historian Ramon N. Villegas in the
book Filipinos in the Gilded Age (published by León Gallery in 2016). Before
he immersed himself in painting, Villegas noted, Resurrección Hidalgo earned a bachelor’s
degree in philosophy at the Universidad de Sto. Tomas in Manila, and intended to go on
to law. Instead, he continued with courses at the Academia de Dibujo y Pintura, where he
excelled. In 1877, the Ayuntamiento of Manila sent him on an art scholarship to Spain. He
stayed in Europe for most of the rest of his life.
There was a fundamental difference between Juan Luna and Félix Resurrección Hidalgo that
José Rizal would grasp when he toasted the two artistic warriors at a famous banquet in
their honor, after winning respectively the gold and the silver at the Madrid Salon of 1884.
Our national hero would declare, “In Luna’s (works) are the shadows, the contrasts, the
moribund lights, mystery, and the terrible, like the reverberation of the dark tempests of
the tropics, the lightning and the roaring eruptions of its volcanoes; for that reason Hidalgo
is all light, color, harmony, feeling, limpidity, like the Philippines on her moonlight nights,
on her tranquil days, with her horizons that invite meditation, and where the infinite lulls.
And both, despite being so distinct in themselves, in appearance at least, are fundamentally
one… in reflecting on their palette the splendiferous rays of unfading glory with which they
surround their Native Land.”
Resurrección Hidalgo was enamored with light, wind, and most of all, water. This would give his works a dreamlike quality that contrasted with his razor-sharp technical perfection. For Luna, it would be the earth, metal, and all
the martial arts, being himself an expert swordsman and duelist.
In the hands of the ilustrados of the nineteenth century, their artistry once devoted entirely to the religious would
evolve into high art and, finally, into a loud cry for liberty.
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Two bocetos for Per Pacem et Libertatem by
Resurreccion Hidalgo. (Top) A goddess-like figure
bearing a torch, 1903, (signed lower left) oil on
canvas, 56.86 x 41.61 cm. (Bottom) Final Study
of Per Pacem et Libertatem, signed (lower right)
charcoal with chalk on paper, 89.54 x 58 cm.
Both courtesy of the Lopez Museum and Library.

After the tumult of the Treaty of Paris, which ceded the Philippines from Spain to the United States for $20
Million and the formal cessation of the Philippine-American War, Félix Resurrección Hidalgo was adopted as
one of the favored artists of the new colonial dispensation.
He was commissioned to create a magnus opus to be presented at the Philippine pavilion of the St. Louis
Exposition of 1904. (The Lopez Musuem’s catalogue notes for its own boceto of Per Pacem et Libertatem report
that, “The monumental work measured twenty feet in height and fifteen feet in width, for which Hidalgo was
paid twenty-five thousand francs, by the Philippine Exposition Board. The amount in today’s currency, would
total to about one hundred thirty eight thousand dollars—the price of elegantly presented propaganda.”)
In it, the Philippines offers the olive branch of peace in one hand and lays down her bolo in the other. She
seems to beseech Columbia, the personification of the United States of America and liberty itself, who floats
above her, dressed in Joan of Arc-like armor with her sword mercifully sheathed. Around them are cherubic
youths symbolizing the arts, education, trade and industry which will only be allowed to thrive in a hallowed
time of fealty.
Per Pacem et Libertatem would eventually be installed in the Ayuntamiento de Manila but would be lost in the
catastrophic bombing of the capital city in World War II. All that remains of this marvel are a few photographs,
(one belonging to Alice Roosevelt Longworth, the daughter of President Theodore Roosevelt, who made her
way to the Philippines on a tour of Asia.) The only other remnants are a handful of glorious bocetos.
Hovering over the Per Pacem et Libertatem tableau is an ethereal figure holding the light of knowledge. In the
boceto at hand, she is the only figure : A goddess-like figure, her locks flowing freely in the wind, holding up a
shield. It is emblazoned with the words “Walnera” which scholar Ramon Sunico opines must be a place-name
akin to the warriors’ heaven, Valhalla. On the shield are olive branches as well as a physician’s cup, entwined
with snakes, possibly symbolizing the healing balm of peace. A star punctuates its the lower point. The shield,
however, is not of the traditional design of a knight’s coat of arms and appears to be completely from Hidalgo’s
imagination. Words on left travel along a star’s ray of light and reads, in schoolboy Latin, “(You) Give to the
People” and below it “Salutations (Greetings).” She holds aloft a chalice-like grail, implying the sanctity and
elusiveness of that blessed state of peace.
This deity floats above tangled treetops amid the clouds. Above her head, halo-like, are the Roman numerals
for ‘1898’, the year that the Americans sailed into Manila Bay and began to quench their own thirst for empire.
(Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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107
Keb Cerda (b. 1991)

Untitled (Delecta ble Threa ts Series)
signed and da ted 2015 (lower right)
oil on canvas
30 x 40 1/2” (76 cm x 102 cm)

P 200,000
Exhibited:
Delectable Threats, ArtistSpace, Ayala
Museum, November 23 - December 6, 2016
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An aggressive attitude toward subjects chosen from the life of the oppressed
is conspicuous in the work of contemporary artist Keb Cerda. His bold, earthy
somber palette is essentially traditional and certainly in harmony with the
subject matter. Lights and darks converge abruptly. The work exemplifies his
insight into human fortitude under adversity. Cerda’s realist compositions
provide a lucid look into the labyrinthine psyche of the contemporary human
condition. One of the distinguishing features of Keb Cerda’s art was his love of
disorienting shifts of subjects via unlikely juxtapositions, a device he deftly uses.
Keb Cerda has been known to extract layers of meanings from everyday and
popular images.
Keb Cerda has been known to synthesize meaning by combining pop-culture
imagery and iconography with more serious real-life photographs. By portraying
each contrasting element outside their traditional space and medium, Cerda
effectively transforms each work’s accepted meaning and shows us that the
line between fact and fiction is often blurred. The result is a jarring yet cohesive
oeuvre that does not only enrich one aesthetically but philosophically and
psychologically as well. This particular piece is part of Cerda’s Delectable Threats
series. The artist combines two seemingly distinct elements: military hardware
and food. By doing so, Cerda does not only present us with a novel synthesis of
two contrasting elements, but unearths the thread that seemingly connects the
two. Within this work, one can see Cerda’s passionate critique of consumption
and production, but of contemporary society as well.
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Juan Arellano (1888 - 1960)

Urbansca pe
signed and da ted Roma 1927 (lower right)
wa tercolor on pa per
13” x 16” (33 cm x 41 cm)

P 100,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

The works of Juan Marcos de Guzman Arellano have left an indelible mark
on the culture and history of modern day Manila. A proud graduate of
Ateneo Municipal de Manila, an institution where Arellano spent most of his
formative years, Arellano received his formal training in the arts from notable
Filipino masters such as Lorenzo Guerrero, Toribio Antillion, and Fabian de
la Rosa. Arellano then sought further studies abroad at the Pennsylvania
Academy for Fine Arts where he studied various forms of painting and
sketching. He then transferred to Drexel University in order to pursue an
education in Architecture. His education in two different yet somewhat similar
forms of art proved to be fundamental to his craft given that his sought after
urban and architectural paintings possessed a unique formalist quality that
stemmed from his practical understanding of construction and rendering.
This piece entitled Urbanscape showcases Arellano’s artistic temperament
at its very best. Given that he was trained both as an architect and as a
painter, Arellano favorite subjects were often landscapes. But, unlike the
usual natural landscapes most audiences were accustomed to at the time,
Arellano would often paint developing urban and industrial areas. His keen
artistic eye carefully layers numerous formalistic qualities into his work such
as perspective, lighting, and depth. Arellano’s unique synthesis of the natural
world and the built environment offers a rare glimpse of a modern society
coming into being.
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Courage and Chivalry in Color

PROPERTY FROM THE DON EUGENIO M.
LOPEZ JR. COLLECTION
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Macario Vitalis (1898 - 1990)
St. George and the Dra gon
signed and da ted 1954 (lower right)
oil on canvas
32” x 39 1/2” (81 cm x 100 cm)

P 1,200,000

A

mong the Filipino artists who have ventured across the world in the
name of art and found a second home in their sojourns is Macario
Vitalis. Macario Vitalis was born in 1898 in Lapog, Ilocos Sur. As a poor
young adult, he left the Philippines for the United States in 1917 in an attempt
to find a better life and to follow his artistic ambitions. He studied in San
Francisco by day and provided for himself as an elevator boy at night. In 1924,
Vitalis began his studies at the Pennsylvania Academy of Fine Arts. He left the
US in late 1926, settling in France. There, Vitalis studied at the Academie de
Montmartre and set up his studio in the Parisian suburb of Puteaux. In Paris,
he met influential modernist painters, including Pablo Picasso, creating works
that depicted the ambiance of pre-war Parisian life. Having studied in Europe,
and later finding home in Brittany sometime in 1957, Vitalis’ predilections were
inevitably predisposed by European post-impressionist masters. The dynamic
color palette, among the notable things in Vitalis’ stylistic evolution, has set
his work apart from that of his contemporaries. Meld with his use of cubist
impressionism, Vitalis executes his works elegantly—later venturing into various
evolutions of the planar elements into pointillism.
This particular work showcases the evolution and development of Vitalis’
artistic career. The style is still undoubtedly heavily influenced by cubist and
abstract techniques, from its geometric elements to its rigid use of color theory.
But, a closer look shows Vitalis’ own unique style of pointillism through the
overall framing of his subjects.
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110
Victor Oteyza (1913 - 1979)
First Homa ge to Salvia
signed and da ted 1954 (verso)
oil on canvas
33 1/2” x 16 1/2” (85 cm x 42 cm)

P 400,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
Exhibited:
Fifty Years of Philippine Abstract Painting,
Cultural Center of the Philippines, 1991

Victor Oteyza was a renaissance man of many
talents. Part of the Thirteen Moderns, Oteyza
was an engineer, musician, director for radio
dramas, a writer, and a painter of abstract
surrealist works. He also promoted modern
art in Baguio, his hometown, as he left the
Manila art scene. Among the Neo-Realists—
together with Manansala, Legaspi, Tabuena,
and Estella—he “kept the movement going,
expanded the circle, creating an irresistible urge
for modern art, recruiting into the line a new
generation of artists to fill the marks left gaping
by those who chose to drop by the wayside,”
wrote revered critic Manuel Duldulao.
Along with H.R. Ocampo, he was already
experimenting in non-objectivism as early as
1947. This 1954 piece reveals Oteyza’s artistic
preoccupations of diverse persuasions, from
expression to surrealism. It is also somehow
reminiscent of his acclaimed Plastic Engineering
series exhibiting suggested planes or spaces
of color floating in a three-dimensional
space. Created during the significant era of
the Philippine Art Gallery and the modernist
movement, First Homage to Salvia was also
exhibited at the monumental show in CCP
curated by Emmanuel Torres, Fifty Years of
Philippine Abstract Painting, which presented
the quality, scope, and collective significance of
abstract painting in the country from the 1940s
to the start of the 1990s.
Oteyza won 5th Prize in the AAP Annual (1949)
and had his first solo show in 1965 at Galerie
Bleue where his pure abstract forms suggestive
of light, feathery objects, and cracking
surfaces were featured. For his contributions
to Philippine art, the Victor Oteyza Community
Arts Space (VOCAS) was launched in Baguio
City in 2001.
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111
Mark Andy Garcia (b. 1984)
Self-Portrait
signed and da ted 2018 (lower right)
oil on canvas
36” x 24” (91 cm x 61 cm)

P 80,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by J Studio
confirming the authenticity of this lot

A recipient of the CCP Thirteen Artists Award in 2015, visual
artist Mark Andy Garcia approaches art-making with emotional
honesty and intensity, may it be depictions of lighter or darker
autobiographical scenes or moments. His works lay bare keepsakes
of memories, as if a whole course of life is being unraveled,
from experienced innocent joys to yearnings for a distant past.
His zest for life and creative imagination are highly evident in his
pieces. In an early interview, Mark Andy Garcia said that it would
be interesting to do self-portraits as one grows older. This is an
impressive 2018 portrait that captures a certain disposition and
version of himself, featuring his distinct gestural brushstrokes
and personal touch that often characterize his works. The pose is
suggestive of the artist’s relaxed, introverted mood.

PROPERTY FROM THE DON EUGENIO M. LOPEZ
JR. COLLECTION
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Vicente Manansala (1910 - 1981)
Trees
signed and da ted 1979 (upper right)
wa tercolor on pa per
12” x 16” (30 cm x 41 cm)

P 160,000

Many found working with watercolor difficult due to its
unpredictability, but National Artist Vicente Manansala
excelled in manipulating the medium; he had been using
watercolor, one of his favorite mediums, since childhood.
Critics also noted that some of Manansala’s best works are
in watercolor. He would paint picturesque landscapes and
subjects of nature, as was the fashion during his time. The
clear surface of paper’s skillfully used in this particular 1979

work, utilizing it as a foil to the applied layers of color. This
piece also exhibits Manansala’s elegant employed washes,
creating a charming diffused effect and colors flowing
into each other more subtly. Here, Manansala shows the
importance of restraint in watercolor painting. His depiction
of trees, also the beauty of nature and surroundings, also
displays his distinct brushwork and refined technique in
bringing out an evocative quality in his pieces.
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Celestial Inspiration

113
Nena Saguil (1924 - 1994)

Untitled (Abstract)
signed and da ted 1977 (lower right)
oil on canvas
D: 43” (109 cm)

P 1,000,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

P

ioneer abstractionist Nena Saguil spent most of her artist life in Paris,
making it as a successful artist both in the local and international art scene.
Known as the first Filipina artist who devoted herself to full-time painting
and creating nonfigurative, purely abstract art, she was the only woman included
in the groundbreaking First Exhibition of Nonobjective Art in the Philippine Art
Gallery in 1953, together with Fernando Zobel, Victor Oteyza, Jose Joya, and Lee
Aguinaldo. Celebrated for her authentic and engaging visual poetry, her works
ranged from the early academic and romantic works to experimental and surreal
lyrical abstractions.
In the mid-fifties, Saguil favored atmosphere and mood, eliminating figures in
landscapes, and black and red became her chief expressive colors. Nearing the
peak of her artistic skills and creative innovation through the sixties to the early
eighties, she painted “inscapes” through a monochromatic, multi-spotted visual
language with an intensity of expression which became her signature style.
Present in this impressive piece are colors of different intensities, mostly of lesser
and sweeter modulations in contrast with her earlier works. Also showcased are
her favored colors—blue, green, purple, and yellow—subtly rendered and glowing
with sweet luminosity. Saguil’s signature spherical motifs in cheerful hues are
rendered in her mature style at the point in time the piece was made. The allure
of her lyrical abstraction is of no doubt displayed in this work that features her
notable images of cloud and mountain as well as remarkably refined pink, white,
and black suns. Torres also pointed out that Saguil’s noir period paintings only had
dark red and blue suns, but it is in the latter years, including the year when this
painting was created, when there’s a growing presence of a white sun, “indicative
of her change of attitude toward the world around and within her.”
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114
Jerry Elizalde Navarro (1924 - 1999)
Sun’s Presence
signed and da ted 1974 (right)
acr ylic on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 1,800,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Mrs. Emma
Navarro confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Maggie dela Riva Collection
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Navarro’s dynamic work captures the mystique of abstract illusionism.
Jerry Elizalde Navarro has made a substantial reputation as an artist
whose singular oeuvre is one of the most complex by anyone of his
generation. Navarro creates vivid mash ups of color and gestural
strokes. Navarro’s art contains elements of Japanese, Balinese and
Western painting traditions that merge to make singularly intimate
works. Gestural painting draws its sources not only from surrealism
but from Asian aesthetics as well, which places a premium on
spontaneity and quick insight. Gesture is very important in this kind
of painting. In contrast to this impersonality akin to automatism,
Navarro’s art derives from subjective forces.
In this piece bold brushstrokes traverse the canvas with a haphazard
orientation. The traces of the paint loaded brush are highly visible,
overlapping, and forming thick ridges, pools of pigment, and streaks
and splatters of impasto. There are some areas of defined color shapes
to stabilize and give weight to the composition. At the core of his art
are modernism’s freedom and a freshness of spirit that immediately
draws one into his vision of the world.
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Romulo Olazo (1932 -2015)

Permuta tion Series
Ca talog No. 4387
signed and da ted 1990 (lower right)
acr ylic on pa per
24” x 34” (61 cm x 86 cm)

P 500,000
Provenance:
Galleria Duemila, Manila

To this day, constant provocations of the line continue to inform the country’s
foremost abstractionist Romulo Olazo’s masterpieces. His lines, heightened
in its expressivity, are further showcased in his Permutation series, a cognate
to his Diaphanous works, described simply by critic Cid Reyes as “the outline
of the Diaphanous minus the screens.” Composed as crowding together in
a chain-like progression, geometric outlines pervade his canvases, either in
black-and-white compositions or set in a simulated grainy surface texture of
alluring hues.
Fernando Zobel, Olazo’s acknowledged major influence, used a hypodermic
syringe in his groundbreaking masterpieces. Olazo also found his main
instrument in a US art shop, the striper, which launched his Permutation
series. It enabled the artist to produce clean and precise line traces onto the
canvas. He would build up forms through linear overlapping for this series,
instead of his transparent layering technique in his Diaphanous works.
In the book Romulo Olazo, Reyes further expounded: “The canvas is
irradiated with a spangle of lines like crackling electric wires, looping
acrobatically in the still air. The result is a web of lines, a lariat thrown into
a void. With graceful coherence, the lines exuberantly break into their own
choreography.” This Permutation piece is an exemplification of Olazo’s genius
linear overlapping characterized by clean, sharp, and well-defined lines and
rendering of irregular yet highly geometric forms equating the entire pictorial
design of ethereality and visual resonance.
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116
Nona Garcia (b. 1978)

Horizontal Disparity
2011
oil on canvas
60” x 84” (152 cm x 213 cm)

P 2,000,000
Provenance:
Sotheby’s, Modern and Contemporary Southeast Asian
Paintings, Spring Sale, April 4, 2011, lot 224.

In this piece entitled Horizontal Disparity, Garcia
confronts the physicality and materiality of our world by
playing with how we sense and experience our reality.
Upon first glance, one is immediately drawn to Garcia’s
perplexing use of perspective. But, a closer look reveals
a much deeper mystery. The painting is filled with
seemingly common objects, a chair, a desk, a mirror,
and so on. But, these objects, though familiar to most
of us, are seemingly off. The chair’s proportions suggest
that it is connected to something else, while the mirror
is seemingly melting into the piece’s center. Everywhere
you look, you are faced with even more questions
than answers. Thus, what Garcia achieves here is a
form of aesthetics in the Hedieggerean sense. Her
work confronts the very fabric of reality by asking the
question: “Can I trust what I sense and see?” Horizontal
Disparity showcases the core tenets of Nona Garcia’s
artistic philosophy. It breaks down the barriers of reality
in order to invite the viewer to not only rethink what
they know, but to rebuild it as well.
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117
Melvin Culaba (b. 1971)

Nakakaloko
signed and da ted 2016 (upper left)
oil on canvas
84” x 30” (213 cm x 76 cm)

P 120,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Effective and affective, prolific visual artist and social
realist Melvin Culaba’s paintings are characterized by
emotional intent and moral undertones. He confronts
social ills and systematic struggles through his art; poverty
and consumerism are some of the themes present in his
pieces. The titles of his works are oftentimes suggestive,
hinting at main meanings and points, and many have
taken note of Culaba’s skills as a visual storyteller of
glaring injustices. His expressionist style and use of dark
colors evoke a certain kind of bleakness that mirrors the
spirit of the times. Culaba also has a penchant for filling
spaces with colors and figures. His works are symbolladen, displaying bold, frenetic strokes and texture.
Nakakaloko presents a man, half-dressed with a shirt and
a knight’s helmet, in a surreal setting. His facial expression
itself shows the absurdity of his surroundings. Backdrop
elements, from the malnourished dog (a recurring
subject in his works) to the church and windmills, bring
up familiar local images to the viewer’s mind. Here, one
sees that the personal is political, as it reflects Culaba’s
sensibilities as someone who focuses not just on art’s
aesthetic value but also on its power in drawing attention
toward social issues.
Born in 1971, Culaba is an UST alumnus who has
received several awards from art competitions such as
the Philippine Art Award in 2018 and a full grant for a
residency at the Vermont Studio Center, U.S., in 2005.
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118
Richard Quebral (b. 1989)

Indoor Living II
signed and da ted 2016 (lower right)
mixed media on canvas
36” x 60” (91 cm x 152 cm)

P 150,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

In Indoor Living II, Quebral emphasizes the human condition
through an imaginative interior landscape peak that seemingly
references Suzzane Moxhay’s surrealist mixed media artworks.
But, unlike the aforementioned British artist’s moodier and
darker outings, Quebral provides us with a complete late-stage
consumerist sensory experience. The dominant presence of
pastel shades, hues, and tones references the predominant
use of these colors in contemporary fashion, design, and

advertising. Quebral humorously depicts the figures left with
their own devices as he incorporates various appliances in
the composition, while the piece’s overall flat treatment can
be seen as the artist’s way of incorporating the lucidity of
contemporary life into the piece’s thematic structure. Quebral
does not only give us a satisfyingly satirical look at our
contemporary condition, but attempts to reclaim our lost sense
of humanity by using its elements against itself.

119
Andres Barrioquinto (b. 1975)
Can Esca pe Myself
signed and da ted 2016 (lower right)
oil on canvas
24” x 24” (61 cm x 61 cm)

P 200,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Multi-awarded contemporary artist Andres Barrioquinto likened
his macabre works that have earned him prestige to a song by
Morrissey, “galit […] pero ‘yung tunog melancholic.” (Angry
yet melancholic in sound.) Barrioquinto is mostly known for his
paintings layered with Japanese art and motifs, but his more
recent works shift away from this style. His pieces, nonetheless,
exhibit detailed images that both express and represent his
inner thoughts and feelings, often hinting backstories. Can

Escape Myself display his signature use of the expressive
qualities of the portrait rendered in monochrome. Bleakness
insinuates, yet the grim take of the self also exudes a sense of
existence’s strange beauty and a resolute existential calm amid
absurdities of the human condition. A prolific painter since the
beginning of his career in the 1990s, Barrioquinto continues to
shift styles from time to time. Some of his numerous awards
include the CCP Thirteen Artists Award in 2003.
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120
Jill Paz (b. 1982)

Untitled (After Félix Resurrección Hidalgo, Las Virgenes
Christianas Expuestas al Populacho or The Christian Virg ins
Exposed to the Populace)
2018
cardboard
26” x 36” (66 cm x 91 cm)

P 120,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist confirming the
authenticity of this lot
Exhibited:
The Grove of Trees, Discovery Sector, Art Basel Hong Kong 2019

“As an artist I have been privileged to have the opportunity to play with
technology and find out what works for me. Sometimes it fails sometimes it
succeeds. It is through play that I am able to find the next step in creating my
images and pushing the boundaries of art creation.” This is how artist, Jill Paz
describes her thought process when it comes to her art works. Interestingly
enough, despite her strong sense of process orientation, her works are grounded
on historical figures simply because she is descended from no less than Félix
Resurrección Hidalgo.
As a matter of consequence, Las Virgenes Cristianas Expuestas al Populacho is
almost de rigueur in her story. In Untitled (After Hidalgo, Las Virgenes), 2018
she takes said image by her great-granduncle and uses technology, epson ink jet
printing to create this piece. As a young child, she remembers seeing this piece
from a book about Hidalgo in the family library. She goes back to this book and
began wondering how far can she take this mere thumbnail image and blow it up
losing as little as possible its clarity. And in this one image, Raymundo synthesizes
everything that she has held fascination for in her art - contraction and expansion.
First is the idea of “playing” with technology. After photographing the work, she
proceeds to manipulate it on her computer; which has almost replaced the paint
and brush in this day and age; and at the risk of making it sound too simplistic,
comes up with this mural image of her ancestor’s masterpiece. It now makes the
original work of his great-granduncle—the thumbnail image! Then there’s the
matter of history. Indeed we are our history, and to use such an iconic painting by
no less than a descendant, ascribes a different layer of personal attachment to the
work. It almost feels like a continuation of Hidalgo in the 21st century. And thirdly,
in terms of art history, it is like digitizing Roy Lichtenstein. If he painted the round
pixels of the comic strips, Jill has taken the idea to this century and has adopted
the available technology in creating her piece but with the same sensibility of how
these minute dots can make up an image.
Jill Paz was born in Manila, Philippines, in 1982 and emigrated to the United
States with her family in 1983. She studied art history at the University of British
Columbia and attended an independent studio residency at Parsons School
of Design, before pursuing a Master’s degree at the Columbus College of Art
and Design. In 2015, Paz exhibited at the Banff Centre in Alberta, Canada.
Subsequently, she has had exhibitions at the Columbus Museum of Art and the
Beeler Gallery in Columbus Ohio, as well as the Alte Feuerwache Loschwtiz in
Dresden,Germany, where she was a visiting artist at Kunsthaus Raskolnikow and
Geh8. (From The Past is a Foreign Country by Willy Marbella, with permission from
Archivo 1984.)
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Macario Vitalis (1898 - 1990)
Barrio Fiesta
signed and da ted 1964 (verso)
oil on canvas
37” x 58 3/4” (94 cm x 149 cm)

P 1,200,000

Eclectic artist Macario Vitalis left Ilocos Sur, as a young man
committed in devoting his life to painting, to study art in San
Francisco in 1917, left for England in 1925, then headed to the
artists’ enclave of Montmartre the following year. Before settling
in Plestin-Les Greves in Brittany, Vitalis also lived in Puteaux. Even
if he settled abroad, Vitalis would nonetheless depict scenes and
subjects back home, from religious and folk images to landscape
views. His early works show the influence of Cubism and his
natural inclination toward an impressionist-pointillist style. The
French Post-Impressionist movement also had an impact on his
color sensibility as he mastered painting abstract landscape and
seascape and figurative works.
Vitalis also did not adhere from neo-impressionist Georges
Seurat’s round points of color, just like pointillist Paul Signac who
would later use divisionism techniques that allow the separation
of colors for them to blend optically. Shapes composed in mosaic
style and color bursting through daubs of paint is shown in
this 1964 piece of a fiesta in an idyllic barrio. Vitalis’ pointillist
brand, marked by short, sharp staccato strokes, captures the
pulsing vibrancy of his rendered scene. Here, he achieved
optimal luminescence through direct brushwork in which dots
of pigment are painted into the canvas without prior mixing on
a palette. Figures subtly take on angled appearances through
black outlines aiding form definitions in the bustling, crowded
composition which hint Cubism at work.
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122
Marcel Antonio (b. 1965)
Salad Da ys
signed (lower right)
ca. 20 00
oil on canvas
36” x 48” (91 cm x 122 cm)

P 500,000

Visual artist Marcel Antonio shifts between composing quasi-narrative and pseudonarrative scenes and rendering serious symbolism, but what remains constant is
the openness of his works that cater to various interpretations—likened to open
texts that welcome various readings. Known for his engaging translations of ennui,
Antonio renders figures with faces that defy expression, which shows his technique
is not one with the “shock methodology” of expressionism. His aesthetic
welcomes one to the world of contemplation and symbology; beyond depicting
boredom as a subject matter, man’s engagement with a challenging world—also
estrangement—is evident in the blank-faced figures in self-alienation in his pieces.
Salad Days is one of his earlier works that features some sort of alienated
characters coursing through the banalities of everyday life. The apt title is a
Shakespearean idiomatic expression pertaining to one’s youth or the period when
one is young, innocent, and inexperienced. In this piece, figures are composed as
if in either indifference or submission to a phase or a rite of passage to adulthood.
There is a visceral quiet and hidden misery at work in presented activities of
contrivance, but also depth in the mundane.
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123
Onib Olmedo (1937 - 1996)
Untitled
ca. 1990s
pa stel on felt pa per
21” x 27” (53 cm x 69 cm)

P 100,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by
Ms. Gisella Olmedo-Araneta confirming the
authenticity of this lot

Viewing the great figurative expressionist Onib Olmedo’s works are explorations
on hidden nuances and meanings as well as captured emotions. Among the
best figurative artists in Philippine art history, his canvases feature immediate
surroundings and champion the everyday people, ahead of his time with his
developed style that was uniquely his. Olmedo produced harrowing portraits with
dark figures, often of the Filipino everyman, during his early years. In the later
stage of his career, he depicted musicians and ballerinas, translating movement
and emotion on canvas. Exuded in this piece, for instance, is an insightfulness
in characterization in which viewers are invited to look into the expression
of the innermost recesses of the soul. Here, Olmedo captures the essence of
human character and sensuousness, as shown by the woman subject in various
expressions of desire and phase-like movements. Despite the jagged and distorted
features in his body of works, it is noted that Olmedo imbues hope, triumph, and
resolution through art.
Onib Olmedo mounted his first exhibit as a professional artist in 1971 at the
La Solidaridad Galleries. In the launch of the book on Olmedo written by Alice
Guillermo, National Artist F. Sionil Jose said in his speech: “Onib Olmedo is in
the same league as the country’s greatest artists. Like Juan Luna, Onib may be
considered a truly international as well as a genuinely Filipino artist. He combined
an international vision and world-class skills, even while capturing the very essence
of the Filipino spirit in his figurative expressionist paintings.”
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124
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)

Pa thwa y (Vandusen Garden)
Vancouver, British Columbia, Canada
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
oil on canvas
35” x 45” (89 cm x 114 cm)

P 600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
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A prolific painter of tonal landscapes and elegant portraits, Romulo Galicano
studied under the late Martino Abellana, his uncle and the former dean
of the UP Fine Arts - Cebu who studied under National Artist Fernando
Amorsolo. Abellana encouraged Galicano to take up fine arts in Manila,
another Cebuano artist Sofronio “SYM” Mendoza armed him with a
letter of introduction, and the rest is history. Galicano took fine arts at
the University of the East and was influenced by his mentor Florencio
Concepcion when it comes to composition and design.
This piece, one of his depictions of spots in Vancouver, Canada, conveys an
intimate view of nature, a scene encountered in one of his travels abroad.
One can also see the influence of Claude Monet and French Impressionism
here. Through his painterly techniques—further refined by his sojourns
outside the Philippines—and visionary perspective, Galicano achieves a
heightened dramatization of the effects of light and shade, evoking an
alluring atmospheric effect.
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125
Romulo Galicano (b. 1945)
Lil y Pond in Vancouver
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
oil on canvas
35 ” x 45” (89 cm x 114 cm)

P 600,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist

A calm morning welcomes the viewer in Lily Pond in Vancouver, the Visayan
Realist master Romulo Galicano’s impressive piece in which he utilizes the
technical and expressive possibilities of color. The lightness of the foliage
and flowers is achieved through the fluidity of Galicano’s brushwork and
delicate, romantic treatment of the picturesque scene. In effect, the viewer
is led into a state of serenity as an intimate image of nature, in light and
shade—evident in how light reflects in the pond as well as in the greens—is
captured in a dramatized pictorial approximation. His expressionist works
are noted to have the predominant influence of Martino Abellana, and his
close relationship with the great maestro made him the immediate heir
to Abellana’s artistic heritage. This piece is a fine example of the artist’s
mastery over his craft and affinity for rendering distant locales, scenes he
encountered in his travels, and impressionist landscapes.
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Striving for Gold

126
Cesar Legaspi (1917 - 1994)
Miners
signed and da ted 1979 (lower right)
oil on wood
63 1/2” x 62” (161 cm x 157 cm)

P 5,000,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
*Signed and inscribed “OK” in verso by the
artist when shown to him by the present
owner in the early 1990s

N

ational Artist Cesar Legaspi is one of the foremost artists who pushed
for the acceptance of modern art in the country by redefining cubism
with his signature geometric fragmentation in which he altered
angularity and merging forms through rhythmical delineation. One of the
Thirteen Moderns and Neo-Realists, Legaspi is a master colorist, despite his
deuteranopia or red-green color blindness with red appearing as brown or
pink and green as beige. His works are characterized by bold explorations of
the expressive qualities of color, and he would confront injustice and raise
awareness of the plight of the working class through his choice of subjects
and themes.
Critic Alice Guillermo wrote: “The power and fascinating quality of Legaspi’s
[paintings] stem from the feeling that they strike deep into subconscious
reserves of energy and imagination. Aside from being dramatic metaphors
of ‘the human condition,’ they are also visual correlatives of inner moods
and psychological weathers.” In this piece, two miners are in transparent
gestures and poses constituting a captivating polychromatic effect, achieving
a striking textural quality. Legaspi’s distinct rendition of the human torso is
also clearly seen, a feature noted as “his vessel for visual expression.” It is
an exemplification of his captivating cubist idiom that impacted the artistic
approaches and styles of subsequent generations of Filipino artists.
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127
Richard Gomez (b. 1966)

Monke y See, Monke y Do
signed and da ted 2015 (lower left)
acr ylic on canvas
painting:
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm)
chair:
35 1/2” x 15 1/2” x 14”
(90 cm x 39 cm x 36 cm)

P 100,000
Provenance:
J Studio, Makati

Ormoc City Mayor Richard Gomez is not only a politician and actor; he is a
self-taught artist who became interested in painting upon starting photography
during his student days at the University of the Philippines. Gomez also began
appreciating art in the 80s when he started earning from his acting career and
has been an art enthusiast for over thirty years. He admires the abstract works of
Jackson Pollock, Alfonso Ossorio, Jean-Michel Basquiat, Alexander Calder, and
Joan Miro. For Gomez, painting relaxes the mind from the demands of his work.
In an interview, he also said that fellow actor Ian Veneracion influenced him to
pursue painting.
His subjects range from events and experiences that make an impact on him
to things he would render with playfulness. An example would be his Amazon
Burning Series which was born out of the recent Amazon fires that bothered
him. Another would be his painting series on the earthquake in Ormoc and the
2013 Super Typhoon Yolanda. Nature’s beauty, like Siargao’s waters, also inspire
his works.
This painting is titled with a saying “Monkey see, monkey do” that originated
in Jamaica and picked up in American culture in the early 1920s, referring to an
act of learning through mimicry with limited knowledge and/or understanding
of its implications. Gomez also added flair to his version of the batibot chair that
brings out images of trees. These pieces reflect Gomez’s playful artistic sensibility
and spirited personality.
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128
Andres Barrioquinto (b. 1975)
Garden of Delight
signed and da ted 2011 (lower left)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 600,000
Exhibited:
Shadow Dancer, West Gallery, November 11
- December 3, 2011
Literature:
“Andres Barrioquinto, Iya Consorio, and Tad Pagaduan at
West Gallery”, Manila Art Blogger, November 13, 2011

Strong in visual impact, Andres Barrioquinto’s dark and mysterious
contemporary artworks manifest conceptual and technical quality.
The celebrated contemporary artist is acclaimed mostly for his
detailed, colorful approach to his works of Japanese influence. The
traditional patterns as well as notable imagery such as the Noh
masks are oftentimes taken upon by Barrioquinto as he produced
works impacted by Japanese heritage. This specific painting is

reminiscent of Japanese portraits and prints with its detailed,
layering patterns in emphasized repetition often encountered
in early and contemporary prints. It features Barrioquinto’s
masterful use of Japanese traditional patterns and subdued
hues. The provocative portraiture presented here may evoke
gloom and mystery—a certain darkness and paranoia—yet
also emanates surreal beauty through color composition.

129
Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)

Woman With Fan
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
pastel on pa per
19” x 12” (48 cm x 30 cm)

P 100,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Alexander Richard
Joya Baldovino confirming the authenticity of this lot

Drawing, for National Artist Jose Joya, serves as the foundation for
honing one’s artistic skills. In the 1978 book Joya by Joya: Book of
Drawings, he wrote: “Although I may occasionally alter or modify
objects in the process of creation, drawing has always been my most
direct form of relating to the universe around me. Embodying the
seeds of an idea—specially in my earlier works—drawing, for me,
has always represented complete, exacting works of art.” This piece
further shows the prolific artist’s draftsmanship in drawing figures and
novel depictions of subjects. Here, a local Filipino woman wears the
traditional Filipiniana dress with the billowing butterfly sleeves, holding
a fan and seated in regal fashion. Joya captures the woman’s soft facial
features, her graceful presence, and the timelessness of form.
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130
Miguel Paulo Borja (b. 1987)
Gara Na Ka XX XX (Diptych)
2020
oil on canvas
48” x 168” (122 cm x 427 cm)

P 300,000
Exhibited:
ALT Philippines 2020, Vinyl on Vinyl, SMX
Convention Center, SM Aura Premier, February
14-16, 2020
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Pablo Picasso’s Guernica (1937) serves as inspiration behind Miguel Paulo Borja’s recent 2020 work, Gara Na Ka XX XX,
a monochromatic diptych that unfolds multiple layers surrounding the worldwide pandemic. Painted in response to the
bombing of Guernica, Spain, by Nazi Germany in 1937, Picasso’s Guernica was regarded as one of the most stirring anti-war
paintings, capturing human suffering and chaos. Borja painted a modern adaptation of Picasso’s masterpiece in which the
process becomes an act of expressing his sentiments toward current circumstances such as an ongoing pandemic.
The phrase “Gara na ka” is a Visayan phrase which translates as “You are being stubborn” or “Pasaway ka na” in Tagalog.
This striking monumental piece reflects both carelessness and stubbornness of individuals, from world leaders to citizens,
in these unsettling times. Conveying his own take on Picasso’s subjects, Borja is able to present his own observations of the
present contextualized from a socio-political perspective.
The Roman letters “XX XX” serve no other than an indicator of the year 2020. Borja leans on symbolisms to illustrate how
he witnessed the year. A composition of bodies and arms dominates the painting as he remembers how the year started:
with the scare of World War III. Little did we know that other fears followed, particularly with the spread of the COVID-19
virus, depicted by the crown placed above the headless figure in the first panel. The crown itself serves as an allegory of how
the coronavirus is affecting the courses of lives. At the center of the second panel are two figures embracing each other,
inspired by a photograph of American basketball star Kobe Bryant and his daughter Gigi Bryant, who both passed away in
a tragic accident in the beginning of the year. Next to their portraits is a white horse engulfed in flames—a symbol of death.
Behind the spectacular composition of forms and tones in this painting by Borja lies a mirror of the realities in which we are
part of, a reflection on the unfortunate events that have shaped our times. As Picasso said: “Art is a lie that makes us realise
the truth.”
Miguel Paulo Borja is a young painter from Manilla. His strong identity—reflected through the subject matters and quality in
his artistic process—makes him one of the most provocative voices in the region. Borja has had six solo exhibitions and has
shown his work internationally, including in Hong Kong, Indonesia, the Philippines, Singapore, and the UK.
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A Titled Beauty

PROPERTY FROM THE DON EUGENIO
M. LOPEZ JR. COLLECTION

131
Lee Aguinaldo (1933 - 2007)

Linear No. 36
signed and da ted March 18, 1966 (verso)
acr ylic (aqua-tec) on marine pl ywood
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 3,000,000

Quince, Cabbage, Melon and Cucumber, 1602, Juan Sanchez Cotan

L

inear No. 36 was among the works praised by Lee Aguinaldo’s friend
and mentor Fernando Zobel in their exchange of correspondence
on the subject of the Linear series. They “have a quality that is
particularly elusive in hard-edged painting, i.e. that are personal and
distinct,” Zobel wrote.
In 1966, Aguinaldo was coming off consecutive wins at the path-finding
annual competition of the influential Art Association of the Philippines
(AAP.) In 1961, he had received 2nd prize for White City; followed by a first
in 1962 for Explosion in Gold and then, yet another prize for Explosion in
Red in 1963.
In 1965, Painting No. One took home the AAP top prize again. It was an
intense work with bands of black, white, and grey and is embryonic of
this future work, now at hand. Linear No. 36 is thus at the pinnacle of
Aguinaldo’s subtle gradations of light and shadow, creating a remarkable
and uniquely serene work.
To create the ultra-glossy surfaces of the Linear, The Life and Art of Lee
Aguinaldo source book describes the following painstaking process : “The
surface of each plywood was covered with up to 20 layers of gesso, each
layer sanded manually before another layer was added… in an age-old
technique used in preparing wood panels for icons.”
Aguinaldo was also a maniac for technical detail and would list the brand
name of the acrylic paint he used (i.e. Aqua-Tec). He would also insist on the
highest grade of marine plywood from his father’s lumberyards.
He would idolize a strange pantheon of artists including the 17th century
Juan Sánchez Cotán which inspired him to create luminous, precise images
that were arranged on a window-like ledge, “the framed doorways and
hallways that would lead to deep space”, according to the authoritative text
about him.
In Linear No. 36, the windows have transcended into the ether of possibility
and taken flight in Aguinaldo’s limitless imagination.
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132
Oscar Zalameda (1930 - 2010)
Harana
signed (lower left)
oil on canvas
30” x 36” (76 cm x 91 cm)

P 500,000

Oscar Zalameda did not name the places that inspired his depictions of
genre themes and subjects, but one can assume that his hometown, Lucban,
Quezon, impacted these visual interpretations. His earlier style was linked
to Zobel’s, and later on evolved into a decorative and sophisticated cubist
style. He would render his figures with his signature loose cubist technique—
complemented by charming color harmonies—playfulness, and eye for
composition. Presented in Harana is his romantic rendition of a charmer
serenading women, all surrounded by lush flowers. The employment of gemtoned color planes that characterizes most of his works is also utilized here,
adding a new dimension to the often-used theme.
Zalameda graduated with a fine arts degree at the University of Sto.
Tomas. In 1953, Zalameda left the country to study art in San Francisco.
The following year, he earned an award at the Art League of California
Competition. Also an AAP and Shell awardee, he was able to study at the
Ecole Nationale Supérieure des Beaux-Arts and the Sorbonne in Paris. His
practice in mural techniques in 1955 in Mexico also refined his eclectic style
and sense of color, and his colorful personality reflects in his works.
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133
Augusto Albor (b. 1948)

Transf orma tion
signed and da ted 1998 (lower right)
acr ylic on canvas
60” x 60” (152 cm x 152 cm)

P 700,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Drawing on a wide variety of influences, Gus Albor makes works that respect the
traditional tenets of their cultural backgrounds as well as of those that are vastly
different. In approaching and creating his work, there is a rigid yet meditative quality
in which he seeks to explore various themes. Albor’s austere, restrained palette and
cool, anti-painterly application techniques reveal the influence of the Minimalist
School. In this painting, a square canvas is covered in a neutral gray color. A vertical
line acts as the painting’s focal point, morphing into an irregular white area which
seems to expand itself across the canvas. As in Zen art, the viewer’s interpretation of
visual elements adds to the art work as a visual experience pregnant with enigmatic
meanings, despite its minimalism.
Albor’s art-making always avoided representation; his oeuvre has always been a steady
progression away from objects and external reference. His visual language progressed
into works in different shades of the same neutral color. Albor is best known for
his dominantly gray paintings. In this piece, Albor seemingly confronts the aesthetic
potentialities of minimalism by showcasing two images side by side, one featuring
Albor’s more experimentations with color and shape and another utilizing Albor’s
trademark use of white. Albor’s piece and use of space suggests a certain narrative arc
at play, one that reflects Albor’s musings regarding art as it enters a new era.
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134
Jigger Cruz (b. 1984)

Untitled
signed and da ted 2018 (lower right)
oil on canvas
66” x 55” (170 cm x 140 cm)

P 2,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Primo
Marella Gallery, Italy confirming the authenticity
of this lot
Provenance:
Private Collection, Italy

Visual artist Jigger Cruz is often considered one of the most important Filipino
artists in the scene today. A graduate of Far Eastern University, unlike his
peers, Cruz did not see painting as a full-time profession from the get-go.
It wasn’t until 2011, when he met the acclaimed artist Manuel Ocampo
and took up an apprenticeship offer under the renowned Neo-Expressionist
master, that Cruz decided to take up painting full-time in order to pursue
his interests and passion. Since then, Cruz has mounted numerous solo and
group shows at renowned institutions such as Tala Gallery, Blanc Art Space,
and Ayala Museum. Cruz’s unique and singular contemporary style has
also rocketed him to international acclaim. Cruz’s works were exhibited in
cities such as Singapore, Switzerland, and New York. Cruz was also part of
the groundbreaking group exhibit entitled WASAK! Filipino Art Today. The
aforementioned show curated and produced by ARNDT showcased the best
of what contemporary Filipino art has to offer in order to contextualize local
narratives and aesthetics for a wider audience.
Cruz’s claim to faim was his signature use of materials to create tactile and
sensorial masterpieces. He does so via an act of overpainting in which uses a
variety of techniques such as impasto, cutting, burning, and spray painting
in order to achieve his desired effect. Though chaotic at first, a closer and
more nuanced look reveals a cohesive whole that has been transformed
through methods of destruction and defacement, giving the piece a whole
new meaning. In other words, Cruz’s works seemingly breathe in new life by
shedding its former self. Though this seemingly juxtaposed treatment can be
considered novel, what Cruz is dealing with here are timeless and age-old
themes. In one of the earliest and most important texts of art theory, the
Russian novelist Leo Tolstoy writes in his seminal book What is Art “To evoke
in oneself a feeling one has experienced and having evoked it in oneself then
by means of movements, lines, colours, sounds, or forms expressed in words,
so to transmit this feeling that others experience the same feeling -- this is
the activity of art.” Cruz’s synthesis of creation and destruction can be seen
as a metaphor for self expression. Echoing Tolstoy, Cruz continually creates,
destroys, and creates himself and his art with each stroke, cut, and jab, and
in the process, takes the viewer along with him through this transformative
process. His work contains the seeds of an expressionist thematic wrapped in
contemporary flair.
Despite Cruz’s basis within modern artistic theory, his works do not only
contain inherently modern ideals. Though his works are best seen as an
expression of pure emotion and ideas, the content of these visual messages
are undoubtedly contemporary. We can see this first through the materials
used. Though Cruz also works with traditional media such as oil and
acrylic paints, he also layers his pieces with enamel, spray paint, and other
unorthodox materials. Thus, Cruz effectively confronts and subverts our
traditional notion of what art can be by using materials not inherent to the
art world but to other forms of production. Second, Cruz also creates art
as a form of history-making. By adopting canonically western styles and
techniques as his base, Cruz performs a ritualistic act of subversion through
his unorthodox and destructive treatment. By doing so, Cruz confronts the
hegemonic blanket that has enveloped most of the art world by uncovering
new and even lost forms of expression. From his novel use of materials to his
nuanced interplay of ideas and symbolisms, Jigger Cruz has the makings of
a Contemporary Classic whose works will be praised and analyzed for years
to come.
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Ramon Orlina (b. 1944)

Between
signed and da ted 1998 (lower right)
car ved Asahi glass
11” x 10” x 6” (28 cm x 25 cm x 15 cm)

P 300,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

As the leading artisan in the field of Philippine glass sculpture
earning him the title “Father of Philippine Glass Sculpture,”
Ramon Orlina has made his own alchemic techniques and
procedures that no sculptor has imagined or done. For the
common denominator of the western approach in glass
sculpting is the employment of the hot process, however,
Orlina used the cold process in sculpting which involved the
direct carving on the glass to give the medium its shape and
to release the form entrapped in glass’ space. Orlina did not
receive any formal sculptural training for glass sculpting as the

medium was uncommon among artists at the time and hence
no institution or program offered it. His creative process is the
brainchild of his stint at Republic Glass Corporation’s factory
where he asked the top glass engineers and observed the
industrial science of glass. After his meeting with the company,
Orlina also adopted his formal training in Architecture to
achieve structural and foundational integrity in his works.
Orlina’s mastery over his craft has allowed him to create
exquisite works of art that seemingly bend the laws of physics
to their will.

136
Angelito Antonio (b. 1939)
Bird Vendor
signed and da ted 1986
oil on canvas
24” x 30” (60 cm x 76 cm)

P 180,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

Modernist master Angelito Antonio, fondly called “Mang
Lito,” has over five decades of works behind him, consisting
mostly of classic Cubist-inflected folk subjects: cockfighters,
street vendors, and Mother and Child. Influenced heavily
by Vicente Manansala, his mentor at the University of
Santo Tomas, the artist relates to his mentor’s choice of
themes—classic subject matters and familiar folk images
that encompass Filipino-ness. Antonio’s works are marked by
vigorous use of color, and the artist casts an astute eye to his
observations around him which he translates in his canvases.
But what sets his painterly techniques apart from Manansala
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is his sharper, more angular, and more calculated forms that
reveal figurative and abstract visual tension, in contrast to
Transparent Cubism. This early work showcases Antonio’s bold
colorism, another quality in his works that presents how he
cultivated his own style apart from Manansala. Here, one can
see both the lyrical tenderness and classic choice of rendering
common folk associated with his mentor’s oeuvre and, at the
same time, Antonio’s enigmatic handling of form distinctly his.
This particular piece, all in all, only proves further his place at
the forefront of folk genre art in the Philippine art scene since
his emergence as an artist in the 1960s.
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137
Pam Yan Santos (b. 1974)

Untitled
signed and da ted 2005 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 36” (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 800,000

The works of contemporary artist Pam Yan Santos exhibit spaces and objects
through an intimate approach from a deeply personal perspective, hence
the accessibility and relatability. While still a student in the University of the
Philippines, she won first prize in the print category of the AAP Annual Art
Competition in 1993. In 2009, she received the CCP Thirteen Artists Awards
and was included in the twelve shortlisted artists for the Ateneo Art Awards.
Her experiences and memories as a mother, wife, artist, and as a woman
reflect in her works as she reconfigures interior spaces and domestic objects.
Yan-Santos would represent her roles and worlds in her canvases of domestic
expression, also emphasizing working studio spaces and the purpose of
furniture pieces. This specific piece shows a chair set against a pastiche of
elements that hint at a domestic realm or zone seemingly presented with
consciousness on the passage of time.
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138
School of
Félix Resurrección Hidalgo (1855 - 1913)
After Hidalgo, La Banca
da ted 1886 (lower right)
oil on canvas
26” x 44” (66 cm x 112 cm)

P 1,600,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Bilbao, Spain
La Banca by Félix Resurrección Hidalgo from the Dr. Eleuterio
Pascual collection, now in the National Gallery of Singapore.
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The Memorial Hall contained
thousands of artworks,
including those of Félix
Resurrección Hidalgo. It was
part of the first American
world’s fair held in 1876 to
mark the centennial of the
signing of its Declaration of
Independence.

Hidalgo’s works would have
been displayed in this way
at the Memorial Wall of the
American Centennial Exposition
in 1876.

I

n 1876, Félix Resurrección Hidalgo, all of 21 years of age, was at the very
beginning of the trajectory that would make him one of the most acclaimed
Filipino painters of the 19th century and for the first part of the 20th.

In that year and on that very first step on the road to greatness, several of Hidalgo’s
paintings would be selected for exhibition at the Teatro Circo de Bilibid in preparation
to their being sent to America’s very first world’s fair, the Centennial International
Exposition in Philadelphia to celebrate the United States’ 100th year of signing of the
Declaration of Independence. (His works would be in the august company of Simon
Flores, a gifted painter who was a generation ahead and 15 years his senior.)
Unfortunately, only a handful of Hidalgo’s works from this ‘Philippine period’ remain,
secreted away in private collections in the Philippines—as well as in public collections
in Spain, including at the Prado, its national museum.
One of them is the legendary La Banca, in the Dr. Eleuterio Pascual collection, and
currently on loan to the Singapore National Gallery. It is a work of ethereal beauty
and features a lady of some social standing, shaded by a parasol, and about to take
her seat in the boat. Following her is a washerwoman holding a child with a religious
necklace around her neck. A man in trousers rolled up to his knees, revealing his daily
occupation, steadies the boat. The boatman is muscular and bare-chested but wears
an ornamented, silver-tipped hat. The waters is mirror-like in its calmness. In the
distance, bamboo groves and distant thatched houses glimmer.
It is easy to imagine how the affection and adulation for Hidalgo’s fame and honor
would have generated a series of works by students at the Academia. Their main
course of education—as with all European art schools—was the copying of works of
the masters.
Hidalgo himself had been enrolled at the prestigious Academia de Dibujo y PIntura (or
the Manila Academia). There, he would come under the tutelage of Agustin Sáez, the
director of the school, and would quickly become one of his favorites. Sáez himself
could have caused the creation of this work to commemorate the achievements of
one of his favorite pupils.
In 1879, he would leave for Spain on a scholarship in fine arts from the Ayuntamiento
of Manila at the Real Academia de Bellas Artes de San Fernando de Madrid. Félix
Resurrección Hidalgo would never look back and would, for the most part of his
life, remain in Europe, fulfilling his destiny as one of our most important painters of
that era. Much as he adored his country, he would never again paint a scene of the
Philippines. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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139
School of
Félix Resurrección Hidalgo (1855 - 1913)
After Hidalgo, El Pescador de Suca g
da ted 1886 (lower right)
oil on canvas
26” x 44” (66 cm x 112 cm)

P 1,600,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Bilbao, Spain
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This painting in a distinguished private collection signed
by Castellon could well be a copy of Hidalgo’s still
unlocated work “El Pescador de Sucag” (source: Roces,
Alfredo. Félix Resurrección Hidalgo & The Generation of
1872. Eugenio Lopez Foundation, Inc. 1998. p.10)

León Gallery
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Estudio del Natural of Félix Resurrección Hidalgo, 1875
(Museo del Prado)

F

élix Resurrección Hidalgo would be one of those youth that led a charmed life.
His mother’s side of the family were the Padillas, the extremely wealthy propertyowners of Binondo. Social historian Augusto M.R. Gonzalez would recount in
his knowledgeable blog “Remembrance of Things Awry” that Hidalgo was furthermore
a bit of child prodigy. “For starters,” Gonzalez notes, “he is recorded to have painted
at the age of four in 1859. His maternal grandfather Narciso Padilla was himself
immortalized by the Tondo maestro Antonio Malantic. Narciso was a rich lawyer and
merchant with several businesses and many commercial real estate properties in Manila
and surrounding “arrabales” or districts. Narciso’s daughter, Barbara “Baritay” Padilla
de Resurreccion Hidalgo, Felix’s mother, inherited many valuable properties from him,
among them several big warehouses in the Divisoria entrepot in Tondo which lined the
Pasig river. The affluent Padilla family had [ and still has ] a long history distinguished
by high professional achievement, wealth, conservatism, and prudence. The Padilla
descendants recall that, with characteristic frugality, their forebears had transferred the
“bahay na bato” ancestral house in Lingayen, Pangasinan beam by beam and brick by
brick to Calle General Solano in posh San Miguel district, Manila in the late 1800s.”
Hidalgo was allowed to enroll in the Manila Academia only on condition that he would
continue his formal college education. He never graduated with the degree in law that
his family wanted but he did received one in philosophy.
In 1876, he would be selected among the favored few of the Academia to enter his
works at the Centennial International Exposition in Philadelphia, a world’s fair to mark
the 100th anniversary of the signing of the United States’ Declaration of Independence.
It was a singular honor for such a young man. (Simon Flores, 15 years his senior, was one
of the other artists known to have been selected.) Before being sent abroad for display,
they were first exhibited to no doubt an adoring crowd at the Teatro Circo de Bilibid.
Only a very few of these paintings from Hidalgo’s “Philippine period” are known to exist,
secreted away in private collections in this country as well as in public holdings in
Madrid, rarely if ever exhibited, such as those in the Prado, Spain’s national museum.
The work at hand is a verdant scene, the bamboo thickets and azure sky reflected in
the limpid waters of what one presumes is the only river the young Hidalgo was familiar
with, the Rio Pasig. A sinewy fisherman wields a net that trails in the deep blue waters,
a young lad tends to the catch held in a couple of baskets. The fisherman’s wife dressed
in the red (kundiman) cloth of the Filipino peasant, raises her arms, as if pushing gently
with an oar hidden from view by her wide sleeves. A light mist the soft sunlight hints
that it is just at the break of dawn.
The following year after this first tour de force, Hidalgo would be included in the roster
of artists for the de luxe edition of Fr. Manuel Blanco’s Flora de Filipinas. In the words of
scholar P.R. Santiago, it featured a “who’s who of Philippine art at the time.” Hidalgo
was eventually named second prize for the best cover artwork. (His teacher Sáez took
the first prize, although that hardly seemed fair since Sáez was not only the director of
the Manila Academia but was also on the board of judges.)
All these achievements would only add to his mantle of glamor and in 1879, he would
be named a scholar to the much vaunted Royal Academy of Fine Arts of San Fernando
in Madrid. It is easy to imagine how the affection and adulation for Hidalgo’s fame and
honor would have generated a series of works by students at the Academia. Their main
course of education—as with all European art schools—was the copying of works of the
masters. (Lisa Guerrero Nakpil)
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Annie Cabigting (b. 1971)

Tearing Into Pieces
2005
mixed media, installa tion
varia ble dimension f or female sha pes
11” x 11” (27 cm x 27 cm) each 48 tile

P 5,000,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by Primo Marella confirming the authenticity of this lot
Provenance:
Galleria Primo Marella, Milano and Beijing
Exhibited:
Post-Tsunami Art. Emerging Artists from Southeast Asia, Primo Marella Gallery, Damiani, Bologna, 2009
100 Pieces, Finale Art File, Makati, 2005
Literature:
Post-Tsunami Art. Emerging Artists from Southeast Asia, Primo Marella Gallery, Damiani, Bologna, 2009,
pages 127 - 129.
“Rodel Spins Folk Tales in China, Bogie Dances the Kotillion in Singapore, and Annie Takes Us Through Art
History in Manila”, Manila Art Blogger, June 23, 2009.
Award:
Ateneo Art Award 2005
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The works of Annie Cabigting reimagines the way we look at art in the 21st Century. A graduate of the University
of the Philippines’ College of Fine Arts, Cabigting’s claim to fame was her strikingly convincing depictions of people
looking at famous works of art such as pieces from Close, Pollock, and Rothko. Thus, Cabigting seemingly confronts
the teleological status of art by asking if works of art can be considered subject matters themselves without falling
into the traps of authorship or auteur theory. Cabigting’s thematic is even more pressing when one considers the
current landscape of contemporary art that prioritizes authenticity and originality in an almost endless sea of art,
artists, and artworks. Instead, her works go beyond the traditional connotations of art by rendering the physical,
mental, and cultural landscapes of what we consider to be works of art. Cabigting allows us to step back from the
primacy of art in the art world by giving us the bigger picture.
In this piece entitled Tearing Into Pieces, exhibited in her first solo show, Cabigting utilizes her unique way of looking
at art and applies it to a relatively new and challenging but familiar medium; conceptual art. The work is based on
Roberto Chabet’s groundbreaking but controversial piece of the same name where Chabet ripped up a coffee-table
book on Philippine Art and dumped it in a trash can outside the CCP in 1977. In Purita Kalaw-Ledesma’s 1974 book
entitled The Struggle for Philippine Art, the critic considered Chabet’s piece a staunch critique of the foundational
institutions that revolve around the production and dissemination of art. Cabigting’s work can be seen as a spiritual
successor of Chabet’s work. Where Chabet sought to create an ephemeral and fleeting work that sought to send a
message on the state of art in the Philippines, Cabigting’s work seeks to immortalize the piece’s message as an apt
continuation of Chabet’s institutional critique.
Cabigting’s Tearing Into Pieces manages to widen Chabet’s scope by incorporating into it the idea of memory as
not fleeting objects, but elements subject to constant change. Thus, Cabigting’s recreation of Chabet’s work is not
seen as a perfect replica, but one that molds into it Cabigting’s own interpretation as a fellow artist that empathizes
with Chabet’s struggle. Though Cabigting has managed to pick up the exact same pieces, the cracks and folds don’t
necessarily fit together, as though they’ve been weathered and changed by the flow of time.
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Norberto Carating (b. 1948)
Untitled
signed and da ted 1979 (upper left)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 180,000
Carating is often noted to have said that his works are an expression
of his identity and soul. When asked during his retrospective exhibit,
Carating himself stated: “My work is a reflection of my soul and the
memories I hold. I have to keep a painting of each period for myself
because, if I don’t, I feel a part of my soul will be taken out.” This
statement gives us a clearer look into Carating’s own artistic intent. In
the 1970s, Carating was painting Impressionistic landscapes inspired
by the local scenery. While in the 1980s, Carating’s works and style
evolved into a more art brut style that emphasizes pronounced
strokes and textures. But, in the 2000s Carating’s style evolved once
more, featuring a more meditative approach through his soft yet
controlled elements. This particular piece showcases Carating during
his Impressionist years, but hints at his eventual shift towards a
more radical art brut style. Carating’s abstract features the elements
of a natural landscape through his use of varying shades of green
and emerald. But, his gestural strokes imply a deeper and more
fundamental treatment that reflects Carating’s mood and soul.

142
Emmanuel Garibay (b. 1962)
Untitled (Portrait)
signed and da ted 2010 (lower left)
oil on canvas
36” x 36” (91 cm x 91 cm)

P 300,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila

For Emmanuel Garibay, art is a form of political and social
speech that shapes our conscience. He believes in the power
of art—particularly in its capacity to bring insight and change
one’s behavior. His is a thoroughly incarnation model of imagemaking rooted in art and theological training. After completing a
degree in sociology, he went on to earn a master’s degree from a
theological seminary. His combined studies have provided him a
unique language for cultural imagination.
In this piece, Garibay explores the modernist conception of
perception. Though sightseeing as a theme was not exclusive to
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the thinkers of the 20th and 21st century, the robust and
rapid rise of technology and industrialization has greatly
revamped the things that environ us. With multiple devices
used for surveying and recording, the modern man cannot
help but feel insecure about himself given that his rights
have virtually disappeared. Garibay emphasizes this through
the various aspects and themes of the piece. In a way, one
can consider this as an appropriate amalgamation of the
underlying condition that guides our modern society.
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Jose Joya (1931 - 1995)

Earth Glow
signed and da ted 1991 (lower right)
acr ylic colla ge
30” x 22” (77 cm x 56 cm)

P 1,200,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by
Alexander Richard Joya Baldovino confirming
the authenticity of this lot

Jose Joya is concerned with stippled fields of color defined by carefully articulated
boundaries. The painting marks a transitional phase in the development of the
artist’s style, from an exploding kind of composition to containment of forms
within pictorial space. The gestural strokes create a motion that is implied in
the relationship between the leaf-like forms and space. The delicate leaf forms
invigorate and charge the visual field with a lush abundance of energy that covers
the entire space with a pictorial exuberance. Various tonalities interplay with bright
color accents. Nothing kept Joya from seeing the world with a renewed vision.
Amid the interlocking of figures with leafy and rocky shapes, negative voids are
transformed into positive entities. In this piece entitled Earth Glow, Joya mixes the
various hues, colors, textures, and shades that are found all over the world. Yet,
Joya manages to synthesize all these images into one cohesive and exquisite whole.
For Joya, amorphous surfaces of color will never exhaust its possibilities for art,
and herein lay the secret of his aesthetic optimism. The almost austere geometric
organic abstractions have more of a compositional look utterly different from other
notable abstract expressionist painters such as Pollock and De Kooning. Here, Joya
renders the pristine and lush beauty of the verdant countryside into a figurative and
contemplative piece. By doing so, he effectively transports the viewer into the allure
of the scene by mere shape and color.
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144
Ronson Culibrina (b. 1991)
Untitled (Diptych)
signed and da ted 2012 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 72” (122 cm x 183 cm)

P 700,000

Lauded for his novel and unorthodox takes on traditional
and classical forms of art without succumbing to formless
postmodernism, Ronson Culibrina decides to take his verve and
critical eye a step forward by not merely alluding to traditional
techniques, but actively recreating and restructuring them to suit
the predispositions of a more contemporary age. In this piece,
Culibrina uses the cultural and artistic influence of Western Art
to lure in the viewer by virtue of familiarity. He then overlays
the images with copious amounts of individuality through his
signature use of dynamic and eye-catching elements inspired
by pop-culture and contemporary life. By doing so, Culibrina
opens up possibilities for reflections, discussions, and meditations
on cultural and sociological issues by virtue of revitalizing the
originality that once graced the world of art.
For Culibrina, for art to effectively achieve an emancipatory
effect, it must imagine new horizons upon the mound of its
corpus. Ronson Culibrina received his degree in fine arts at the
Technological University of the Philippines in Manila. Since 2008,
he has participated in group shows here and abroad and recently
held simultaneous solo shows last July 2016 at the Ayala Museum
and in Galerie Michael Janssen Berlin. He is a recipient of several
awards including the Grand Prize, 23rd Philippine Long Distance
Telephone Company painting Competition (2009) and Juror’s
Choice, Philippine National Oil Company Painting Competition
(2010). This particular piece was part of Culibrina’s 2014 Exhibit
entitled Before Sundown.
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Fernando Zobel (1924 - 1984)

Atardecer en la cur va antes de llegar
a Horcajada de la Torre (Sunset in the cur ve
bef ore reaching Horcajada de la Torre)
signed and da ted 1968 (lower right and verso)
oil on canvas
31” x 31” (80 cm x 80 cm)

P 5,000,000
Provenance:
Gift of the artist to the Lowenthal family, New York, USA.

The canon of Fernando Zobel’s body of work is one defined
by experimentation and change. As an artist, Zobel was not
primarily concerned with art itself, but how art translates
everything that environs it such as society, culture,
humanity, and life itself. A poet among painters, Zobel’s
search for a life in art and as painter has taken Fernando
Zobel around the world. His art’s reality is a subtle simplicity
that suggests the influences of a complex intellectual
training. Thus, a chronological look at Zobel’s work is a look
at the artist’s quest for the immutable and timeless aspects
of beauty, form, and art itself. As an emerging artist, Zobel
was mainly influenced by the Boston School, a group of
artists that utilized emotional directness, spirituality, and
political themes in order to achieve a satirical piece that
talked about the modern world. After that, Zobel was then
moved by the works by Mark Rothko, which then marked
his shift from more figurative works to his acclaimed and groundbreaking Abstract Expressionist
era. Audiences and viewers are much more familiar with Zobel’s Abstract Expressionist era
which exemplifies a formalistic approach to the genre with its minimalist palette and Zobel strict
adherence to form.
In this piece entitled Atardecer en la curva antes de llegar
a Horcajada de la Torre, we see a piece from the visual
maestro that can be considered a culmination of his
years of artistic experimentation. A gift to the prominent
Lowenthal family of New York, the piece was created after
Zobel’s monochromatic Serie Negra series. During this
period, Zobel reportedly began to return to color through
his works such as Atienza, Armadura III, and Pancorbo as
a way of capturing life’s memories in pictorial terms. But
despite this, rather than fully returning to his figurative
era, Zobel continued to experiment with his craft. His
latter works, in which this piece relatively belongs to, can
be exemplified in a statement by the artist himself wherein
“Form and background are now fused. Everything has
become background, or, if you prefer, everything has
turned into form.” In this piece that resembles an ethereal
view of the setting sun, Zobel manages to synthesize his
The Lowenthal family photo with Zobel’s
lifelong artistic experiment by fuzing the inherent lyricism
work hanging in the living room.
of his earlier works with the complex formalism of his
later outings. In a sense, the piece perfectly captures the
acclaimed master in his twilight.
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146
Isidro Ancheta (1882 - 1946)
Baha y Kubo
signed and da ted 1938 (lower left)
oil on canvas
12 1/2” x 8 1/2” (32 cm x 22 cm)

P 120,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, USA
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Isidro Ancheta is a celebrated landscape painter whose works exhibit hard lines
and a color palette of dark, realistic hues and tones. One of the most renowned
artists of his time, Ancheta studied at the Academia de Dibujo y Pintura, the
country’s first state-supported school for painting and drawing opened by
Teodoro Buenaventura. He also served as a professor in the Philippine Normal
School from 1918 to 1926. Ancheta was in good company in his artistic career;
he was a contemporary and great friend of National Artist Fernando Amorsolo,
Irineo Miranda, Dominador Castaneda, and Jose Pereira. The group of artists
would travel together and produce works of rural scenes. The landscape works
of Ancheta and Amorsolo also often echoed each other. In this 1938 piece
Bahay Kubo, Ancheta immortalizes the beauty in the simplicity of rural life.
Common folks are outside their home, tending roosters, and surrounded with
elements of provincialism. The subject matter of this piece, the barrio scene, is
one of his recurring themes in his works.
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PROPERTY FROM THE DON EUGENIO M. LOPEZ JR.
COLLECTION

147
Dominador Castañeda (1904 - 1967)
Nipa Huts
signed and da ted 1931 (lower right)
oil on canvas
11 3/4” x 17 1/2” (30 cm x 44 cm)

P 500,000

Dominador Castañeda has been known to be a close contemporary
of Fernando Amorsolo. It was because of this that the classical
artist made a conscious effort to deviate from the prevailing
Amorsolo School’s stylistic leanings. Thus Castaneda’s unique artistic
predicament, one that is characterized by the dominant aura that
Amorsolo himself held during the time, made him more accepting
of the relatively new idea of Modernism in art, albeit halfway. Thus,
Castañeda’s works do not feature the seemingly exaggerated bliss
that are commonplace in Amorsolo’s own canon. Instead Castaneda’s
works occupy a more realistic and intimate space. He was also noted
to have said to his son: “Don’t look at the subject too often. Paint
your first impression. You have to feel the atmosphere of the subject.
How would you feel if you were a tree–cold or warm?”
As opposed to the warm, fiery tones of Amorsolo, Castañeda
pervades his setting with much cooler hues. Landscapes were the
artist’s forte, and this oil on canvas piece is an excellent example
of Castañeda’s cooler, more subdued palette. The lack of intensity
makes for a more calming atmosphere.
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Deciphering A Gestural Feat

PROPERTY FORMERLY IN THE ERIC OSSORIO
COLLECTION

148
Alfonso Ossorio (1916 - 1990)
Untitled # 5
signed and da ted 1975 (lower left)
wa tercolor and ink on pa per
30” x 22 1/2” (76 cm x 57 cm)

P 2,200,000
Provenance:
Acquired directly from the artist
Literature:
Rejante-Manahan, Liliane and Ottmann, Klaus.
Alfonso Ossorio: A Survey 1940 - 1989. Ayala
Foundation Inc., p. 75, Plate 48
Rejante-Manahan, Liliane and Reyes, Cid. Alfonso
Ossorio: Grazing Light. Leon Gallery, 2017, pp. 5051, Plate 9
Exhibited:
Alfonso Ossorio: Grazing Light, Leon Gallery, April
21 - May 12, 2017
Alfonso Ossorio: A Survey 1940 – 1989, Ayala
Museum, Makati, February 26 – June 17, 2018

Alfonso Ossorio in a New York exhibition

T

he Filipino-American artist Alfonso Ossorio is often heralded as
one of the greatest abstractionists of his time. Though Ossorio
was born in Manila, Ossorio and his family eventually moved
to the United States at the age of fourteen. After graduating from
Portsmouth Priory, Ossorio attended Harvard University in order to study
Fine Arts. After becoming an American Citizen, Ossorio landed a job as a
medical illustrator for the United States Army during World War II. As an
artist, Ossorio first experimented with Surrealism, one of the major styles
that dominated most of the Western art world at the time. Ossorio also
developed a lifelong relationship with the famous Jackson Pollock. It is
often stated that Pollock and Ossorio would often discuss various topics
revolving around the conceptualization and production of their own
respective works. Thus, Pollock’s works are heavily inspired by Ossorio’s
and vice versa. By the 1950s, Ossorio began to move away from his
Surrealist temperament and towards a much more Abstract Expressionism
approach. Ossorio began experimenting with various paints such as oil
and enamel in order to achieve his desired effects. His works during this
period are characterized by strong and bold gestural strokes. But unlike
Pollock’s, Ossorio’s work often contained a sense of familiar cohesion.
Though one can sense the chaos within Ossorio’s abstractions, one can
also find a familiar sense of harmony through his elements. While Pollock’s
works are often characterized as energetic, spontaneous, and immediate,
Ossorio’s abstractions can be seen as calculated, reserved, and nuanced.
Ossorio’s later works adopted this style through the artist’s use of various
objects within his artworks. Ossorio’s Congregations sought to confront
the complexity of the world by showing how each element and aspect is
unique in its own right.
This watercolor piece showcases that despite Ossorio’s artistic
development from surrealism, to Abstract Expressionism and then to his
iconic Congregations, he never boxed himself into just one particular
style or treatment. This 1975 piece contains within it a more Abstract
Expressionist approach, one that is often attributed to Ossorio’s works
from the 50s and 60s. The monochromatic painting exemplifies the artist’s
complex and nuanced contributions to the genre through its undulating
and almost meditative gestural strokes. The piece also showcases Ossorio’s
masterful use of shifting shadows and tones that renders his elements
with a sense of depth through aesthetic interplay. One can clearly see
that no matter the style, Ossorio’s complex and nuanced piece shows us
Ossorio’s complex artistic philosophy.
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Joy Mallari (b. 1966)

Par Avion
signed and da ted 2008 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 36” (122 cm x 91 cm)

P 400,000
Exhibited:
Rekwerdo, Sitio Remedios, Ilocos Norte,
December 6, 2008 – January 7, 2009
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Joy Mallari’s figurative expressionist style is often linked with the artistic
sensibilities among Salimpusa and Sanggawa artist groups, but it is her
narrative approach, in which she explores the connections between
literature and art, that makes her works distinct. In her 2008 exhibit,
Rekwerdo, the landscape that spawned Juan and Antonio Luna, Fr.
Burgos, and Antonio Ricarte, Ilocandia, serves as the backdrop of her
featured works. Mallari, a balikbayan herself, blends past and present as
she presents nameless men and women figures. The title of this piece,
par avion, is a French term which means “by airmail” and is usually
written on a letter or parcel to indicate how it is to reach its destination.
One of the exhibited pieces, Par Avion shows an OFW who remits her
hard-earned wages, as symbolized by the rose full of thorns, held as
petals fall.
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Johanna Helmuth (b. 1992)
So You Don’t Fl y Awa y
signed and da ted 2017 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)

P 220,000
Provenance:
Private Collection, Manila
Exhibited:
Soft Machine, Secret Fresh Sky Gallery,
Makati City, December 2017

The works of Johanna Helmuth effortlessly combines timeless humor with
a deeper sense of social brevity. Born in 1992, Helmuth received her formal
training in the arts from the Technological University of the Philippines. Her
work then gained recognition landing her a semifinalist spot at the Metrobank
Art and Design Excellence Award, and the Fernando Zobel Prize for the Visual
Arts at the Ateneo Art Awards. Her works have graced the walls of notable
galleries, museums and institutions such as Pinto Art Gallery, Secret Fresh, West
Gallery, and the Vargas Museum. She has also exhibited abroad with shows in
Taipei, Milan, and New York. Helmuth has presented a lecture regarding her art
at the Ateneo Art Awards, and was the resident artist at Singapore’s Artesan
Gallery + Studio.
In this piece titled So You Don’t Fly Away, Helmuth combines her trademark
sense of humor with a critique of the contemporary human condition. Rife
with layers of meaning, the piece confronts our natural response to emotion
through irreverent images. By synthesizing these two seemingly contradictory
ideals, Helmuth manages to engage the viewer in a serious conversation and
interplay without having to burden one with the full weight of the topic at
hand.
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To Have and To Hold

Catalog cover of Abi Dionisio’s 2012 exhibition featuring the work.

151
Abi Dionisio ( b. 1987)

Queen
signed and da ted 2012 (lower right)
oil on canvas
72” x 48” (183 cm x 122 cm)

P 400,000
Exhibited:
To Have and To Hold, Art Center, SM Megamall,
October 19, 2012

M

ulti-awarded contemporary artist Abi Dionisio, an exciting force
in the country’s art scene, graduated as an advertising arts major
from the Bulacan State University in 2009. In the same year,
she was hailed as the grand prize winner in the painting category of the
Art Association of the Philippines Annual Art Competition. Also one of the
national winners at the Philippine Art Awards in 2016, Dionisio has held
various sold-out solo exhibits and participated in successful group shows,
popular among collectors for her highly engaging works displaying both
accessibility and resonant narrative quality.
Dionisio said in an interview that, at a young age, she was mesmerized
by the works of Juan Luna, William-Adolphe Bouguereau, and Sir Edward
John Poynter. National Artist BenCab also influenced her craft. These major
influences cultivated her distinct painterly style as she renders the human
form—an essential part of her works. “Through it, I am able to express
emotions, age, gender, body language and facial expressions. It helps me to
compose and create stories,” she said.
Queen, her large-scale work in which she celebrates femininity and
motherhood through her evocative, intimate depiction of an expectant
mother, was exhibited in her first solo show, To Have and To Hold, held in
ArtCenter in 2012. In this piece, Dionisio’s painterly skills as a figurative artist
are evident, from her assured brushwork and elegant visualizations of subject
matters to her ability to make her personal vision a universal perspective.
Here, Dionisio visualizes a facet of womanhood and captures her subject’s
vulnerability as inner strength.
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Marina Cruz (b. 1982)

When We Were Ten Years Old – Elisa and Laura (Diptych)
signed and da ted 2012 (lower right)
oil on canvas
60” x 48” (152 cm x 122 cm) each

P 2,400,000
Provenance:
Sotheby’s, Modern and Contemporary Southeast Asian Art, Hong Kong, April 1, 2019, Lot 218
Exhibited:
In the House of Memory, Mind Set Art Center, Taipei, Taiwan, May 5 - June 17, 2012
Literature:
Queena Chu ed., In The House of Memory, Marina Cruz-Gardia, 2012, Mind Set Art Center,
2012, p. 16-17.
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Marina Cruz’s trademark use of dresses, textiles, and garments combines a classical formalist approach with a deeply emotional
contemporary essence. A graduate of the University of the Philippines, Cruz belongs to a younger generation of artists that
have gone beyond the confines of the previous social realist tradition that dominated the local art scene during the country’s
political upheavals of the 70s and 80s. Cruz’s work does not directly draw upon a direct social theme, but instead, it looks
inwards and utilizes the personal experience of Cruz itself to create a deeply moving and familiar body of work.
Marina Cruz’s paintings are heavily based on the old photographs uncovered by her and her grandmother that tell a half
a century worth of stories. Within these celluloid and silver prints pictures tells an overarching narrative about exploration,
survival, and triumph. In an attempt to both recapture the spirit that defined her ancestors, and continue the legacy of Cruz’s
family history, she recreates the various garments, textiles, and textures that her predecessors wore through her canvas. But,
beyond just mere imitation, Cruz manages to capture the emotions present within the photograph by rendering her works
with material imperfection; an allusion to the realities of the human condition.
In this piece entitled When We Were Ten Years Old – Elisa and Laura, Cruz showcases one of her trademark subjects: her
mother’s and her mother’s twin sister’s matching dresses. Through these pieces, she rekindles the memories present deep
within the fabric of the dresses as a way of reconnecting their threads with her own personal journey. But, the intent of the
work is not reserved only from Cruz itself. The nuanced creases, flaws, and loose threads can make anyone nostalgic for their
own personal pasts. Though Cruz’s works are deeply personal, the threads she weaves undoubtedly connect all of us to an
even greater whole.
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153
Gene Paul Martin (b. 1989)

Contemporary visual artist Gene Paul Martin graduated from the Far Eastern
University with a Bachelor of Fine Arts degree. His unique and energetic style
quickly caught the attention of numerous gallerists, collectors, and artists, landing
him several solo shows early on in his career. He has mounted both solo outings
and group exhibitions at notable places such as Secret Fresh, Art Fair Philippines,
and the Cultural Center of the Philippines. His works have also been exhibited in
Malaysia and Taiwan.

P 140,000

Gene Paul Martin’s work is steeped in pop culture and off kilter yearnings. His
style unearths an immediate emotional response from all sorts of viewers through
bold and rich colors that excite and delight the visual senses. Despite this, Martin’s
frenetic vitality is not chaotic nor jumbled. Instead, his unique knack for artistry
aptly guides and directs his energetic yearnings into a mystifying yet engaging
narrative. In this piece entitled Psychonaut, Martin subverts our familiarity
regarding various spatial elements by mixing and matching often contrasting
elements. His novel sense of placement is seen through his enigmatic images such
as the human figure seemingly buried under a house or the pile of rocks stacked
neatly in a living room. Martin’s work ultimately engages the viewer by mixing
the familiar yet disparate spaces that surround our day to day lives. Martin’s work
encapsulates the energy and enthusiasm of the contemporary Filipino art scene as
it attempts to reinvent the wheel.

Psychonaut
signed and da ted 2016 (verso)
oil on canvas
48” x 48” (122 cm x 122 cm)

Exhibited:
West Gallery
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154
Elaine Navas (b. 1964)

Curtain Call (After Sam Kiyoumarsi)
signed and da ted 2016 (lower right)
oil on canvas
48” x 72” (122 cm x 183 cm)

P 600,000
Exhibited:
Detour, Blanc Gallery, Katipunan,
Quezon City, 2016

Gates and entry façades appear in contemporary artist Elaine Roberto-Navas’s 2013
works. These continue to make its way into her body of works in her later works
drawn from the wear of time in urban fixtures, motivated by Sam Kiyoumarsi’s
photographic works of street scenes. Sidd Perez wrote: “In Navas’s conversation
with his images, she traverses the diametric of painterly photographs and paintings
translated from the photographic image. The grit and glut of such white elephants
in the city that Kiyoumarsi sharply acknowledges revived Navas’s sense of relevance
to such structures that demanded against any form of intrusion.”
Curtain Call was exhibited in the 2016 joint show of Navas and Jonathan Ching at
the Blanc Gallery. It reveals Navas’s affinity for impasto-rendered strokes, resisting
flatness upon confronting familiar images and memories of existing spaces and
navigating recollections of encounters through engaging abstraction and an artistic
approach out of mindfulness. Familiar yet refreshing, this mesmerizing piece
moves the viewers to make a deliberate closer look beyond the charm of everyday
surroundings.
Elaine Navas graduated with a bachelor of arts degree in Psychology from the
Ateneo de Manila University in 1985. She also took a second degree from University
of the Philippines, graduating with a BFA degree (Major in Painting) in 1991. Navas
was the recipient of the Juror’s Choice from the Art Association of the Philippines
in 1994 and 1995, the Honorable Mention from the Philip Morris Philippine Art
Awards in 1995, and the Honorable Mention from the Philip Morris Singapore Art
Awards in 2002 and 2004.
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155
Andres Barrioquinto (b. 1975)
My Wild Love
signed and da ted 2015 (lower right)
oil on canvas
60” x 84” (152 cm x 213 cm)

P 1,700,000
Accompanied by a certificate issued by the artist
confirming the authenticity of this lot

One of the country’s most in-demand contemporary artists, Andres
Barrioquinto, is unsurprisingly one of the leading Filipino artists of today.
A master with a restless mind, his oeuvre are hyper-realistic figurative
works in vintage imagery representing the dark thoughts of the master
himself, entwined with hallucinatory overlays and vivid washes of
foliage, butterflies, birds and traditional Japanese motifs to produce a
Zen-like balance between good and evil, light and dark.
Barrioquinto speaks a double visual language through fantasy and
realism. He creates surreal details that are still within the realm of hyperrealism of no distortions and no visual nightmares and these inventions
remain quite rational. Generally, Barrioquinto’s unique style and
treatment does not create a visual language that is absolutely unclear.
In the particular piece entitled My Wild Love, Barrioquinto utilizes his
masterful understanding of color and placement to create a wildly
creative masterpiece. The edges of the piece are filled with all kinds
of flora and fauna rendered in seemingly splendid and flawless detail.
From colorful parrots to majestic leopards, Barriquinto’s work seemingly
references Edward Hicks’ paintings entitled A Peaceable Kingdom. In the
center of the piece is an image that utilizes Barrioquinto’s more surrealist
leanings. We see a front-profile portrait of a woman, but instead of her
hair, she has all sorts of cats huddling over her and acting as her hair
piece. This stark contrast between the monochromatic center image
and the more traditional outer areas employs the artist’s knack for
juxtaposition. Barrioquinto’s My Wild Love showcases how, in our shared
environment, we are not only stewards but members.
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Manuel Rodriguez Sr. (1912 - 2017)
Untitled
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Cesar Legaspi (1917 - 1994)
Miners
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